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The first monograph in the current serieS of research reports
sponsored by the NCTE Committee on Research was Walter Lo'ban's' The Langua0 of EleinentarySëhool Childten-(1963),- In that
monograph,. Professor Loban reported the data obtained from his
analysis of language samples drawn from the same children at
regular intervals &ring the seven-year period beginning in 1953.
Although the scoPe of that longitudinal study would have distinguished it from all other studies of language development, it. was
distinguished even more by its pioneering,efforts to develop new
methods for analyzing children's language and by its contributions
to knowledge about language development. A great deal of sig-

nificant research on the langnage of school children has been
'done since that time, and most of it has been influenced in a positive way by Professor Loban's work.
As impressive as that study was (and is), it was actually a progress report. The present monograph is a continuation of the earlier
study, following 211 of the original 338 sUbjects from kindergarten

through .the twelfth grade. Considering the mass of interesting
-data that could not be included in this report, "continuationseems more appropriate than "final report.- It-is hoped that .Professor Loban will find time to write additional reports based ori
his unique collection of data. This study is a monument to his
fortunate foresight and scholarly patience. .But it is -a great deal
more.than a monument; it is a unique source of information about
the structure of children's language at the various stages of de-

velopment. Researcbers, teachers, .and students -are deeply
indebted to Professor Loban for this work.
Roy C. O'Donnell
Forthe NCTE Committee on Research
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PURPOSES OF THIS 'LONGITUDINAL STUDY

To examine the language development.olthe same group of children
frorn age five until age eighteen.
To base the investigation on a true cross section of the larger popula-.
tion. The study began with 338 children,_ half boys and .half girls,
representing all social and ethnic groups and a normal distribution
of intelligence. At the close of the study, thirteen years later, there
-were still 2.11 of_the.original.group.
To 'dentify differences between subjects who ranked high in language
proficiency and those who ranked low.
To look for stages of language development and velocity of yearly
growth.

To locate significant features of language worthy of further study.
To devise methods of analysis which go beyond the narrow educational testing of language and contribute to a more complete evaluation of true language effectiVeness.
.

IMPLICATIONS FOR- TEACHING

InasmUch a'S the language arts curriculum inevitably shrinks or expands to the boundaries of .what- is evaluated, impress upon school

boards and state boards of educati.on tne imperative necessity of
evaluating tar beyond the limitations of current commercial standardized tests..
.,Because no published tests measure power oVer the living language, the spoken word, devise ways of assessing oral language

using cassettes. tape recorders, and video tapes.
With the development of tape recorders, video tape, and 'cassettes,
the drawbaCks to evaluating oral language haVe diminished. The objections that taping requires too much time and money can be sOlved

easily by using sampling procedures. It is not necessary to record
every pta In a class of thirty, a. random sampla of six pupils can
demonstrate growth if the sampling 'occurs in September, February,
be
and May Individual pupils with special or severe problems can
intensively.
Class
or
group
discussions
recorded and studied more'
and closing of a
can be recorded in similar situationS at the opening
schooi
year
to
the
next.
semester or a year, and from one
Increased attention needs to be focused on oral language, not just
talk and chatter, but rather On what migiit be called thinking on.one's.
feet; i.e., learning-to organize or pyramid ideas, to generalize when
enough illustrations have been given, and to illustrate when.géneralizations are complex' or new to listeners.
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

Background of the Longitudinal Study
The research reported in this monograph concerns the stages
and growth of children's language in all the school grades from

kindergarten through grade twelve. The same children were
studied as ey p gressed through school during these thirteen

years. It w s a longi udinal study initiated in 1953 with kindergarten pupils arefully selected as a representative cross-section of
children th entering the -public school system of Oakland,
California. In The ensuing years,, each of the initial 335.subjects
reMaining withip' a geographic limit of 100 miles was studied on
an annual basis. During the lastjtalf of each year, every subject
was recorded on tape, 'and data Was gathered on wading, writing,
listening and other facets of language behavior. The'accumulation
in the study
at data continued until the 211 `subjects remaining
eighteen years of
from
high
school
or
were
a eithe
g

ah ed.

:graduated

Four of this invetigator's eZrlier publications report findings on the same subjects and data for the period of kindergarten through
grades seven, eight, and nine.1 The present monograph 'continues
to report on some of the same questions, Put it also turns to_new
questions about language, questions emerging from the work of
the earlier studies.
Purpose of the Investigatiop
From the outset, the basic purpose of this research has been to
accumulate longitudinal data on important aspectS of language
behavior, gathering the information in situations identical for each
subject and using a cross section of children from'a typical American city so that the findings could be generalized to any large
urban population in twentieth-century America. The major questions forming the purposes and dimensions of the investigation
were:
tFootnotes begin on page 135.
1
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What are the differences between pupils who rank high in proficiency with language and those who rank low? What is typical
proficiency for subjects at each grade level?

Does growth in children's hulguage follow a predictable sequence?
Can definite stages of language developmeot be identified?
Can the, velocity and Ielative yearly growth in language ability
be asceitained and predicted precisely?

In addition, the investigation waS also concerned with developing
'methods of analysis to aid the study of children's language and to
locate significant language features worthy of ftirther study. Such
methods of analysis should make it possible to study the use of
language in both its .semantic and structural aspectS. As the findings of the investigation were sifted and subjeCted to further forms
of analysis, initial methods were refined Or improved upon. Thus,
ati in any study intended to chart new ground over an extended
period of time; the research was based on a developmental design
with hypotheses and methods subject to modification during the
course of the research.
The Subjects
One crucial aspect of this.research was the choice of a true cross
section of the larger population. Care was taken to select a proportional representation of the socioeconomic backgrounds typical of
the city of Oakland. The f4mily status ranged from those in definitely poor economic circumstances, mostly living in the industrial'areas by the Bay, through the middle-class areas of the city, to
those in the m6re favored socioeconoinic circumstances of the hilltop districts. It should be noted, however, that gtratification was
not tied to a single variable. Precautions were taken to avoid any
unique or unusual factors of selection. The. four characteristics de-

cided uponsex, ethnic background, socioeconomic status, and
spread of intellectual ability2were chosen as the basis of selection inasmuch as previous studies of children's language iden-,
tified One or more of these four variables as having an influence'
on language behavior.

A second crucial aspectone of particular importance in :a lon-

gitudinal studyis- the necessity of keeping the, attrition rate
within reasonable bounds. At the outset it was hoped that a sample size of 338 would enable the .investigator to retain approxi.
rnately 50 subjects on whom there would lie complete data from
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kindergarten through grades twelve.. However, a combination of
subgood fortune and persistence in following low socioeconomic
Jects made it possible to retain a remarkable total of 211 subjects
throughout the entire thirteen-year period of study.
Use of Selected Groups Varying in Oral Language Ability
One aspect of the overall research.design necessitating particular attention is our use of three special subgroups selected from
the total sample. These consist of a group.high in language ability,
ii group low in language ability, and .11 random group-of subjects
used to represent the total group. The prohibitive expenditure of
time and money required to analyze the data on all 211 subjects
Jed us to use a random sample of students. Tilt's, for the purpose
for
of ithis monograph, the statistical data will often.be presented the
the High and Low groups (each with an N of 35), selected on
basis of a thirteen-year cumulative average of teachers' ratinls,3
and fbr the Random group (N= 35), selected by a table of ranLm
numbers.
..

.

Data Collected during the Longitudinal Study
Theoughout the longitudinal study an effbrt was made to obtain
as comprehensive a record as possible for each subject, not only
on linguistic growth and behavior but also on other variables
and uswhich might have influenced speakIng, reading, writing,
telling. Thus.; the present research draws on-the following sources
of data.

Annual oral interviews
In the spring of each year, every subject was interviewed individually .and the responses were recorded on tape. In anygiven
'the
year the interviews were identical for all subjects, although
for the
altered
periodically
to
allow
content of thelnterViewS was
maturing of" the subjects. Typical of the early.years were questions

about games, playmates, and television; in later years the emphasis shifted to such items as parties attended, plans for the RI=
ture, and the magazines, Comics, or books read during that year.
Typed transcripts of the oral interviews
and
Daring the overall longitudinal study, the most expensive subthe
typing
and
analysis
of
the
time-consuming procedure was
jects' oral interviews. There was an obvious need for preciskop,
valsince these typed transcripts undoubtedly constitute the most
t.)
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uable source of data collected during the thirteen-year period, and
as a result many thousands of hours were.devoted to this -phase of
the study by a group'of highly trained typists working to transcribe
the interviews accurately according to a 'detailed set° of instructions. Thus, the present research draws upon approxiMately 3250
typed)transcripts containing roughly 380,000 words of spoken language.

In order to procure'comparable samples for each subject in the
High, Low, and Random groups, thirty representative oral communication units per year were carefully selected for special forms
of analysis. This selection was done for grades one through
twelve, with each communication unit requiring a separnte sheet
for the anabiis. In .addition, a similar type of analysis was carried

out for. the written language of the. High, Low, and Random
groups. Thus the enormousness of the task precluded analysis on
all 211 subjects.
Written compositions
Beginning in grade three, typical samples of the subjects' writ-

ten language were secured on an annual basis (one composition
per year). In grades ten, eleven, and twelve it was possible to se:
cure two or more compositions per year for each subject. Therefore, in addition to the data on oral language, the present research
draws on a longitudinal record of writing ability from grade three
through grade twelve.
Reading tests
The data on reading ability consists of test scores on either the
Stanford or California test of reading achievementgenerally With
two or more scores for each subject.
LQ. tests

In grade two of the Oakland primary schools, the KuhlrnanAnderson Intelligence Test was administered to all pupils. The
majority of students were tested again in grades four, five, or six
using this same test. A relatively small percentage of students
were tested still further in grades seven or eight. In cases where-a
discrepancy appeared between a pupil's score and the teacher's
observations of the pupil's intellectual performance in class,
further testing was carried out either with another form of the
same test or with the individual Stanford-Binet Scale. As part of
the data-gathering process, all I.Q. scores were obtained for every
subject in the study.

OVERVIEW

Listening tests and ratings
In grades eight and nine and again in grades eleven and twelve,
the STEP Test of Listening Ability was administered. In every
year or the study there was ab:o a teacher's rating on a five-point.
scale for listening.

Tests on the use of connectives
In grades five through twelve, a test of the ability to use Connectives and conjunctive adverbs was administered to every subject.
-The test consisted of fifty sentence completions, the written response indicating whether or not the subject, %vas able to use appropriately such words as unless, however, and moreover.
Teachers' ratings

In eyery year of the study each subject's teacher rated him or
her on a specified series or language Factors, with each factor
.scored on a five-point scale. Throughout the course of the research, the following features of oral language, each defined for
the teacher, were included:
1.. amount Of language

2. quality of vocabulary.
.3. skill in communication
4. organization, purpose, and control of language
5. wealth of ideas
6. quality of listening
In addition, beginning in grade four, the teacher was also aSked to
rate the subject on qiiality of writing and on skill and proficiency
in reading. Inasmuch as a cumulative average of teacher's ratings
was the basis by which the investigator.selected the subgroups for
special study, the scale meri6; particular attention. A sample of the
teacher's rating scale 'may' be fenind in Appendix A. Thus, we have
at least thirteen teachers' ratings, per child. These ratings were av-

eraged in order to select the thirty-five most proficient and the
thirty-five least proficient subjectS in language.
Book lists

In grades four through twelve, subjects were asked to list the
books they had read during the previons year. The assumption, of
course, is that the lists arc incomplete, since.even an ad,ult of good
intelligence would have difficulty in remembering every book he
'or she had .read during the span of an entire year. Care was taken,
however, to obtain as comi3lete a record as possible; no subject

turned in u blank list. For subjects who were poor readers or
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perhapS not able to write the titles of anything they had read, a
staff-member obtained the infbrmation orally and completed the
book list. For those subjects whose reading ability was so poor or
reading interest .so meager that they had not read a single book
during the previous year, information was-obtained on .their
magazine-or comic book reading in order to have some basis for
determining their individual reading habits.
Other data
Among the'other types of data accumulated during the longitudinal study were statements about the television programs the
subjects watched, personality profiles, language questionnaires,
records of school attendance, grades, and general state of health.
Hypotheses Being Studied
In looking at language, one *asks, a multiplicity of questions and
puzzles over Many issues. There 'are hundreds of hypotheses to
test. Here we ha4 tried to select those most valuable for under.,
standing language behavior and deVelopment:
1. Predictable stages of growth on important features of lan
gnage development will emerge.
2. The stages and velocity of language growth will.not show a
.steady, even pattern. Instead, there will be spurts of' growth fol.
lowed by plateaus.
3. Subjects froM above-average socioeconomic status will develop the resources of language earlier and to a greater proficiency
than subjects from below-average socioeconomic status.
4. Subjects profieient in language williuse more optional grammatical transformations in their sentence structures and will be
more accurate in their obligatory grammatical transformations than
those lacking in proficiency.
weighted index of syntax
.5. It will be possible to constrtict a
elaboration; an index which will correlate highly with other measures of language competence. By elaboration we mean such syntactical katures as''adverl)s, clauses, phrases, .appositives,..mid so
forththe ways hy whicri.the basic subject and predicate are expanded.
6. Whenever possible, a subject with high language proficiency
Will nwre frequently use phrases or nonfinite constructions of all

kinds.in preference to subordinate clauses. This is a matter of
economy;.wherefeWer words will be as effective as many words,
effic...nt speakers will use fewer words.
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7. Subjects with high ability ih language will use more adverbial clauses of cause, concession, and condition than subjects with"
low language ability.
fk Subjects with high language proficiency will use relational
words (e.g., connectors such as moreover, although, unless, ete:)
more frequently', accurately, and earlier than other subjects..
.9. In speech, reading, writing, and listening, a strong positive
correlation will be found. Only rarely will a subject show profi
ciency in one language art and ladk. of proficiency in a second Ianguage art. Such subjects merit special study:10. By using a specified set of data for subjects in 'grades one,
two and three, it will be possible to constnict a method by which

ohe may predict the langnage ability of those same 'subjects in
grades ten, eleven, and twelve..
11. Subjects with high ability in language will use more .verbs
(includingauxiliary verbs and nonfinite verbs) as a percentage of
words per cOminuilication unit than will subjects. with low 1anguage ability.
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CHAPTER TWO.

METHODS

General Statement on Methodology
quantitatiVe and
..Wherever apprePriate, standard procedures of derived from
statistical description have been used. Methods maY easily loother researcfrare described and footnoted so one
length and
cate the original study. New methods are discussed at
The
methods
used.
make
it possiillustrative examples provided.
equally

ble to present the status of the subjects' lang-aage atthe total
atif:for
spaced periods of time, providing normative
subgroups used in the
group of subjects as well as for the various
research.

Segmenting. the Flow of Oral Language

oral language; transcripts of
After the taping of the..subjects
critical
proOlem
in the research was
those tapes were typed. A
'for
segmenting
the flow of oral Iandevising an objective niethod
approaches,
the investigator
. guage. After CarefUlly trying various
unit
and
the
Maze
as the two
settled upon the communication
method,

methods of segmenting most suitable to the data. A third
is the analysis
the phonological unit, was seldom used; basically itthe
analyst may
of the subject's oral intonation pattern by which segmentation
double-check what has already been carried out, the
mazes. The intonaof the transcript into communication units and
when
any uncertainty
.tion .pattern, or phonological unit, is usefnl
B and C, the
'about the communication unit eceurs. In Appendices
clescriptions
of
out
methods
of .segmenreader Will,find complete
tation..
The communication
method of segmentation
The communication unit is the-basic
the-typed.transcripts of the
this
method
used in thig research. By
analYiisAn_additiOn,
subjects' oral interviews 'are processed forthe
analysis of the sub7
segmentationused
also,
in
this method of
rise
to
one
way of quantifying
jects' written compositionsgives number of
words per comlanguage developMent, the average
munication unit.
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The definition of the communication nnit may be stated either
semantically or. stnicturally. In semantic terms it is what A. F.
Watts described as "the.natural linguistic unit ... a group of words
.which cannot be further.divided without the loss of their essential
meaning."' Watts-definition 'proved difficult to apply-; his "essential meaning" could not be defined with enough objectivity to enable analysts to agree on many utterances they encountered. As a

consequence, the structural 'definition of communication unit
ad-opted for this research became that of each independent clause
with its modifiers.2.Kellogg W. Hunt, studying children's writing,
uses this *same method of segmentation;. in Hunt's research this
unit has been termed a T-unit rather than a communication unit.3
As.an illustration of what does or does not comprise a communi-

cation unit, a very simple example ..may be given. In terms of
semantics, if one were to say "I know a boy with red hair," the
words would constitute a single unit olcommunication. HoWever,
if the words "with red hair" had been 'omitted (chopped off, sp to
speak, by a different method of segmentation), the essential mean-

ing of that particular unit of communication would have been
changed. "I know a boy" does -not mean the same thing as "I
know a boy 'with red. hair." Furthermore, the phrase "with red
hair," left dangling by itself, becomes a fragment. However, if the

utterance had. been "I know a boy/and he has red hair"/, the
method would require segmentation Into two communication
units because we have a comPound sentence, with two independent clauses (we count and with the. second main .clause).
In More complicated utteranceS, segmenting by meaning alone
(semantics) offers too many .opportunities .for disagreement when
several 'judges are segmenting the utterances. Therefpre the segmentation devolVes ultimately upon structure (each independent

predication with all of its modifiers) double-checked whenever
necessary by the intonation patterns of the human voicepitch,
stress, and pause. Thus, mall cases, the words comprising a communication unit Will fall into one of the following three categories;
1:-.,each independent grammatical predication

2. -.cach answer to a question, provided that the answer lacks
Uhly the repetition of the question elements to satisfy the
criterion of independent predicati tin
3. .eachWord.such as "Yes" Or ."No" when given ih answer to a
question such -as "HaVe you ever been sick?"

Categories 2 and 3 are only necessary in oral language; Hunt's.
T-unit is based upon written language so he does not need to deal

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
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with .answers to questionS.and yas or no. The following examples illustrate the method of tallying Communication units. A slant
'line (/) marks the completion of caeh commuincation unit.contractions of two words into one ae counted as two words.

.

Examples -of communication, Aunt's:
_

Number.
of communi-

Transcript
of subject's
actual language

cation units

Number
of icords
per unit

.

11

I'm going to get a bo'y 'cause

he hitined I'm going to beat
him up and kick him in his nose/.
and I'm going to get the girl,.too./

3
13

9

The Maze

Listening to the subjects recorded interviews or reading the

typed transcripts of their oral language, One cannot help but notice

Imw frequently they become confused or tangled in words. In
many respects this behavior in language resembles -the physical
behavior of someone trapped in a special maze, thrashing about in
one direction or another, hesitating, making false starts, or needlessly retracing steps, until finally they either abandbn their goal
or find the patfi. On occasion the path is stumbled upon .acciden-

tally; on other occasions there is enough presence of mind to
pause and, presumably, to use the ,process of reasoning. In this

research these linguistic tangles have been termed mazes.4
To define it more precisely, a maze is a.series.of words (or initial parts of words), or unattached, fragments which do not constiJute a conununication unit and arc not necessary to the communication unit.
In studying the exaniples of mazes, one discovers that when a
maze is removed from a communication unit, the remaining material always .constitutes a straightforward, clearly recogniiable unit
of 'communication. The procedure in this research has been to
%mark the maze in red brackets .and enter a red number on the
subject's transcript (asshown by the circled numbers in the examples below). Then, as a derivative of the initial analysis, it is possible tO compute such data as average words per maze anchnaze
words as a percentage of total wOrds in order to have some measure of the subject's degree of linguistic uncertainty.
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isample's of mazes:
Number.

..Transcript
of subjecr.s
actual language.

. [I' Irk going]

Description
of maze

Short maze at the
beginning of a
cominunication unit
.and integrally.related to that.communication unit

.

I'm going to build
ti flying saucer/
but.I can't think
how yet./

2. When I was fixing
ready to go home,.
my mother called
me u in the
house/ and [I, I,

Shoi-t maze in the

9f

colionanication.
units

.2.

Number

of

words
pe r

unit

®43

7

2

16
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middle of a com
munieatiori unit
and 'integrally
related to that
communication
unit.

have to] I have_to
get rny'hair
colitbed./

3. 1 saw a hunter 1)1'6- Long maze not imme-

gram last Sunday!'
[and he, and snow
thile he had to have.
'lot with-hWhen
he not too
many clogs, he] .and that's all I
think of that
pieture./

2

cliately related to
communication unit.
The child appzirentl
drops the idea he was
trying to express,
deeming it too com-; .
plicatedfor his
Powe I'S.

A

Note: Mazes are in brIckets. The number of worth in a maze iS
circled.

Statistically, the proL;em of dealing with mazes wnuld seem
relatively slight. After counting the words in a maze, one presumnnmber whiqb may be compared to any other number.
in actual practice, however, mazes continue to be one of the more
..confusing variables encountered in. this research. The examples

shown are generally termed "textbook examples,- with each
.

clearly defined to assist the reader's comprehension of what has
been studied.
-
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In addition to the difficidties sometimes encoutitered in

analysis, there is a forther problem with mazes, pointing up the
fact that one should not become.totally dependent upon statistical
measurement. Frequently a situation is encountered in which two
subjects have an coal proportion of mazes; yet, when studying
other measures of their language ability, it becomes obvious that
the language skills of the subjects in question are -inherently different. For exaMple, a subject with a low maze count may.be the
type of person one would describe As thoughtful, reflective, and
ca.reful about speaking preciselY. On the other hand, a-low maze
count could be associated with subjects classified as exceptionally
poor in language ability, those who tend to speak in slow, short
communication units, those who appear to have difficulty in verbalizing their ideas.
The opposite case is those who have a high proportion of mazes,
Here again we may encounter two.extremes of language ability. In
that
one instance, a subject may be so eager to communicate incirapidly,
prdducing
a
high
words tend to bubble'forward too
dence of mazes. In another case, a high maze count may be the
result of disorganized thoughta lack of verbal Control producing
a constant series of hesitations and false starts.
Dependent Clauses: Method of Analysis
$peakers and writers use many different strategies. for
elaborating their simple subjects and .predicates, modifying not
only through the use of adjectives and adverbs, but also preposiclauses,
tional phrases, appositives, infinitive phrases, infinitive
-dependent
special
study.
examines
and dependent clauses. This
adjectival, adverbial, and noun clauses; it then further divides adverbial clauses by type (such as condition, concession, or manner,
etc.).and noun clauses by function (such as objective-complenient,.
direct ohject, or subject).
Subordination is typically a more mature and difficult form of
syntaciical Structure than simple parallel statements connected by
and or bur Ftirthermore,..subordination makes Possible a more
coherent organization of related statenients. Usually one thinks of
dependent clauses when.subordination is-mentioned, but prepositional, participial, infinitive', and gemnd phrases are also Syntactical strategies for classifying thought relationships;-throUgh them,
speakers communicate More-complex propositions than.are ustially possible with simple Independent clauses..
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Some measure or index of subordination shOuld reveal a difference between subjects proficient with language and tho'se who are
not. LaBrant was probably the first researchei-lo analyze subordination by a dearly defined series of rules.5 She studiedclauses as
indications of skill .in written language and developed a subordination index, dividing the nuMber of subordinate clanses by the
total number of clauses in each subject's writing..Thus her.subordipation index is the percentage of dependent plauseS among all
the clauses written by an individual. Her index does not take into

account any subordinating accomplished by infinitives, partici-'
ples; and gerunds, whether,these nOnfinite verbs be single or in
phrases. In other words, her formnla deals onlY with finite verbs
and does not include the nonfinite verbs .(infinitives, pArticipI0,
gerunds) or any other subordinating syntactit:al methods-Stich -as
prepositional phrases, nominative absolutes, and appoitives. Fo
lowing LaBrant several Studies added to the body of knowled
-.on subordination.6

Another index of clausal subordination has emerged from, the
research of Kellogg flunt.7 This, too, is based upon writingapd
restricted to finite verbs, but it is computed differently. Hunt divides the nuniber of main clauses plus subordinate Clause's by the
number of main clauses.
La Brant,

-Subordinate clauses
Subordinate plus :main clauses

.

Hunt
Sabordinate plus main.,clauses
Main clauses

Neither of these indexes deals with nonfinite verbs or other.
'Methods of subordinating; at first, in this researdirwe also studied
only clausal subordination, but this seems an unncessarily narrow,
concept of what subordinating:actually is in human communica-.'
tion.

Thus ability to express natural or logical relations 'does not depend solely upon' finite verbs. Analysis of proficient speakers and
writers reveals skillful use 'of prepositional, phrases, infinitives,
.appositives, gerunds, and other strategies of structure to compress
ideas into More mature, .meariingful forms. Therefore,.,.valuable
piorieering thotigh it was, LaBrant's indek Of subordination remains an incomplete method of analyzing all the structural' complexity used by speakers and writers for density and comPression
.-of thought. Mature speakers and writers also replace dependent
clauses with phrases of all kindk, as in these'examples:
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....

...More Mature
Having fed the 'baby; Ninti

Less Mature
When Nina had kd the baby, she.
after her father.

hurried after her fitther.
.(Present perfbct Participial
phrase) .

Literature is written so that
it can. clarifY the real world.
.

The dog was in such a wild 'fury
that he bit Itis master.

.

Literature is'-written to
clarify the real world.
.(Infinitive,plirase)

In his wild fbry the clog bit
his master.
(Nepiisitional phrase)
.

The function .of clauses may also reveal degrees of proficiency.
in language.,Templin found.subjects age fight usink five times as
.many subordinate clauses as subjects age three, bitt the difference
varied according to type of elause:8, the eight-year-old subjects
usecl foUrtimes as many adverbial clauses,:seven time as..many
noun clatksri'i and twelve times tis 'many adjectival clauses. Evidently, frequent nse of adjectival clauses belongs tO a huerstage of
deyelopment.9 Lawton's research also shows socioeconornie
utie of the adjeetival clause at'age twelve, burby
10-fences

---.-

age fifteen his working-class boys have caught up with the

middle-class boys.. "Noun -clauses used as objects are vely .common and are learned early in life; but noun clauses used'as nomi'nals.Isubjects, complements, and appbsitives] are much -later de.velopmenks.7m
Althotigh-clauses are often A lei; skiflftu! syntactic strategS than

verbal clusters in the writing of experrstylists, they do,:neverthe,
less, prove to be a 'sign of-lapgnage proficiency in the speech. and
..writing.of the subjects in this longitudinal study. In.the early years
o'f'this study, the investigt.ttor'devised a weighted.index of sithor7
This
dination that permitted a limited place to! nonfinite verbs,
1,
index tallied all dependent clauses as follow?;:
1 point for each dependent clause (first-orderdependenrclauses)
2 points for ,any dependent elause modifying or, within another
dependent.clause (secohd-order dependent clatt.se:;)
2. points fbr any dependent clause containing a verbalconstrue...tion such as an infinitive, gerund, or purticiple
. 3 pdints for atiy,dependent clause within or itiodifying another.
.depenclent clause whicb, in turn, 'is within or modifies another
dependent clause (third-order dePendent clauses)."
.

.

.

r
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tion through adjectives, adverbs, and dependent clauses but also
..with prepositional phrases, infinitives, appositives, participles, .
and all other strategies of expansion.
In order to get comparable samples for each subject in the High,
Low, and Random gro.ups, thirty sequential oral communication
units per year wete carefully selected for analysis. This selection
was done for each subject, grades one through twelve. In addition,
a similar thirty units were selected from the written language of
the High, Low, and Rlindom groups. Thus the enormousness of
the taSk precluded the analysis on all 211 subjects.°
The weight assigned to each elaborated structure was decided
upon after an examination of the subjeets' language.° The precise
.weights used in the research are shown in the list of Elaboration
Index Weights. This.elaboration index is a valuable insight intO an
indiVidual's strategies, in maneuvering language. However, it fis
complex and time-consuming and, as will be seen in Appendix E,

it can be bypassed using evaluation designed to replace inadequate standardized- tests. Other, methods of analyzin.g and
.quantifying sentence elaboration have been described in recent
articles on language..In the next section of thiS monograph we
present another such method of analySis based upon transforma-.
tionai grammar. The analysis of syntactic density proposed by Endicott° is also baSed-upon the number of grammaticattransformations involved in producing a sentence. Another syntactic density
score has been developed empirically by Golub.16 These methods
of examining sentence maturity have been revieWed by O'Dork.nell," who concludes that the T-unit length. (our communication
unit) is "still the mOst useful and usable index of syntactic developinent over a large age-range."
A Transformational Method of Analysis

A second method of studying the subject's expansion of communication units waslhat of transformational grammar. Could this
graminai reveal sentence comPlexity witk, more methodological
precisien than our Index? Complex sentenceS are generated from
several source or kernel. sentpnces.. The matrix -sentence, or inde-

Pendent clause, has embedded in itgrafted onto itanumber of
other sentences.Particularly important is the fact that some trans-,

formations will require deletions, becoming participles or
gerunds, for instanCe; they, too; must be counted just as is every;
thing. else that is neSted into the main Clause. We are especially,
interested -in these embeddings into the matriZ sentence, especially when deletions occur. It is our assumption that the ability to
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de this is a sign of the speaker's (or writer's) ill:sire to coil thought
moie tightly, to avoid a Waste of words in order to communicate

more directly and .effectively." Professor John Dcnnis from

Snnoma State University devised a method fOr our oral language,
and Mr. Frances Hubbard, one of his graduate students, applied
Professor Dennis's design ,to our data. It proved to be -a valuable
Elaboration:Index- Weights

Points

Language Variable
Adjective
Adverb
Compounding

1/2

1/2
1/2

1/2'

'Auxiliary
PoSsessive

1

Determiner
Topic.'

.

1

Frozen Language'
Parenthet:ear
Nominative Absolute
prepositional Phrase

2
2

Modal

Participle
Geriind
Infinitive
Objective Complement

2
2
2

AppositiVe

.3

:3

First-order Dependent Clause'
First-order Participial Phrased
First-order Gerund Phrase''
First-order Infinitive Phrased
First-order Infinitive Clause"

5
5
5
5

'Topic; instances-of repeated subjects such as The boy. he leas in the street or I
knew that tlw girlslth was my friend.
l'Frir..en Language: idiomatic exPressions snch as owe upon a time, in other
words, a couple of weeks ago. more or less, back and fortlt,
a long tinw ago. Thi, was a yawn. category h, it. fortunafely,
.

fem.' ne;tances occurred.

' Parenthetil: stnatures inserted Within'a connonnication unit such as I guess.

I suppose, you might .say, as it were, generally speaking.
,ISome subjects produce rinire complkated constructions, for instalice, a dependent clause within a dependent clause. All dependent elauses and verbal phrases
beyond first-order (second-order. third-order, ;At%) received one additional point as
the order of embedding increased. For example. a second-order dependent clause
received five points; a second-order participial phrase received sbi points; a thirdorder infinitive clause received seven points. etc:These occurred very seldom.
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approach but very likely too complex for use AN.an evaluation tool

in the schools. John Dennis's design for oral language may be
fbund in Appendix F.
Verbs: Method of Analysis

Every language is. complex in some, ways and simple in other
ways: Polish and Finnish morphemes are difficult compared to
Italian; the complex gender ,of German nouns astounds a Spanish
lt-Tiferer. English is relatively .simple except for its verb system,
one of the .mdst subtle and elaborate among Western languages.
And in any language mastering the system of verbs is crucial to
knowing and using that language. Therefore, quite intuitively, one
senses that, a study of English .predication should reveal something useful. For instance, the authors of Writing: Unit-Lessons in.
Composition believe that the densityor proportionol f verbs in
writing increase0Aarity,
---Yerh density" refers to the number of verbs or verbals as
compaied-totlw tohil munber of words in-the selection. Writing that has a low verb density contains too kw verbs or verbals; writing that has ii-high_yerb density .has a large number
of verbs in relation to the total -nunther of words. In general,
the higher the ratio of verbs and verbalto the total number of
words, the clearer the writing is' likelY to be.
Computing verb dc,u-izy is not meant tO be scientific: No..,
mathematical formula can tell you exactly how clear a piece of

writing is; your own judgment must give you that answer.
Nevertheless, when you find that a piece of writing seems unclear,-you will often discover that it has a loW verb density. A
low verb density.results when there is Only one verb or verbal
for every nine or More words (1:9). A high verb density occurs
when there is one 'verb for every five to eight words (1:5 to
1:8)..The value of this ffirmula is that it gives you the means to
check the ve-rb OenSity of a passage after you sense a vaguehess, awkwahlness Or confusion in the writing."

Another aSpect.of the'.,verb, one not studied in this research, is

lekical. Do those subjeets with power over lanpage use more
vivid, unusual, and preeise verbs than those wilo lack language
skill? For instance, the Plowing contrasts:
The boys went clown tOhe lagoon to swim.
The boys streaked dowii, to the lagoon to sm;im.
He Went across the street.
He ambled (lurched, s6-ode, shuffled) acro.ss the street..

METHODS

This seems an important study for the future. Because
Cli tuc
search is time-consuming, no attempt was Made in this pl,").t
determine this development of verb's. However, it Nvis
make a count of verbs and .yerbals. We felt that subjects N'vhible too
language with pOwer might use more expanded verb forms ,s"

auxiliaries (would, vill bave been, .inight) and catenat1v21ch:r.

been trying to operate). In one tucly of written Eng1j s17 01..,
mbdern plays, 'novels, nonfiction, and periodicals, the ox:' 119
panded verb forms proved less comnion than supposed; o'il.sof
verb forms oufof 4800 were expanded forms, but we were Li
`lo peful
of getting different results."
The present research deals with verb forms in the Oral
ten language of children and adolescents; our special st.1
verbs examines, first, verb expansion or density_and Secon..)t:d. °
and nonfinite verbs used in both dependent 'and 1nc1e,;1 finite
clauses. A finite verb is one requiring a subject and earl_ri eft.
taking a subject, from this list: it, I, we, you, he, she, the,..41 1
ver bs are those that may occur as the only verb forms in rIlt,Vi nittl:

dent clauses.

Nonfinite verbs (infinitives,. participles,
Oceur only if there are, first of .all, finite thrills in in1erunc1.0

t"P rident

clauses.21

Limitations of the Methodology

In procuring spontaneous speechlrom children, the relat;.
between child and adult is yery importint, often more so 1nshg
minority Children and Caucasia6 adults. In this study, th_twe
researcher (Caucasian) spent the period of September t,
.ruary 1 of the kindergarten year playing with the children, Is° FelY
them with their classroom activities, and recording tbei;elpInegs t
solely to accustoM them to the use of tapes and to his prese,,voic_..,.

February the subjects were definitely at ease with him
idea of taping. Thus, their early tapeskindergarten "(Li d the
onegive every evidence of being natural spontaneous grade
The same is true in grades two through twelve. Of cnorpeecb._
dren; vary, in fluency; the minority children range fron
c
laconic; just as do the nonminority subjects. Later when
(7
employed a black adult, 'an attractive and friendly young stu
response 6f the black
no differences appeared in
1111.111,

th"tt

when compared with their previous'language recorded by :Ilbjecttes
whi
adult.
It is very likely true that in a school situation and with all

some children shift the register of their speech, thelr
uN A4C1"
some. degree. This was one of the limitations of a stndy
ge, to
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kind, a limitation accepted from the beginning. However, deliberate control of one's oral language is not easy and, over thirteen
years of taping, .the personality and natural manner of talking for
each of these 211 subjects do conic through loud and clear..
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CHAPTER THREE
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE'
For purposes of this monograph' the statistical description of the

sample will be limited to the High, Low, and Randoin grouPs

(each N = 35).
.
To deterMine the socioeconomic status of each subject in the
research, the occppations of both parents (or legal guardians) were
determined.' These occupations were then classified according to
the Minnesota Scale for Paternal Occupations.2 Once this was ac-

complished, each subject- fell into one of the seven major
socioeconomic categories comprising the.Minnesota Scale:
I. Professional
II. Semiprofessional-and managerial
HI.. Clerical, skilled trades, and retail business
IV. (The Minnesota Scale .reserves this category for all fiirm-

..Prs)

Semiskilled occupations, minor clerical Pbsitions, and

minor business
'VI. Slightly skilled trades and other oceupatiOns requiring little training or ability
VII. Day laborers of all classes' (and families whose sole livelihood was public assistance)
.

.

Note that even though the present study is an all-urban simple,
some subjects fall into category IV, since the socioeconomic ratings reflect the average of both parents' occupations.3

Table 1 presents the socioeconomic data by sex and ethnic
background for the High, Low, and Random groups. There is a
high correlation between high socioeconomic status and entry into
thelligh group, and low socioeconomic status and entry into the
Low groupIn reference to I.Q.. scores, the same obvious gener.alization holds true, with high I.Q. scores centered in the High'.
group and low I.Q. scores in the Low group:As we would expect,
the Random group has a median I.Q. of 100(See Table 2,)
Our subjects fell into three ethnic groups: Caucasian (including
M'exican-American), black,. and .Oriental. Subjects 'from minority
ethnic groups comprise a disproportionately low percentage of the
21
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ts

High group:and a disproportionatelY, high percentage of the Low

group. On the other hand, the five black' subjects in the High
group show an ability to overcome language difficulties not re-

quired of their white counterparts in this.researcIL And from this,
as wen as from .the perfOrmance and ability of a number of other
black subjects in the research, the investigator believes that the
ways of studying the language abilities of .black children are not
fully developed in this research. We need more refined research
measures to eliminate the pionouuced cultural bias..,
Table 1
Socioeconomic StatuS by Ethnic Group and Sex

High Group
Socioeconomic-.

Status

Caucasian Male
Caucasian Female
BlaekMale
Black Femak
Oriental NInle
Oriental Female
Total

I
7

II

3

5

1-

III

IV.

VII

-Total

1

V
2

17.1.

4

0

o

16

3.

0

0

0

0

11.

-0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

1

0

0
0

0
2

8

3

7

0

2
2

0

0

12

1

1

8

1

1

0

3

0

6

1

'8

0
0

2
2

2

35

0

10

7

0

0
0

-.1

2
:35

Random Group
Caucasian NIA e

.1

1

5

2

Cauctisian Feniale
Black Mak
Blpek Female.
'Oriental Male
'Oriental 'Female
Total

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1.

0
9

'9

1

0

0

0

0

.2

0
0

4

8

8

1

4

1

Low,Group .
1.

1

.1

0

o

()

0

1

1

2

o

0

6

1

0

()

.0.
4

4
9

7

0

11

0

0

.2

0

0

o

0

2

0

0

10

15

0

Cau6sian Fenutle
Black. Male

Blaa. Female
Oriental Mak
Oriental Female
Total

7

4

Caucasian Male

0

0
0
0

4

1

2
35

DESCRIPTION
.

The reul problem, however, is not ethnic minority status but
socioeconomic status. This study will offer clean' evidence that
proficiency with language, as the schools and society view it', accompanieS reasonable affluence. The subjects in this study who
are impoverished in a so6ioccofiomic sense did not perfbrm well
in language. They represent all groups in ethnic terms, Anglo as
well as black, Chicano, and Asiatic. Social inequity, not ethnic
background, accounts fbr the fact that a larger number of minority
children classify iv; low in socioeconomic status and do not, in this
study, ,ipeasure
in.language, proficiency. Minority subjects
who came from securely affluent home backgrounds did not show

up, in the low profkiency group: .The problem -is poverty, not
ethnic: affiliation.

Table 2

.

Kuhlman-Anderson I.Q. Scores
Median

High Qroup
filmdom CrouP
Low (7,r)up

.

.

116
100
88

'Range
99 to 133
72 to 124
68 to 107

Notes: For most sulkieets. there were altilable either two, threy. or fimr separate
Knblinan-Andersim
smres. The mean was first calculated loreach suliket bedbre the median scores were determined for the group.
Note dint the median For thy Random 'group fijdl at exactly 100. an additional con'-'
6i-illation of the Validity of the selecting process. The I.Q. scores also.supported the
validity of the Watts vocalmlary test of 100 iteins given in the kindergarten for
purposes of xelecting the sample.

35
.
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RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
Basic Measures

Up to this point, we have described the purpoSesand methods
used in this researck Now we will turn to the results, first treating
basic measures such as words per communication. unit. Then we
will report the study of dependent clauses, the index of Syntactical
elaboration, the analysis of grammatical transformations, and the
study of verbs.
We would like to remind the reader that we used three groupS,
each coMprising '35 subjects,, drawn from the 211 subjects ler
whom we..have data spanning all thirteen yearS of the longitudinal,
study: High Language Proficiency Group, Low Language Proficiency Group, and a Random Group, selected from all 211 sub-.
jects.

Those 35 in the High group were, out of 211 subjects, the most
effective users of language aS viewed by all,.their teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. Similarly,those 35 in the Low
group were the least effective users of language over a period of
thirteen years. Ratings of at least seven elementary teachers plus
six or more sccondary English teachers were averaged to deter-

mine these gioups, thus ironing of 'any idiosyncratic 'teacher

judgment. It seems important to note;that; the differences bCtween
these groUps are Consistent for all knguage features measured in
this research.. For instanee the High group is high and the Low
group is low in all these attribuies:

average number of words per cOmmunication unit
sYntactical elaboration of. subject And predicate
number of grammatical transformations (especially multiplebase deletion transfi)rmations)
proportion of mazes to total speech,
reading Ability
writkng ability

height And rAge of vocabulary'
24
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scores on listening tests2
,use of connectors (unless, although; etc.)

use of tentativene,4s:. supposition, hyPotheses, conditional
statements (the Low Group is mere inflexible, dogmatic, nnwilling or unable to entertain nuances or ambiguity.)3
number of dependent clauses
use of adjectival clauses

The stability and consistency of these two gronps on so many few,
tures of language is'persuasive evidence that the Teachers' Rating
does actuallysort out the extremes in language proficiency.
For a third group of 35, to represent the total 211 subjects, we
used a table of random numbers'and drew whoever fell into the
requirements of that technique. Orr all the measures this Random
group falls neatly between the High and Low groups.

Fluency with'oral.language
I5ency with oral language-generally connotes ,a readiness to
4press oneSelf combined with 'a smooth, easy flew of words, as
requently exemplified in the language of skilfed public speakers.
In the language of children, however, one cannot expect to find

the same degree of proficiency. Even, at the high school level,
children obviously lack the polish and rhetorical skill of the
trained. public speaker; in examining their' language one must
seareh for less polished indications of their fluency, for evidenee
, pertaining to their valume of language, length of cOmmunication
units, and freedom from any language tangles. Three measures. in

,this research bear upon this feature of fluency: the average
number of words Per communication unit, the number of words in
,mazes as a percent of total words, and the syntactical expansion of,
simple subject and predi.cate.

Average .nitrq).er of Word.
s per communication u m oral. Iantiage

A high average.number of words per communication unit could

simply be..the result of verbosityan increased use Of language
without any significant increase in meaningful communication. In
this research, however, thiS has not proved to be the case. Almost

without exception, a high average number of-words per unit is.
accompanied by a high teacher's rating on language skill, by .4
more effective use of phrases and clauses, and by the increased
uSe of other fbrrn. of elaboration contributing to clear and mean-
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ingful communication. .For this reason the average ilk
of
Illia;
4t
proved
to
be
one
op
words per communicatiim .mtit has
k' tll'e
crucial measures, of fluency developed during the eo'
O W'
11N
o

investigation.

The data. For each group the data-on average numbt4 tYf 0/0 tcl
;
. ,
7to
per communication unit indicate a relatively steady I ,
.0
.ircl.
I
gression. (See Table 3 and Figure 1.) The lines on al e krapi
de
Figure 1 do not cross or.even come close to crossing,
iti gr11 of
twelve the High group_ exhibits virtnally the same c;4egree.
,.,1
Thjis,
front
the
stl,
4,
superiority it showed in.grade one.
obtainifig a sintple, straightforward, method ifiApeasure erot io .ee
of ft ency with language, the average number of words.
ication unit appears to be an exceptionally good 4,,ber
i
-c=e, . tthe LoW group does not even reach the glerfaicgieh., gr' 4-,..
fir,
k..) s.
gtade level until the tow gioup is in the fifth
Stages and velocity. In average number of words Der , inlii
cation unit, stages of growth are Most, clearly diseen-4(--rnirt Ile
III
exception,
a
Year
of
e
Ill,
RandoM group. Virtually without
tO e
Rroose
followed by a plateau and then by another year of 's, ru
,
(
.,.tli
Figure 1). Thus, the pattern for the Random group (ti Willwilt
17)/
subject) appears to be one of a high velocity of growth ti.1;
Low
,110,ve°
01
a conolidation; this is not typical of the High or
on
;1.(
.
Ifi p
grade eight.
Relative grouith. The relative growth of the thre
s i5
shown in Table 3. For this computation, we have us(seroid?,,,ify
ul, the P`tito
dom group at grade .twelye as 100% afid have calcq
cl in 5e
incl.
same Manner as the cost of living index or similar
(flie
lc!
es' .
data are itiost valuable in that they enable one to.see Qis.
centage cOmparisons among the groups.
11.1r P
Prediction jand crucial characteristics. Since tilis
ch "
longitudinal, it js simultaneously descriptive. and Dr(,?.ear- la
other 'words, we know in advance exactly how a crosxklcitiV Of
subjects did in-fitct perform throughout a tWelve-Year ecti° 0d
front the itecumidated data we can then prediet.'how...P.riocl,.-1);,
NIlila
- r S"jects in other urban areas will perform in a similar sittl.
.,er
The most crucial characteristic pertaining to averag:tion,
\VordS.L.
ability
exhibited'IY
th,
unit is' the hui.4e diffrence in
difference which .does not appear remarkable from iikroteilie.
presentation but -which becomes: more obvio"tis ,1 g0.0iie,
--exitmines the:statistical data in Table 3. In grade one; f:heil ple,.
the High groupfhas an average-of -7.,91 \\lords- per 00111.1'
.0-1,..ill exiiirkwil.
achjevemen+-js---4t
reached
by..the
,. tun r0 op
unit; this level of
until grade five. Similarly, the High gronp has an aYet....C.uw,
4Re oil°.
urD,vk

1

11

.

.

.

.

.

,

'

.
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8.38
9.28

7.91
o

.High
Group

.

0.00

7.62-

6.88
7.56
6.65
1.08
7.55,
7.90
8.57
9.01
9.52

5.91

nunication Unit
(mean
Random
Low
Group
Group

Averdge Number' of Words

'Relative Growth.'
(in percent)
' Iligh
Random
Group
Group
67.61
58.80
69.23
64.62
11.62.
65.13
76.02
79.32
81.97
75.38
88.21
83.93
83.33
95.21
99.06
91.54
93.68
100,26.
91.28
105.47
111:11
95.47
109.74
100.00
50.51
56.84
60.51
64.53

Group

Low

.

+11.79

+7.70
+2.65
+6.24
+7.00
+3.85
+1.20
+5.21
+5.64

5
6

+ 8.21
+ 2.14
7 2-A0
+ 4.19
+ 4.53

- 0.60

+ 8.55

- 1.54

+ 5.82
+ 0.51

-

(in percent)
Random
Group

+1.62

High
GnmW-

II

+4.0

+6.33
+3.67
+4.02
+2.99 .
+5.73
+3.76.
+4.36
+1.11
+1.28
+6.58

'Low
Group

Year-to-Year VelocitY6

Average Number of Words Per Cominunication Unit-Oral Language

Table 3

67.52
9.59
8.82
73.25
10.32
9.82
co
77.01
11.14
9.75
C.0
8
81.37
110.71
11.59
9
11.73
10.96
79.15
9.26
10
10.68
80.43
12.34
6.41
11
13.00
11.17
87.01
10.18
91.03
-1.37
12
12.84
11.70 '
10.65
Relative Growth uses tl e scores of the Random group at grade twelve to equal 1 op percent.
"Year-to-Year Velocity is the percentage.phange in any given group froni one year to the following year.
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1,4

13

12

10

n

3

High group

Random group 0-0
Low group

3

4

5

6

.

7

8

9

10

11

12

,Grade
.

Fig. 1. Average number of words per communication unitoral language
(mean).

.

words per unit in grade-six, While this is-not equaled by the Low.
group until grade eleven or twelve. Large divergences between
the High and Random or the Random and Low grOups .are ahio
obvious. Therefore, as a generalization we may state that- a High
subject1s appraximately fotr or five years ahead of a Low subject:
and between one and three years ahead of a Random (typical) sub-.
ject.
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o

V
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Random group 0---0

2

----

.Low group
1

0

I

2

3

4

1

5

6

-

1

I

I

7

8

9

1

1

10

11

12

Grade
Fig. 2. Nlaze words as a percentage of total wordsoral language.

Average number of words per mazeoratlanguage
The average number of words per maze is the subject's total
number of maze'words divided by the total number of mazes. For
example,' a total of ten mazes and twenty maze words would produce an average of 2.00 words per maze.

This particular.measure has a tendency to understate the Low

group's difficulties in overcoming these obstacles to fluency
(mazes) since the. Low grouip uses a lower number of words per
Communication unit than either the High or Random group. From
a purely logical standpoint, one would expect the probability of
becoming tangled in language to be disproportionately low if
subject uses communication units of relatively short length..This
measure is of interest because it emphasizes the fact that the High
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group consistently has a lower average number of words per maze
than the Low group while simultaneously' using a higher average
number of words 'per communication unit (see Table 5 and Figure
3).

Table 5

Average Number of Words Per Maze-Oral Language
(mean)
High Group

Randor-ii'Group

Low GroUp

2.09

1.81

3
4

1.94
1.89
1.88
1.97

1.89
1.85

1.90
1.98
1.99

5
6
7
8

1.93
') .15
1.90
1.96

9
10

1.78
1.85

11

12

Grade
1

:,

.

/

2.06

2.09
-, 2.21

2.06
2.01

2.07
2.16
2.17
2.11
2.18
1.92

1..94

1.98
1.92
1.97

1.77

1.99

2.24

1.97

Proficiency with Written Language
The findings on.written language are.based upon compositions
obtained in -the spring of each school year, grades three through
twelve. To facilitate comparisons between the subjects' oral .and

written 'language, the findings will be presented side-by-side
rather than in separate chapters.4

Average Number of Words per Communication Unit-Written
Language

In written languagethe average number of- words
mimication unit does not parallel the smoothdevelopment pattern
found in oral language. (Compare Table 6 and Figure 4 with>Table
3 and Figure .1). For all groups the writing curves are more erratic
in the graphic presentation; large upward trends are generally followed by what apparently is not merely consolidation of growth
but rather a downward shift. OUr Random group is always_slightly
below the:sCoeeg presented In the research of Hunt and O'DonnelI, whose subjects present scores similar to our. High group.5
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2.50

2.00

0,

2

,u)

1 50

13

1.00

o)
h_

High group
Random group
Low group

> 0.50

0
2

3

4

5 67 8

9

10

II

12

Grade
Fig. 3. Average number of woras per mazeoral language (mean).

Despite the relatively erratic patterns on the graph, the High
group is still obviously superior to the Low grog') by roughly the
same margin found in oral language. All three groups show rapid
growth in writing from grades nine to ten, but only the High and

Random groups show another velocity surge from eleven to
twelye. They are the ones who are kiticipating a college education. Thus we can predict with relative assurance that on written
language as well as on oral language a High subject will be approximately four or fiVe years ahead of a Low subject in this aspect

of language development. Again, the Random (typical) subject
falls between the High and Low groups, and the curves do pot
cross dxcept for what is apparentlY a miniir quirk at.grade eleven.6
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/I igh

95
89

- 84

85

77

Group
58
67

89

76

68
67
78

.66

Group
57
60

Randoni

(in p .rcent)

Relati e Growth"

66
83
84
85

47
52
57

Low
Group
43
45

-6

-8

-1

+13

- -7
+11

+11

-1

+

+3
+6
+ 3

+9
.+.5.
+5
+5

+17

-6

+15

+ 5
+ 5

+

Year-to-YearVelocitvb
(in 'percent)
Random
Low
/I igh
Group
Group
Group
-

11

4

11.82
10.69
+ 1
11.21
81
13.27
11.24
106
+ 1
+19
100
+17
14,06
`yielative Growth uses the Random group at grade twelye to equ 1(X) percent.
-a
Year-to-Year Vdocit is the percentage change in any'giyen group from one year to the following year. he impact of anticipating or
not anticipating college apparent!) accounts for the velocities that emerge at gri;de twelve.

10

9

7
8

6

5

4

3

Grade

Average Nutt-11)er of Words
per Communication Unit
(mean)
Random'
Low
High
Group
Group
Group
7.68
7.60
5.65
8.83
8.02
6.01
9.5'7
8.76
6.'79
10.23
9.04
6.91
10.83
8.94
7.52
11.24
10.37
9.49
11.09
10.05
8.78
12.59
11.79
11.03

Average Number of Words per Com nunication UnitWritten 1_,angilage

Ta le 6
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14

13
12
11

4

8

5

Grade
.

Fig.
4. 'Average number of Words Per coi-i6unication unitWritten:lan.,
guage (mean).

Comparison of Oral and Written Language
One informative comparison arises by placing data on the oral
Sand written,average, number of 'words per comthnnication unit
side-by-side on the same table (see Table 7). From this compari,

son, the reader can see that from,grades one through seven the
oral average wOrds per unit tends' to be slightly higher .than the
written average. In grades seven through nine a rapprochement.seems to be occurring, and in grades ten through twelve longer.'"
units occur inwriting.
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Table 7

Average Number of Words Per Communication UnitComparison of OraVand Written Langugge
(mean)
High Group

Grade
1

Written

7.91

-

6.88.

9.52
10.23
10.83
11.24

8.82
9.82
9.75
10.71

.11.09
12.59
11.82
14.06

10.96
10.68
.11.17
11.70

4
5

9.59

6
7
.8

10.32
11.14
11.59

3

9
10
11

12

Oral

Oral
8.10
8.38
9.28

:7

11..79

12.34
13.00
12.84

7.68
8.83

Low Group

Rand Oil Group

Written

Oral

_

5.91

7.56
7.62
9.00

-

Wkitten

--

7.60
8.02

6.65
7.08
7.55

.5.65
6.01

8.76
9.04
8.94
10.37

7.90
8.57
9.01
.9.52

6.29
6.91
7.52
9.49

10.05

926

11 .7.9

9.41.

8.78
11.03
11.21
11.24

10.69
13.27

n

10.18
10.65

The most prominent feattire, however, is that the.oral and written averages are, similar for any given group in any given year. In
other..wordg, in rekrence to average number pf words, per com-

munication unit, the subject; tend to speak and write in units of
virtually the same average-length.
Special Study ot Dependent Clauses

Whenever teachers discuss syntactic growth, they encounter
disagreement concerning the significance of dependent clauses:Certainly it is true that sentence.complexity is not necessarily a
virtue;. Multiple embeddings can obfuscate rather than illuminate
meanings. On the other' hand, research has 'established by now the

fact that elaboration and complexity of syntax are clearly measures
of development in oral and written language.
Disagreement on this matter could be resolved by an awareness
that both sides, of the question have validity, that the resolution of
the disagreementlie;; in a reconciliation of opposing -views. Dur.ing his lifetiMe, Francis Christensen took the position that depen7
dent. clauses are often a sign .of bad style; he ohjected to the research of Kellogg Hunt and John Mellon, who-showeddependent
clauses tallying with more mature writing. The resolution of this
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controversy is persuasively stated -by James Moffett.1 He. agrees
that complicated sentences can make for awful writing, but he also.
believes the dynamics of language growth clearly indicate. that

."children's sentences must grow rank before they can be
trimmed:: He sees the. need for children to discover, through
speaking and writing, the syntactical strategies "that answer the

felt needs of their maturing thought, their exchanges in conversation, and their .efforts to fit what they write,to what they have to
say. There is good reasen.:to .belieye that the final answer to linguiStic elaboration lies beyond language, in general cognitive development, and that intellectual stimulation is far more likely to
.accelerate syntactic growth than grammar knowledge."
.
In this research, we have, among other approaches, compared
the three groups on the basis of their dependent clauses. Such
clauses are obviously an important element in elaborated usage.

Average Number of Dependent ClauseS Per Communication
Unit-7Oral Language

For oral lanpake the data on average nurnber of dependent
clauses per communication unit indicate among the groups an
even more striking disparity than found on previous measures..
(See Table '8 and Figure 5.) If one. examines the relative growth
calculations; it can be seen that the High group reaches the 63%.
level in grade four, whereas the Low group does notachieve this
level.,until grade eleven.8 One interesting phenomenon is the
spurt of growth exhibited by the Low group in grade twelve; eyen

so, at the conclusion of high school the Low group tends to be
approximately five years behind the High group. Again, the lian7
dom subject falls between the. High and LOw groups, generally
several years ahead of the Low group and several years behind the
High group.
.

Another interesting facet of the data is that the Low group
moves from 20% at grade one to 79% at grade twelve, representing

a four-fold -increase, whereas the High group's movement from
41% to 115% indicates only a three-fold increase..The Low grOup
does in fact exhibit substantial groWtha growth which, purely in
percentage terms, is rather striking. Thus one may. hypothesize
that. the Low group's fundamental problem with syntax may arise
from low.socioeconomiestatus and .a different early language environment.
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Fig. 5. Alierage number of: dependent clauses per communication
unitoral language (mean).

Average Number of Dependent Clauses per'Communication
UnitWritten Language
In written language the data on average number of dependent
clauses per communication unit for all three groups are considerably More alike after elementary school than any of the measures
presented previously. (See Table. 9 and Figure 6.) In grades four

through eight the High group evidences an obvious superiority
over both the Low. and Random groups.-But in grade nine the pattern grows .less clear; and in grades ten and eleven, the Low
group, despite beginning at a low level:has rapidly forged ahead
and for one year catches up to the High and Random groups.
However, when `one reads the actual compositions, the quality'
of writing produced by the Low group is obviously_weak in cornparison to that of the High or Random groupsnot only because of

poor spelling, punctuation, and usage but more especially because
'of a general lack of coherence and organization of content.9 Also,
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superior writers often prefer a tighter way to coil their thoughts
than dependent clauses permit. For.example:
Dependent Clause: After he had finished .the crossword .puzzle,
he went to bed.
Tighter: Having finished the crossword puzzle, tie went ta bed.
; Thus, tb reach a valid conclusion one muist look beyond the statisdata on dependent clauses..
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Words in Dependent Clauses as a Percentage of Words in Communication Unit.i,--Oral Language
One further method of examining the dependent clause is to

calculate the number of words used in dependent clauses as a
perCentage of the nuiribei of words used in Cornmunicpon units.
In this wtiy it is possibló ascertain the growth' of the dependent
clause portion of the unit,.(parallel to our method of .determining
the growth in- the overall length of the unit).'°
The first obvious feature otthe data is that each group exhibits a
steady upward trend, indicating that with' iticreasing chronological
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age all subjects devote an increasing proportion of their spoken
language to the dependent clause portion of their conmunication
units. (See Table 10 and Figure 7.) As the reader will note, between grades one and eight the subjects go through several stages
which may be considered- pauses or consolidations before achieving further growth.
Also of considerable interest is the fact that the High group
exhibits approximately the same degree of superioritY oil this oral
measure aS it has on average number-of words per total communication unit, remaining approximately four years above the Low
group. and two years above the Random group. In addition, the
lines on the graph never cross, and there exists about- the same
degree of difference atriong the groups at grade t'Welve.as at grade
one.
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Words in Dependent Clauses as a Percentage .of Words. in Com-

munication UnitsWritten Language
In written lanknage the data on words in dependent clauses.as a
Percentage of words, in communication units contain the same
peculiarilies the investigator indicated previously in refeience to
the average number-of written dependent clauses per unit. The
data seem to discrimina' 2 clearly among the groups until grade
nine, but following that ear there is a criss-cross phenomenon on
the graphs and an obvious catching-up process by the Low group.
.(See Table 11 and Figure 8.)
However, an examination of: the written .protocols shows the
quality of the High group's compositions to be notably superior.to
that of tht Low group in grades 'eight through twelve. Therefore,
.
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despite the statistieM data, which deals only with the dependent
clause and not all important features of mitten syntax and lan-

guage strategy, we can not conclude that the Low group has
caught up to the High group. What, then, is happening? The explanation is that' dependent clauses are not the only or necessarily
always the best syntactic strategy for subordinating elements of
thought. More sophisticated strategies include the following: appositives; nominative absolutes; noun, verb, and adjectiVe clusters
in cumulative sentences; gerunds, participles, and infinitives
simple or expanded. The Low grouR uses dependent clauses excessively in high school.

The matheMaties underlying Figure 8, therefore, are based

upon a count in which the more mature syntaetical, strategies are
not included. Thns, the sequence of events-for written language is
that in grades eight through twelve the ,High group uses a more
sophisticated style in lieu. of dependent clauses; making it appear
as 1.1-* the Low group is closing the earlier gap between the
groupsas indeed it is, so far at; dependent clauses are concerned.
Later in this monograph data1 will be presented on a weighted
index of elaboration whieh includes other structures as well as
dependent clauses; for this measure of written language, the High
group denmnstrates a consistent.superiority over the Random and
Low grotips.

Proportion of Noun; Adjectival,. and Adverbial ClausesOral
;Language
To determine whether or not the groups exhibit any shjft in the
kinds of dependent clauses they use,"each dependent clause was

categorized as noun, adjective, or adverb; their incidence was
then tallied and converted to a percentage to show the proportions

of noun, adjectival, and adverbial clauses actually ,used by the
_High, Low, and Random groups. (See Table 12 and Figure 9. Figure 9 shows data, on. Randun group only; the Random group, typical of the subjects as a whole, should he of most use to curriculum
makers.) Of the three kinds .of.clauses, adjectival 'clauses are the

most interesting. Whether or not the adjectival clause is a later
development in hinguage than the use of either noun or adverbialclauses has been disenssed by other researchers."
For oral language, our findings ,on proportions of dependent
-elauses'show the adjectival clause to be an important development
for the High 'group (riSing Frani apfirpximately 22% in the early
.years to 33% in the later years). in the Low and Random groups,-,.
.
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however, the subjects show some yearly fluctuations on this mea-.
sure, butat the end of the high school years they use virtually the
identical percentage of adjectival clauses they used in grade One.
Thus the evidence 'seems clear that an exceptional speaker (High)
will use a progressively greater percentage of adjectival clauses in
oral language, whereas the nonproficient speaker (Low) or average
speaker (Random) will show no such percentage increase in the
use of adjectival clauses,.

Proportion of Noun, Adjectival and Adverbial ClausesWritten
Language
'For written languaç the proporiions of noun, adjectival, and
adverbial clauses are less well defined than for oral language (see'
Table 1:3). In the ease of written adjectival clauses, all groups tend
to use an increasing proportion from grades five through twelve,
although the notable feature is that the Low group in grades eleven and twelve uses a higher percentage of adjectival clauses thari

either the High or Random group. Once again we note the nigh
group's dexterity in subordination strategy, replacing dependent
clauses with a tepertoire olnuire effectiverword clusters.
It is important to.note here that Hunt's careful research On children's writing shows the adjective dependent clause inereasing
steadily from the earliest grades to the latest, and among skilled
adult writers' the adjective clause is still more .frequent than it is
with students finishing high school. In our own research, we are ,
especially interested in the flict that the High group excels in incidence of written adjectival dependent clauses until grade ten. At
that point the Low group begins to Manifest what the High group
has exemplified throughout the early grades, and the High group,
ifone inspects its written compositions, transfers its emphases tO
adjectival participial phrases and other more sophisticated solu.

tions.

Relative Growth and Velocity of No.un, Adjectigal, and Adverbial

C u see-0 rd Language
In Table 8 the average number of dcpendent clauses per orai
communiciation unit 71rows a subtantial growth in tfe use of dependent clauses by ail three.grlups. The relative geowth rates on
this date (as distinguished froM velocity) have been calculated for
noun, adjectival, and adverbial. Clauses, as have the year-to-year
velocities &Al these same data. (See Tables 14 and 15 and Figures
10, 11, and 12.)12
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30.12
30.64
35.29

High Random Lotv
Group Group Group

Total
Dependent Clauses

Relative Growth Rate of' Noun, Adjectival, and Adverbial Clauses-Oral Language
(in percen

Table 14

+118.53

Twelve-Year
Growth
+58.98
Total"

.

,

0.70
+19.47

+13.55

+67.40

+ 4.72

.80
0.70

+ 73.58

+10.68
+15.88

+ 10.88

+ 1.41
.%

-15.53
+ 3.02

+14.09
5.43
+1

-, .5.11
+12.75

+118.10

-10.57

+31.41

+ 8.69

7.25

+ 2.82

+ 72.34

+ 4.60
-19.01
+ 7.07
+ 9.88

+13.04
+14.41
+23.54

+ 3.43
+ 2.06
+ 2.06

+11.26

+69.23

+58.29

+51.68

1.85

0.00
+19.01

+ 4.97
+ 4.31
+19.57

-15.79
+13..21

+18.26
5.42

20.51

+ 0.70

+ 1.85
+ 8.44
+ 5.29

+13.72
2.06
+ 4.8,1

+67.61

4.02
+30.78

+ 4.02

6.83

+16.90

+ 1.90
+ 3.52
+ 7.26
+ 4.01

'0.71

+10.78

Low Group
Adjectival Adverbial

+33.59
4.72
0.70

+ 9.28
+ 0.25

+12.62

+ 6.26
+ 2.32
+ 5.91

Noun

+15.29
+ 2.11-

+ 1.90

+12:39

+ 9.16
+ 4.93

Random Grot p
Adjectival Adverbial
Noun

"Calculated ..directly from Table 141-Grade TWel:e minus Crack Om. = Twelve-Year Growth Total.
High GrOup
97.32 38.34 =. 58.98 (noun)
76.47 18.1.8 =-58.29 (noun)
Low Group
13.73 = 51.68 (adjectival)
154.22 35.69 = 118.53 (Adjectival)
65.41
118.10 50.70 = 67.40 (adverbial)
101.20 33.59 = 67.61 (adverbial)
100.00 - 26.42 = 73.58 (tuutn)
Random Group
100.00.- 30.77 = 69.23 (adverbial)
100.00 - 27.66 -= 72.34 (adjectival)

10.30

+20.38
+25.40

+ 7.82

12

11

10

9

7
8

+20.80

,

+.14.90
1.17
+24.71

+ 6.95

+ 5.32

+ 3.23
+ 5.49
+ 7.27

9.60
3.61
+11.96
+ 24.78
0.35

5
6

+12.87
0.70

+ 8.69
+ 2.67

3

4

Noun

Gi-ade

High Group
Adjectival Adlierbial

(in percent)

and 'Adverbial qauses-Oral Language

Year-to-Vear VelOcity of Rektive Orowth Rates for Noun Adjectival,

Table 15
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Fig. 10. Relative growth rate of noun clausesoral language; Random
group at grade twelve equals 100 percent.

In examining the growth data, the moststriking feature is the
High 'group's huge growth in using adjectival clause's orally (35%in grade one to 154% in grade tWelve).
Stages of growth are seen most clearly in-the year-to-year veloaities calculated for each group (see Table 15). This computation ts
simply a subtraction showing the difference between the growth

fates of any group from one year to the next. For example,. the
High group's noun clauses fOr grade two (47.03) minus grade one
(38.34) equals 8.69, which is the Yelocity between grades one and

two. From this calcUlation,' one can see that the,.High group's
growth in adjectival clause's is. centered mainly in junior high
sch6ol, grades 7, 8, and 9. The reader. isinvited tO make other
visual comparisons of the yelocity figures, such as grade eight, a
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Fig. 11. Relaiives growth rate of adjectival clausesoral language; Random group at grade twelve equals 100 percent.

year in which all groups show a large increase in the use of adjective clauses, or grade twelve, the year of the 'Low group's large
increase in adverbial clauses.

Functions of Noun ClausesOral Language
In previous data on the Use of dependent clauses, the High
group showed an Obvious superiority over both the 'Random and
Low groups, indicating that .in oral language, the. High group's development is approxiinatelY two years above, the Random group
and four tofive years above the Low group.
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In the present analysis our Purpose is to foeps on the functions
of noun clauses, keeping total noun clauses per group per .year
equal to 100%6in order to discover whether or not' any group
.

.

exhibits substantial shifts in frequency of use Of the various func:*
tions.Of 'noun clauses. (For example, at grade five, the High group /

uses noun clauses in these proportions: 69.52% as direct Object,/
19.25% as,predicate nominative, 11.23% in- other uses; or 100%
altogether.) We are asking these-questions: :
1. With increasingThronological age, does the-High group use a
greater proportion of noim.clauses as subjects Or appositives than
either the Low or Random group? Subjects and appositives would
seem to represent More unusual stiategieS of syntax.
.
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.2. Does he Low group concentrate almost exclusively on the
simple an easy use of noun clauses as direct objects, thus showing, as Lawton found, a more restricted repertoire of noun clause
functions than either the High or Random group?
3. Are/ there obvious differences, with the High group at one
extremei, the Low group at the opposite extreme, and the Random
grouP in the center?
The Most obvious feature of the data is that, in oral language, all
..

groups tend to concentrate their usage of noun clauses in either
direct olijects or predicate nominatives. However, if one examines
all other types of noun Clauses, it becomes clear that an increase in
chronological age does in fact cause all three groups to shift some

usage to the less common categories of noun clauses, with pro
nounced surges in this direction occurringcat grades seven, nine,
and eleven. No one uses noun clauses very often:as subjects or
appositives, but in writing the High group does use these more
frequently than the Low group.
A less apparent feature of .the dataalthough undoubtedly the
most important-r-is that when one examines the other. categories of

noun clauses, no group exhibits any remarkable shifts or trends
clearly distinguishing it frorn any other group. If one were to
graph the various pieces of data, one would notice similar upward
trends for all groups in categories such as object of.preposition or
ohject of infinitive. Onty the Low giOup demonstrates a fairly consistent superiority in the use of noun clauses as direct objects; an
easy,. common, and early function identified by Lawton.

17unctions of Noun ClausesWritten Language
The analysis of nonn clauses in the subjects' written language is
identical in.all .respects to that of oral language. In manY respects
the conclusions are virtually identical, except that for all groups
the upward spurt in the use of all .other noun clanses occurs at
grade eiiht in written.language rather than at grade seven as in
-oral language. Our research, both in oral and in written language,
tallies with the research.of Lawton in Great Britain. Lawton, using
writing for his evidence, found noun clauses used as objects very

common and learned early in life, but noun clauses lised as
nominalsas subjects and appositivesWere later .and less frequent devclopments.13
,In writing, the High and Random .groups use a greater proportion of the less common functions of the noun clause than does.the
Low group. This difference indicates a tendency for the High and
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Random groups to use a greater proportidn of. noun .clauses as appositives, objects of prepositions, object of adjectives; and objects
pf plyticiples than'.does, the:Low group. Altogether; the findings

apPear largely uncertain rather than indicating .positive differences..The research of Hunt, the Peabody Group, and Batenian
and Zidonis should be read for further evidence. on 'written Ianguage.f4

Types of Adverbial ClausesOral Language
Adverbial clauses have been 'analyzed in the same maimer as
noun, clauses; keeping total adverbial clauses per group per,yeaf'
equal to 100% facilitates detection of ady .s..ubstantial shifts ih their
use. Time and cause ar6 the twO types of' adverbial clauses used
most frequently by every.group, accounting for approximately 75%
Of-all adverbial clauses. However, when looking at all other functions of adverbial chufses, weiind a 'different tren'd than we found
for houn clauses: With adverbial clauses there is no specific grade
in which the 'percent figures indicate a sudden upward surge. In-.

,stead, the Percentages are relatively stable; appOximately 'the
same proportions appear in the early years as in the later years,
with only grades` 'eleven and twelVe .showing marked upward
movement. However, the percentages for the_ High gipup-tend to
be higher in the less-common adverbial clauses of consequence
and concession."
Types of Adverbial Clauses-2Written Language

Adverbial clauses in written language were analyzed in the
same manner as those in oral language, with total adverbial
clauses of all types per group per year equalling 100%. Again, as
in oral language.; the predominant type .of' adverbial clauses in
written language are clauses of time and &Luse. flowever,.the use
of all other types of' adverbial clauses fluctuated much More erratically than in oral: language. If the nature of the composition topic
.is.such that time and cause are
dominant features, this charaeteris..,
tic in .turn precipitates high percentages:in .those categories,..
whereas if the nature of the .composition topic is more reflective,
one can .expect 'higher percentages in- other:categories. This cdrrespond'to th e. findings of' Hunt who 'reports; -Movable adverb
clauses do seem toinerease.with maturity iP the very early grades,
but the .ceiling is reached early,. and after the middle grades the
frequency of them tells more about the mode of discourse and sub-,
ject matter than about, maturity.-16
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Other than clauses of time or cauSe, adverbial Clauses of &midi.

non are those most commonly used-by all groups in speech and/
writing. Over the period .of grades four through twelve the High
group does employ more clauses of concession, both in speeCh
and 'writing. There are no obvious differences with respect ,to
clauses of purpose, manner, and place:
We were interested in all these matters .of dependent ciauSes
because LaBrant's.. research on written language showed the
number of dependent clauses increased witlr.students' age, as did
complexity and clarity of thought." LaBrant also found the leastused dependent clauses to be noun clauses and adverbial clauSes
of condition, concession, place, purPose, result, and comparison,
all constituting at.each mental age less than 6% of the total clauses
written. Wherein'clo the results of this research agree or disagree
with LaBrant? Noun clauses used as subjects or appositives pTove.,
to be rare, but used as objects and predidate moirrinatives, they are

frequently employed by all subjects. Adverbial clauses of consequence and concessibn are used more frequently by. the High
group in'speaking, and in writing this group uses clauses of conCession mare frequently. In adverbial clauses of concession, the
meaning or thought iS in some way opposed to the main statement
but not in contradiction to it; usually. the dependent adverbial
clause of concession begins with Though Or although. Logically
this appears be a complicated balancing of relationships and may.
accompany Superior ability td put thouihts into words.
We conclude that he topic of any writing or speaking shifts the
freqUency of depen ent clause functions. However, clauses requiring rigorous attention to relationships will appear less frequently in all language and will be employed more often by those
w,ho are skilledin expression.
Index of Elaboration

In this research, elaboration is the use of all strategies by Which
communication units are expanded beyond simple one-word subjects and predicates. We are interested in modification and coordination, mit only through.dependent clauses but also through adjectives, adverbs, prepositional phrases, infinitiveg, appositives,
gerunds. and all other means of expansion.
.

Elaboration IndexOral Language
For all three groups, the average number of spoken elaboiation
points . per communication unit moves steadily upward. In the
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Random and Low groups, grades eight through ,ten, we find
plateaus indicating consolidation phases before further grOwth.
(See Table 16 and Figure 13.) Jus as on other language measures,
the High group is approximately four years'in advance of the Low
group and two years ahead of the 'Ilandom group. For example, the
High group achieves 53% of its growth by grade one whereas the
Low group arrives at the fifth grade before such an achievement..
What is of the greatest significance, however, is the evidence
that this elaboration index for orql language reveals almost identical results as the measure of average number of words per com-

-munication unit and does so fer all three groups. The reader
should compare Figure 1 with Figure 13; the graphs for the two
measures are almost identical. One of our analysts, reflecting on
the amount of time she had spnt tallying elaboration units, reflected on whether or not the additional elaboration analysis had
been justified. We very much helieve that it was justified, for now
we feel secure in using the impler and easier count of average
number of words per communication unit. Schools wishing to ascertain language growth can by-pass the time-consuming elaboration analysis, and many aspects of research can rely upon the simpler count, now that we have validated it. To be sure there will be
other times when the analysis of elaboration will be desired, but
for most purposes the simpler conftt will be all that is necessary. 18

In year-to-year velocity of growth, the High group exhibited a
strong upward shift in_grades' six and seven; all groups demonstrated such a shift in grade eleven. Another interesting way to
examine the data is to view each group individually, notinEi that
large upward shifts are typically followed by either retrenchment
or a substantially lessened amount of growth in a subsequent year
(see Figure 13). This is especially true of the Random group.

Elaboration IndexWritten Language
For written language the average number of elaboratio points
per communication unit indic4es that the High groUp deinonstrates the same degree of superiority over the Low an Random
groups as in oral language. TheY remain approximately four years
above the Low group and two years above the Random roup. For

example, the High grbup'S average of 4.12 in grade bur iS not
exceected by the Low group until grade eight; more irpportantly,
the superiority of the High group is cbnsistent from grade four
through grade twelve., (See Table 17 and Figure 14.)

Here we would like to stress that this superiority cf the High
group is particularly worthy of note because this consistency was
1..
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3.67
4.33
4.38
4.95

2.47
2.73
2.78
3.63

3.18
3.05
3.33
3.96
4.14
4.77
5.36
5.48

Random
Group

High
Group

3.12
3.46
3.94
4.24'

-2.05
2.43
-2.57
-2.98

Group

Low

'Elaboration Points per Unit

52.56
50.41
55.04
65.45
68.43
78.84
88.60
.90.58

High
Group

60.66
71.57
72.40
81.82

+ 0.66
+10.91

+ 2,98
+10.41
+ ,9.76

,5 .57
57.19
65.12
70.08

+ 1.98
+ 3.63
+ 3.81

9
10

-

0.83
+10.58
+ 4.96

+ 0.83
+ 9.42
+ 3.47

..+14.05

+ 4.63
+10.41

Randoni'
Group

+ 4.29
+ 0.83

,

High
Group

_+ 8.10

+11.57

+ 0.99

1.32

+ 6.29
+ 2.31
+ 6.78
+ 2.31
+ 5.62
+ 7.93
+ 4.96

-

Group

Low

Year-to-Year Velocity"

2.15

33.88
40.17
42.48
49:29

40.83
45.12
45.95
60.00

Low

Group

Raiidom
G -oup

Rel.ttiv . Clrowth"

5.70
4.16
85.29
68.76
5.16
94.21
5.93
84.46
5.11
69.75
4.02
98.02
+14.38
6.80
5.75
11
95.04
81.32
4.92 .
112.40
. + 1.98
6.92
12
100.00
6.05
5.41
114.38
89.42
'Relative
Growth uses the Random group at grade twelve to equal 100 percent.
b
Year-to-Year Velocity is the percentage change in any given gm m from one year to the following year:
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Fig.1 13. Weighted index of elaborationond language.

not. .found when we examined only dependent clauses in the sub-,
jectS' writing. In other words, the elaboration index indicates that
the High group shows an obvious superiority when ALL elaborated structures are considered whereas such a superiority -does
not.exist (on'written language during the high school years) if one
ignores other elaborated structures and concentrates exclusively
on dependent clauses.

The greatest velocity of growth for the High group occurs in
grades six, seven, and eleven. Velocity for the Random group is
particularly interesting since this group represents all the popula-.
tion in the schools. The Random group made notable.advances in
grades five, eight, ten,- and twelve. These surges in writing occur
one or hvo years ,subsequent' to similar surges on oral language
elaboration. All three groups slow up or fall back in grade nine.
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9

8

4.51
5.06
5.62
.6.22

High
Group
4.12
4.08
4.18
4.07
6.05

Group
3.29

Random

4.89

336

2.64
3.12

Low
Group
2.73
.

-

.

Relative C.rowth"
Random
Low
lligh
Group
Group
Group
52.55
41.96
34.82
57:53
52.04
33.67
64.54
53.32
39.80
71.68
51.91
42.86
-79.34
77.17
62.37
81.76
66.96
55.23
91.20
86.61
68.88
81.38
76.15
72.96
108.55 100.00
77.93
I

+ 4.98
+ 7.01
,+ 7.14
+ 7.66
+ 2.42
+ 9.44

High
Group

-

.

-

-

+13.65

+ 4.08
+ 4.97

+19.65

-10.46
+23.85

- 7.14
-10.21

+25.26

+19.51

+ 6.13
+ 3.06

- 1.41

- 1.15
+ 1.28

Low
Group

+10.08

Group

Random

Year.:to-Year Veh city"

6.41
5.25
4.33
10
7.15
6.79
5.40
11
6.38
- 9.82
5.97
5.72
12
8.51
7.84
6.11
.+27.17
e ative Growth uses he Random -g n up at grade twelve to equAl 100 pereent
'Year-to-Year Velocity ic the percentahe clrange in any given gro ip from one year to the following year.
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Fig. 14. Weighted index of elaborationwritten language.

Comparison of Oral and Written Language
Several interesting facets of the data may be observed by plac-

ing the oral and written elaboration averages side-by-side (see
Table 18). First, the High group, with the 'exceptidn of grade elev-

en, demonstrates a consistently higher number of elaboration

points on written language-than on oral language. This slowly be'comes the pattern for the Random group, also. Apparently less
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Table 18

Average Number of Elaboration Points Per Communication Unit
Grade
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
19

High Group
Written
Oral
3.18
3.05
3.33
3.96
4.14
4.77
5.36
5.48
5.70
5.93
6.80
6.92

-

.

3.25
4.12
4.51
5.06
5.62"=

6.22
6.41
7.15
6.38
8.51

Random Group
Written
Oral
2.47
2.73
2.43
2.78
3.63
3.29
4.08
3.67
4.18
4.33
4.07
4.38

--

4.95,
5.16
5.11
5.75
6.05

-

6.05
5.25
6.79
5.97
7.84

Low Group
Written
Oral
2.05
2.43
2.57
2.98
3.12
3.46
3.94
4.24
4.16
4.22
4.92
5.41

--

2.11
2.73

2.64
3.12
3.36
4.89
4.33
5.40
5.72
6.11

spontaneous expression-plus more time to reflect on how to express oneself-results in more complicated expres'sions for the
High group. However, for the Low group, the pattern is slower to
develop. From grades four through seven, they tend to use more
elaboration in oral language than in written language, and then go
through a transition which follows the High group pattern (more
elaboration in written than in oral language). Apparently, learning

to write in a way that. uses a large repertoire of syntactical
strategies develops more slowly for those who lack proficiency in
oral language. Very plausibly, they need to develop and practice

syntactical complexities in speech before they can use thein in
writing. In the case of the Random group, this develOpment of oral

elaboration as a prelirriinary to written elaboration is easy to obserye by studying the velocity of both the oral and written data.
Transformational Analysis

Six subjects were chosen for the transformational analysis: two
each (one boy and one girl) from the High, Random, and Low
groups." Each subject was choSen as typical of his or her group
(see Table 19). The following analysis reveals the implications we
found:

1. Both in the first three years of elementary school and the last
three years of high school, the High subjects use more trans-

.:

Girls

pi us

Boys

104

High.
Random
Low
All Boys .
All Girls

71

58

32

37

.34

9

15

25

17

19

45
-

19

48

47

15

21

Female

17

13 .

17

Male

Low

142

.95

118

196
156

124

49
'

441
314
251

Total

92

41

19.

50

54

46

39

25

Male

-

104

'

95

34

61

16 -

24

30
33

2.1

31

40

Male 'Female

Low
31

Female

Late Years
' Random

42

High
Male . Female

Total Transforms
Late Years
Elirly Years
266
t75

60

30

9

91

.

Early Years
Random
Male Female

-

538
329
209
'
468
289
179
"Using two high subjects, two random sul jects, and two low subjects for gradeS-one, two, and three and grades ten, eleven, and tWelve
with a total of 180 units per subject (30 units x 6 grades).

Total

Single7base
Multi-base
'
(full)
Multi-bliSe
(deletion)

Transformations Male Female

I-1* gh

'

-Tranformational Analysis: Summary of Overall Totals"

Table 19
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formations than the Random s !bjects and almost twice as
many transformations as the Low subjects.
2. Typically the boys use more transformations than the girls,
but this is not true of the Random group in high schools.
.

.

3. Note the results on the multi-base deletion transforms in
Table 19. We are especially interested in these as examples
of closely coiling thought into a minimum of speech, an elegant parsimony:2°
All .Subjects
High
Random
Low

Early Years

Late Years

71

95
74
50

62
29

Although the Low subjectsdo progress, tbey are still, during the
high school years, producing only about half as many multi-base
deletion transforms as the High subjects. Even more striking is
evidence that in their last three years of high school., the subjects
low in language proficiency were not using as many multi-base
deletion transforms as the other two groups were using in grades
one, two, and three.
StUdy of Verbs

From reading scholarly publications dealing with the English
verb iystem,21 we had concluded that complex Verb phrases like
the following would be a mark of proficiency with verbs:.
He will have prfrPared a notice.
He.had been preparing a notice.
I got Kevin to persuade her to ask Jack to change his mind.
Gail expected to have been- waiting for hours.
By the time he reaches Baton Rouge, he will have been driving for three hours.

As the evidence shows, however, such formcalled catena-,
tiveswere seldom used by our subjects, and the groups we
studied showed no differences on this use of cOmplex verb

phrases. Perhaps our interview satiation did not sample this kind
of language. Strategies to elicit such language could be ingenious7
ly devised, and it is still our feeling that the differences found
.

would be'.significant.

Allen's study of verbs used in drama, fiction, and nonfiction
found. only 4.3% of written Verb forms to. be such expanded
verbs.22 Apparently expanded verb forms are not commonly used.
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Do all native speakers of English have these forms as part of their
language competence? We still do not know the answer, but the
problem seems important.
As we view the matter now, it appears to us that the situations
we used for speech and writing were not sufficient to elicit complex verb phrases or unusual tenses of the verb. What is necessary
for this purpose Would be a more ingenious set of questions de-

signed to forceif the competence existsthe production of these
(presumably) more sophisticated strategies with verbs. For instance, Watts devised tests based on expanded verb forms like the
past perfect and future perfect:
Choose the word or words needed to make good sense and cross
out the others:
After ,we

have had
had had supper, the fireworks began:
had

have had.

If I

had had the money I would have paid you.
had

Watts' test was one in which the pupils read the printed sentences. For the 1980s a fairer test would elicit responses orally
with tapes or cassettes.
From our research we still aren't stire if the management of time
through verbs is mainly a matter of chrOnological development or

requires powers and strategies that not all speakers possess but
might learn if their attention were focused on the skill.
For the present investigation, using the thirty sequential communication units for each-subject, we also obtained data on verb
density and on the proportions of finite and nonfinite verbs out of
total ver1)s.23

Verb DensityOral and Written Langunge
In this research eaeh individual verb word Was. counted' sepagratelY, For example, if "a subject .says ,"I ran," the verb .count is
one; .if he or she says "I would have gone," the verb count is
three. For any given grade, each subject's total verb words were
tabulated and a calculation made to obtain the measure pf verb
words as a percentage of words in'communication units.24
From looking at the data, the reader can see that the findings are
completely negative (see Table 20). In other words, verb density
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does not appear to-distinguish arnong the groups, and this is true
not only for oral language but also for written -language. There
does not seem to 'be any growth in verb density nor,is there any
consistent pattern other than a very slight percentage superiority
of verb density' in written language as compared to oral language.
However, even this/generalization doe's not always hold true; we
find, in both oralXand wriiten -language, that on the measure of.
verb density the High group sometimes exceeds the Low group,
the Low group ometimes exceeds the High group, and the Random group som times exceeds both the High and Low gtoups. We
had ekpected verb density\ to show a difference between High and
LoW groups but the evidence proves otherwise. .,
Table 20
Verb Words as a Percentage of Words in CoMmunication Units

1

High
Group
21.8b .

2
3
4

21.81
21.77
21.73

Grade

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

.21.45
20.94
21.01

20.00
20.55
21.05
.. 21.60
21.11

,.

Oral
Random

' Low
Group

Group
22.76
22.75
.22.46
22.03
22.14
21.51
21.60

24.12
23.66
22.57
22.29
7 22.97

21.37.

2L54
22.38
22.97
22.66
22.72

21.03
23.01.
22.62
21.59

...

High
Group

-

24..30

.

Written
RandoM

Lot'o

Group

--

'Group

23,80

21.56

23.61-

_20.92-

.

,.

2375

22.43--23:15 -1
22.12
'

22.45
21.79
21.74

2L44
22.06
21.86

-24.79
24.6722.33

22.74
23.38
24.40
, 22.72

--

19.73
23.92
22.32
21.57
23.74
24.31
22.98

Nonfinite Verbs .as a Percentage of Total Verbs-Oral and Written

-Linguage
-A word of caution: The reader should have clearly in mind
exactly what is being measured. In the previous section, we
examined total vetb words as a percentage Of all words 'in units
and found that approximately one word in five is a verb word
(roughly 20% although in some Cases it was closer to 25%). In the
present analysis we are concentrating on nonfinite verbs as a percentage of total verbs. (nottotal words in units). Therefore, a figute
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1
I

of 10% would indicate that 10% of the verb words are nonfinite
:
and the remaining 90% are finite.
I,
/
Examining the oral data on nonfinite /verbs,
the first dear feature one notices is .that both the High and Low groups exhibit a
measurable but erratic growth from the early years to the late
years. (See the top portion of Table 21.) However, the growth for,
both groups is limited to gerunds and infinitives, with relativelx
,onstant percentages for participles. Ari additional feature of the
data is that in the late years the Low group aetually tends; to Use a,
\
'
greater
proportion of infinitives than the High group. Infinitives j
\
appear to be a common and easy syntitetical form of ekpression. \
i

:

,

.

Table 21

Nonfinite Verbs as a Percentage of Total Verbs

\

Oral

-

\;--

Grade

\

....

,

.

Total
InfinWves.
Gerunds. .
Participles
Low..
High
:Low
High
High. Low.- High.. -Low
Group':
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
.
.

0.60
0.52
0.77

2.56
1.55

1.62
1.76

1,,76

2.67

12

---3:05-77 .:r5.7-1 7 1.07
2.61 , 2.40
2.83
2.45
146
3.16
3.01
3,09

3.22
4.17
3.66

3.83
5.03
5.08

10

4. 3

12

3.5
4A7

1
.

2
3

.10
11

"-II

-, 3.20

3.57
3.31

3.05
2,63
3.72

0.56
0.50
0.83

2,51----

1.36
1.63

2.60

3.22
2.54
4.14

Written
2:26' 4.53
4.52
0.72
2.28

-

5.08

6.32
5.62
5.90

5.27;
4,91
7.16

6.67 T 795.....
10.26
9.91 10.55

.9.23

2.38 '11.88
10.62
4.22
3.46 13.68

6.00
6.57,

8.33

In reality, th difference between the High and Low group is
not Particularly large. (For example, in grade twelve the,Total ;
eolumn indicates High = 9.91% and Low =. 10.55%.) Therefore,
our only conchis on-is that on oral language the proportions of
nonfinite verbs d not distinguish between those rated high and
those rated low in language proficiency.
Howeyer, when xamining written language, we. find two nota
ble phenornena:.(1),the High group dernonstrates an obvious percentage superiority over the Low group; and (2) the oral afid
ten data abtually, move in opliosite directions, with the High grotiP
showing substantia4 more nonfinite Verbs in written than In ()raj
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langnage and the Low group showing substantially more nonfinite
verbs in oral than in written language. From this observdtion we
may conclude.that those rated high in language make a conscious
effort to use nonfinite verbs in their writing _whereas those rated
low in language do not make such a consdious effort. In written.
language, the LoW group does not fully u,se the nonfinite verbs
they employ in oral language; their performance does not reflect
their competence.
In the history of the English language, the.use of nonfinite ver-

bal constructions has been increasing for the last five centuries.
They are a way 'of simplifying, and they are forceful; they help-us /
to express-and to subordinate thought effectively and directly. It
was belieyed, when this study was initiated, that nonfinite verbs,
might be a way of identifying the most' proficient users of English
among the subjects in this study. However, all groups use infini,
tive construetions orally with about coMparable frequency. The
High group shows evidence of using these effective forms more
frequentlY only in written composition.
Nonfinite Verbs have apparently become so mnch a iiart of the
people's language that they are easily handled:. Because they Coil

expression of thought more tightly, an instinctive preference for
their use may be operating in oral expression. We do not have
enough evidence in our study to deal with' the use of participles
and gerunds. Hower, one of our doctoral students became interested in the problem. ComparinA low and high socioeconomic
subjects in grades 6 and II on the use of nonfinite verbs, Green
found no significant differences either in writing or in speaking.25
The search Ifor strategies in which proficient users of language
handle verbs More effectively than those not proficient will need
to cbritinue. .,..spects of effectiveness with Verbs other than verb

density and the use of nonfinite verbs 'shOuld' be investigated.
Perhaps the uSe of exact and,vivid verbs, stich as strolled across
the street instead of went across the street, may be one such area
for study.

.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CON LUSIONS

The research 'reported in his monograph is concerned.with the/
stages, velocity, and. relathIle growth of children's language. The/
Stud.y us'es data ;obtained during an intensive, thirteen-year lori
gitudinal 'study.
Thhi is a. status study,/rn. eant to develop-baselines to show language developinent. It ig not a study in which any group is given a
special trdatment in contrast to some other .control group. ,The
search did .. not in any Way Provide special interYention. The sUbjects started in eleven kindergartens and gradnally spread out. to'
72 A3Ublic, parochial, and private schools in a 10O-mile radius:
.

beyond which, if they .moved, we reluctantly abandoned them.
Their education wag that ,of tyPicial 'American children in an urban .
/

area:

I

The major quegtions forming the purposes and dimensions of

,the investigation .;were:.
/
Voihat are the differences between those who use language effectively and those who do. not?

Does growth in children's
language follow predictable se-;
,
quences? Can stpgeS and velocity of language clevelopMent.bej
identified for these .subjects?

Differences between Effective and
Less Effective.Subjects

On rating scales used for thirieen years, the. 35 .subjeCts whoo

were rated high excelled the.70 typical and low suects in 'control
of ideas. exPressed.. They had an overview, a plan for their talk and
writing that showed .coherence and unity.. They spoke :not only:.
freely, fluentlY and easily, but also effectively; using a rich variety.
of VocabularY.kThey adjusted the rpace of their words to their listenerg, and.their inflection or "imparting tone" wtis adapted both
to the meaning of their content and to the:needs of their listeners..:
They were, themselves; attentive and creative listeners.
The less' effective .subjectsrambled without .apparent purpose,
seemingly Unaware of the .needs.of the listener. Their vocabulary/
`:1' was meager, and aS listeners they did not foCus on relationships or
J
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note how main ideas control illustrations or Subordinate ideas.
Their writing was disorganized, and they were painful "decipherers- rather than 27nent readers.
In the-elementary school,the rneurbers of the High group were.
superior in tentativeness or flexibility of expression; they avoided.
the flat dogmatism of the Low group, tbe stark statement without
possibility of qualification or supposition. They used more subordination than the LoW group, thus reducing the number of cornmunicatiOn units by combining diem in complex fashion. Even so,
the High group still exceeded the Low group in nunther pf coinmunication units in oral language. Also, the proficient speakers
Were superior, at a statistically significant level, insmooth, fluent.
speaking style as opposed to a hesitant, filtering, and labored style
of speech.
/
.Although al.) subjects knew'and uSed all the basic structural patterns of the English sentence, the...High group had a r4ph greater
fleXibility and repertoire within the pattern of a sentence; that is;
they had more ways..to-fill slots like the subject, the modifiers', the
objects. Their usage was also .more conventional than the rest of
the subjects.
Both in reading and in written composition, the proficient sub.

I

jeets excelled, and they were superior in using connectorslike
meanwhile, unlessin a test which showed their 'median to be
alrriost donble that of the Low group. Thfs test was/further sub7
stantiated by the 'findings on the use Of adverbial clauses of concession and condition where the High group excelled again. On

listening tests, those who were superior with oral language ranked
highest. It is of special note that those superior in oral language in
kindergarten and grade one before they learned to read and write I
are the very,OneS who excel in reading-and writing by the time
they are in grade six. Our data show a positive relationship'of success among the language arts.
In addition to the ratings by teachers, we have selected eertain
features of language and followed their development in 'the
speech and writing of 211 subjects who began as children in kindergarte'n and ended as young adultS-thirteen years later...We have

heen cOncerned with eight features. The- -first three deal with
fluency in speech and Writing:

.

average number-Ail words per communication unit
47
expansion of s ubject and Predicate--(syntactieal elaboratinn)
freedorri from hesitations, 1 anguage tangles, and unnecessary,
unintended repetitions (mazes) in Speaking..
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The remaining five deal wiTh he use of syntactical strategies:

grammatical transformatitmsevecially multiple-base deletion transformations
use and length of depet dkYi-a. chases

4 Use of various kinds of dependent clauses
Use of nonfinite constructions, a More direct and tighter form
of coiling thought as compared to dependent clauses

4 verb density, e.g., proportion oi verbs in relation to
words in a communication. unit.

Fluenay
Readiness and smoothness of speech are a part of proficiency
with oral language. A ,parallel fluency 'appears in the Writings c
such men as Walt Whftrmin or Winston Churchill, poets and lead
ers whOse written and oral lanuagge
\ , eNcels that of the average
person. 'Obviously-fluency without coherence or veracity can be a
vice rather than a .vique, but the ability to find words with' which
.

.

.

.

:

to expreSs oneselfand to fiml ;;-*. -: i.eadilyis normally one
..,1'..e indiceS of fluency are
mark of success with language.
.;.'oliiel prefer, but they do
more empirical and objective ft,!vary definitely' and positively wli, ,:...e\ teacher ratingS of the
ckeper powers of fluency, such as wealth Of ideas .expressed easily I
and effectively. The subjects who rank high on average number of
words per communiction unit and low on language tangles are
the Ones wlm speak r'',nd write with vivacitY and are succeSsfuliin
communicating theifmeatiing. They are eariable of both simplicitY
and impresive.Aaboratiem. Those whose syntactical expinisThn of
subjet and predicate rimics.iow are also those who do not use an
!

"imparting tone' in speaking arid are weak in -organiling their
content to eVOke .understanding in others. Spontaneity and sen-,
sitivity to the listener's needs are riot among their strengths. Their
words are i.hrown out with vagueand undetermined meanings.
In Oral language, On .average number of wordS per -cominunicaii.on unit, the thwegroups (High; Random and Low). all show in-.
creases, but the High group is4et least five or six years in advance
of the Lov:; group during all the years of the study. For inStance,
not until grade six does the Low group a'tain the level the High
group had 'already reached in grade one1 The Low grbup, even
though usi4 shorter communication unitst nevertheless produces
more mazeS than the other two.groups. In writing, the High group
'.

is ag:0 more fluent in trrns of average number- of words per
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communication unit: The Low group is in the tenth grade before it
achieves even the fourth-grade level of the High group.
The reader Should note in Figures 1, 4, 5, 7; 13, and 14 how the
three groups remain in the same relative positions throughout the

years of the study. Oral contrel of the language, undoubtedly

given less attention-by instruction, increases regularly. The average number of Words pei communication, unit in writing shows
some plateaus and...spurts of growth in the secondary schools. Between grades 9. and,10 all groups make a dramatic spurt; after that

the Low group remains stationary, but the Random and High

groups, after a drop from grades 10 to 11, make another dramatic
rise in their last year of school:On all these matters, the Random
group typifies the attainment Of average urban pupils. Educators
concerned with curriculum and evaluation in the language arts,.

.1.;hould find these results particularly useful:

What do the members of the ,High group do to extend their
communication units beyond the length of the other hvo groups?
What strategies- of elaboration .do the Random and Low group
members emPloy? First of all, in oral language, those who 'are
rated highly proficient use more dependent clauses, longer dependent clauses and more adjective clauses than the 'ether two
groups. They also use the more unusual sYntactical elements such
as appositives, objedive complements, and dependent clabsei or
nonfinite verb clusters embedded within dependent clauses.
In the written use of dependent clauses,the Random and Lew
groups catch, up with the High group in grades 10,-11; and 12,-but
this phenoniennn results from the filet that the High group has
moVed to. a more sophisticated strategy of replacing cumbersome-dependent clauses with more efficient subordination (infinitive
phrases and clauses, participle and gerund phrases, appositives, as
well as noun, verb andadjective-clusters used in cumulative sentences))
Dependent clauses are not the, only means by which speakers
and writers expand the basic elements of a sentence. Consequently, we also clarnined all the expansion devices used in the
subjects' oral and written, comniunication units. Quantifying the
amount of total elaboration, we fOund the High group again five or
six years, in advance of their chronologkially similar. schoolmates
in. the Low -.group. For instance, in oral language the High group
in the first ,grade demonstrates a proficiency in elaboration attained by the Low group only at grades five,and six, and in. grade
twelfve the Low group has merely .:.,achecl the eighth-grade level
ethe High group. One .unustr:a1 ature, though, is the series of

8
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surges and 'recessions in the written language of the Random
group (see Figure 14).
To interpret .fluency appropriately,,we need to recall how fhe

groups were selected. For thirteen, years all their language arts
and English teachers rated them on such matters as Organization,
control, and communicative -skill. We then averaged the" ratings
and from the averages selected the 35 subjects who rated highest
in language proficiency over the total period of thirteen years.
Next we selected 35 subjects who were lowest in language proliciency. Then we selected, by a tableof randorn numbers, a cross
section of 35 subjects. Having chosen these three groups from the
211 subjects on whom we had data for all thirteen years, we then
'turned back through the years and studied their language development from kindergarten through grade twelve. Thus,. it is
important to know that those 'who are rated the highest over a'
period of thirteen years are the- ones., who do use more words,
greater syntactical elaboration, and fewer mazes at each grade
level. Mere counting of such items would be useless if these
countings and findings did not relate definitely to power and effectiveness with language..
Inasmuch as fluency connotes a flow of language, its success can
be marred by too many hesitations, false starts, and nonfunctional
repetitions. Because these language tangles very much resemble
the physical behavior of a person seeking a way out of a maze, we
called them mazes at .1he.beginning of our researeh; And the name

stuck.' We defined maze as a series of worcN (or initial parts of`
words), or unattached fragments which- do not constitute a ,comMunication unit and are not necessary to the communication unit.
It is only in speech that these langUage :angles occur;and'if one
listens attentively to anyone's oral language, or indeed one's own,
it soon becomes apparent that the phenomenon is universal. Obviously, it appears to be-related to the problems of putting thought
and feeling infto words, what might be called verbal Planning: In
writing, one can pause as long as desired, croSsing out extraneous
words dr bungled phrases, thus eliminating mazes.
One cannot listen to these recordings or read the transeripts
without noting how frequently the subjects,7when they attempt to
express themselves, become confused, or tangled in words. This
confusion occurs not only in interview situations but also in the
daily talk of the children, in the classroom when they share .0xperiences, and on the' playground of the School. Sometimes the
irulzes . are very long, consisting of from ten to twenty or more
words or fragments of words. Sometimes the subjects persevere
e
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with the ideas they arc trying to formulate and, at the end of the
maze,-do achieve a unit of communication. Other times the .subjects abandon the ideas they are trying to express, perhaps finding
the problem too difficult or too tiring t-o express, or not worth the
effort. It is entirely possible that in another situation, where the
motivatiOn was much greater, the saune idea represented in .the
maze might 'find its way to a clear expression of meaning. The
energy level or the health of th.2 subject May also be decisive factors in the child's success or failUre in converting an idea. into a
geouine unit of comnmnicahon..Mazes are an important but etus-ive element of speech. Are they
related to personality? To ;elf-confidence or insecurity? How
much does the social situation influence them? The research of
Goldman-Eisler and that of Lawton2 shows ti:.tt hesitation pauses
vary with the language task: group discussion differs from individual. interview, description produces fewer hesitations thari
abstraction. HesitatHn pauses become more frequent as more
complex verbal planning is required, as in abstract analysis. Hesitation pauses also precede lexical words more often than function
words and they precede the least redundant elements of the sentence syntax more often than the easier redundancies. Bernstein
finds that working class adolescent boys are more fluent than
-

middle class boyse.g., they use fewer hesitation pauses when
they are in a discussion situation with one another, using their
usual code of speech which is more concrete, des6iptive, and narratiye than analytical and abstract. (Both groups discussed capital
punishment and intelligence scores were held constant.)3
InasMuch as the British researchers have found that situation
.and social class background influence hesitations, it will be impor-

tant to look at our mazes in relation to these two features. The
suhjects in our study were in a situation that can be designated as
an individual interview,.with no deliberate stimulus for ,abstract
analysis. As to socioeconomic status, our High group is definitely
draWn, from high economic background with a feW from average
circumstances; the. Low group is from low 'socioeconomic conditions with a few drawn from average economic background..In our
tudy the High group shows a lesser degree of maze behavior than
either of the other two groups.
AIl groups end at grade twelve with virtually the 'same perCentage Of maze words and hesqations they had in grade one, despite
the fact that increasing chh:nological age has produced an increasing complexity in the language of all groups. in relation -to theHiv11 gicup..the Low group..uses cOmrhunication- units...that are
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short; this emphasizes the fact that, the. High group consistently
has a lower average number of maze words per communication
unit. This seems to be-the-opposite of Bernstein's findingshis
work:og d;iss boys had fewer hesitation phenomena: The explanation may be that his adolescents-were in discussion groups composed or their own socioecou,nnic status, whereas in our study the
subjacts were expressing themsekes to an adult in an individual

Logically, and now empirically, it does. look as if situation

olayed d large part in maze,behavior. Also because the proportion

of mazes to communication unit stays so remarkably stable

throughout our study whereas the Other language featpres show
change, we wonder if it may he-related to an -interaction between
psychelogical security and language rather than to chronological.
-language development. Mazes are certainly a curious and interesting feature- of language. They are-also an important.part of fluent
communication, and therefbre deserve continued study and research in psycholinguistics.
Effectiveness

Now we need to examine even mote rigorously how these

strategies of subordination contribute to the-effective Use of lan.guage. First we will try a recent theory of language known as
transformational or generative grammar. Can the choice of one
syntactie structure over another and-the idea of hierarchy in syntax.:
be related to creative and effective language uSe? For this .pur-:
pose, we chose a typical boy and girl from eachOf our groups and
asked a scholat of transformational grammar to analyze the syntax
of these six subjects in grades .1-2-3 and 10-11-12. At both level.s
the.high-rated proficient speakers used mole transformations than
the nonproficient couple. On multi-base deletion transformations,
the results fin- each couple in oral language were:
Grades 10,11, and 12
Grades 1,2, and 3
High
Random

71
62

95

Low

29

50
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Altheush the Low subjects do progress, they are still, during the
high school years, producing mil/ about half as many multi-base
deletion.transformations as the High subjects. Even more surprising, they are 'not, even in high school, using aS many of these
transformations as the other two groups were using in grades 1, 2,
and 3. It is striking that in grades 10, 11, and 12, subjects who rank
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high on 'every other measure of language proficiency also.rank
..he

by

..andom group by about.,25% and above the Low group
.;Ock on this skill.

,ve vill review the use of dependent clauses. They can be
cumbersome .rather than.effective: "My greatest ambition is to, be
a nurse which I have had from when I was a child" might receive
a firm.score on our elaboration'index, but it is kareely a model of
clarity and precision. Nevertheless, there is 'now enough research
in English-speaking countries to demonstrate that subordination is

one index of maturity in langtoge.4. Here we will first be con-

cerned with any evidence of maturity in- using dependent clauses.
For instance, we know that dependent noun clauses used as objects of the verb are learned early in life and easily used by all

speakers. This means we will be more, interested in other less
elementary uses of the noun clause. The same holds true for the
adverbial clause of time; its use is no mark of language maturity.
Instead, previous studies' direct our attention to the use of adverbial clauses of concession and condition as evidences of maturity.
'Certainly the thirty-live subjects rated High in language proficiency do uSe a greater number' of dependent clauses in their oral
language. At grade four they have already attained the eleventhgrade. score of the LoW group! Iii their writing; the Story changes,
but there is .a reason: the High ,group is shifting froM dependent
clauses to' m'ore economical and effective varieties of Subordina- .
tion .(precise nonfinite structures, aPpositives and other types of

non-clause word clusters, phrases that, say the sarne thing ,,as
clauses but do so in fewer words). Thus by the time the High
group reaches the secondary schools, their writing shows no
'greater incidence of dependent clauses than the othc: groups; the

Low group now begins to use more dependent clauses in writing,
but for genuine language power, they are depending too heavily
upon such clauses. At the secondary level in writing, they are
doing what the High group did in grvIes 4, 5, and 6.
Of al; European .languages, the verb system' in English is the
)orate. It is also a difficult system, and as in all
most 3;:Ylie
languags it is '.be rt most difficult for foreigners to learn, fls
d ts annoying habit. of adding s tO the presentirregu%Ir
tki;rd- person singular make for difficulties in
. teme verb
for
the English-speaking child or the foreigner
leanon;.'.
IntativelY,
also; many spealzers.and writers feel
learning
the English verb is the force the vitalitygiving life to sentences.Thus it would seem that an exatoination of our subjeots%Use of
verbs would pay rich dividends. To tbat end we' read nomerous
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loos and A Linguistic

boOks such as The English ;..1,',, h
Study of the. English Verb by F.
The subjects in this stile....

difficulticS with the

English verb sytem. As reperted .in two earlier nionpgraphs,"
most of the subjects had problems .not only with verb usage, but
also with sensitivity to clarity and precision of communication .in
such matters as tense consistency. Those who initially spoke a social class dialect encountered numerous confusions as.they added
the standard.usage as a second dialect.
hi the present monograph, we hoped to report new asPeets of
the verb system. We tested out a theory of some fellow English

teachers, the theory that verb density was characteristic of

superior writing..We acted on our own hunch that nonfinite verbs
might proye to be a key tp skill with tbe English verb system. In

neither case did we find any reliable differences between our
groups. NV, feel that our techniques lack sufficient sophistication,

that somehow they do not apprehend the linkage between semantics and stylistics and grammar. At any rate, the simple counting of
yerb density and incidence of nonfinite. verbs does not capture
any distinctions of language power.
That we found no differences in the use of nonfinite verbs or in
verb density still strikes us as logically puzzling. We ean understand that `-`13ob hates to wow the lawn- is relatively uncomplicated syntax and that 'such a locution might easilY.be within the,
pow,rs of all si:eakers: Howevcr, we wonder whether or not the
sam;_-: is true of "By now the astronauts ought to have been orbiting for two, weeks,' or, "Ile expected to have to start tearing down
the motor again."
Three authors of a language textbook, teachers, of English, express it similar conjecture." They believe there.is some posSibility
that 0111' distinction between verbally'apt students and those k3s
apt is that the former Use expanded verb. strings. One of these authors, in a letter to this researcher, says:
Now I'll hazard a few hypothese,. :'frst; I think that only the
very able child.(verbally) will often use long, explutded verb
Arings. since each combination nscd .as it notional auxiliary
shows much concern for qualificatioii of predication. 'and ie.o.

you have ulready shown (in The binguage of Elementary
Sehmd (hildren, p. 85). tentativeness and quitlification are
marks of du' superior speaker. Furthennore, these complex
strings itiv usually involved in-predicating attiti,de, intents,
motivations, leOings..and the like; Ilene(' only the able and
sensitive mind will trouble itself with se.iThing ont.such quidifications.7
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Qur 'final conclusion is that further research into language situations more varied than ours still -needs to be carried out. Perhaps
we should have tallied only verb strings of five or more words; in
pur research we tallied equally everything from hates to mow to
expected to have ta start tearing down. It is still our observation
'that few of our subjects-during the elementary school years spontaneOusly used tenses such as the expanded forms of the fiast.or
future' perfect, and anyone who has taught English knows that
high school students have difficulty in handling tense sequences
whether in speech -or in writing.
.

.

Stages and Velocity of Langti'age Development

. Power over language increases through- the suceessive.idevelopment of control over meaningful forms---for itstance, the
abilitY to handle pronouns; the use.of grammatical subordination

.

-.

instead of coordination to show relationships more adequately; the
accurate and consistent use of verb tenses; the e,act use of "con-nector- Words, i.e.; conjunr!tions or conjunctive adVerK- siiehTas----

until, although, however. re& -raiiidity with which these attainments occur and posaly die order,in Which they occur varies.
_ among children. The order, presuMably, will be conditioned by
the requirements .of a particular situation as well as by the .suc, cessful combinatkins already mastered by the speaker. Regressions will occur in situations ,of social threat, and previdus. ac'col-npli-Anwats Will require relearning in the setting of new, more

complicated .expressiOns. Very likebi, the order and duration of
these stages ofgrowth Will vary with individuals:.No precise for-nnda can be imposed an this development of languag- power, but

an accurate descrition should reveal order and pattern rather
than ohscure aceident; Throusdi research, the relative stages of

growth may b,e determined for individual children, and baseline's'
charted fbr more effeliC.e instruction of all children.'
.Are there predictab e stages and sequences in language growth.? '.
'When we asked this question at the beginning of our longitudinal
...

stu ly, we had In 'mind the well-known longitudinal studies of
chiIdnIn's physical gMwth and development, studies cathed oiit 4
Yale University by Arnold .Gesell and Franees 11g.8 Usually our
findings 'show .t.fairly steady growth in oral language in such mat-.
ter[as_ayerage.number
of words per communication unit (Figure
.......
1), average numberof dependent-clauses per oral communication
unit (Figure 5), and total oral elaboration-of subject and predicate
(Figure 13): In all of these, however, the steady growth.during the
elementary school years is altered'to a slower pace or plateau in
..
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gnides 7, 8, and 9sometimes continuing into grade I0,usuallyfollowed by a renewal or .-ven greater velocity of growth in the
last few years of senior high school.
By velocity we mean the acceleration, deceleration, or Stability
. of development from one yeFir to the next. For instance, in Figure

14 wc tief' the High group showing n remarkable velocity in
elaborating their written sentences in. grade 12, and we .can surmise that theSe subjects (or their teachers or both) feel on the back
,of their necks the hot- breath of college entrance standards. The
same velocity characterizes the typical or random cross sample,
but' the group low in language proficiency shows.no. such spurt'of
linguistic energy.
In written language the blateaus or decelerations tend to occur
at grades 8, 9, 10, and 11, a full year later than the comparable oral
loss of velocity. .(See Figures 4 and 14, Elaboration and Average
Nitinber of Words per Communication Unit.) The Random or typi,
Cal group often moves ahead by spurts and regressions (Figures 1,
4, 8, and especially6); their velocity in grade 4 is notable in many
of our measures. In the use of written dependent clauses, the
High group excels on average number.of clauses per.comnninication unit from grade 4.to grade 8. However, by grade 8 the Low
and Random groups shoW an exceptional velocity on this measure;
furthermore they equal or exceed.the High group in grades 9, 10,
and 11. Men in grade 12 the High group again spitrts ahead with
increased velocity. Examination of their compositions reveals that
the High group has moved to subordinating by a variety of means:
phrases, geninds, participles, infinitives, uppositiVes, and.nominative absolutes. The Low group begins to use mai:, more depenof them at the .
dent clanses in ways similar to the High gfoup's
earUr elementary school period.
In oral language Templin9 foUncL eight-year-Olds using five
times as many subordinate clauses as three-year-olds, but the difference varied according tiy.type f clause: eight-year-olds used.
fintr times as, many adverb clauses, seven times as many noun
clauses, and twelve times as many adje&tive clauses. Evidently
the ability to use a variety of adjective, clauses is a mark of increasing language development.
Our own findings on the growth rate of oral adjectival clauses is
extremely interesting (see Figure 11). The three groups grow apart
dramatically, with an amazing surge of veloCity taking place for all
-groups in junior high. Then in grade 9 the Low group falls back, in
grade 10 the Random and High groups WI back, but in grades 11
and 12 the High group makes another enormous surge of growth.
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'until their incidence of adjectival cfauses is more than twice that
of the Low group and far above the Random group:
In written ei,mposition, the adjective clause has impressed both
Lawton and Hunt as a siguificant feature indicating language development. Using the total number of written adjective clauses in
grade 12 .as 100%, Hunt found fourth graders using 46%, eighth
.:-.graders using 68%, and twelfth graders using 100%.". Hunt 'also
studied superior adult writers. Comparing them with his subjects,
he says: "... the 'increase in nuMber-of adjective clauses.is most
important as an index of maturity: ... The likelihood that a fourth
grader will embed an adjective clause somewhere in a T-unit is
only 1 in 20. The likelihood that.a superior adult:(writer) will do
'so is 1 in 4.,"
-.Drawing up a valid age chart of sequence and stages is hazardous; at any one age children vary tremendously in language ability. However, a picture thafmay have some usefulness can be constructed from combining our own findingsAvith those of Watts in
.

England,. Hunt in Florida, and O'Donnell, Griffin, and. Norris in
Tennessee." When we do sO our result lOokk like the following.
Ages 5 and' 6

Children at this, stage settle, their use of
pronouns, and also of verbs, in the present and.past tense, using the inflections
of their family. Complex sentences ap-

pear more frequently. As early as age
tWo, "pre-fnrmS" of conditionality and
causality occur in which the ideas expressed by. why, because and if are im,
plicit in the children's language:
con.ditional

Tnrn on dat, dat be hot.

You eat your dinner, you have
banana.
causality:

Janet don't need a coat on._ Janet's
too warm a-coat. ,

Don't sit .on 'at radiatorvery hot.

I can't (come) now. I dus' dettin'
dwessed. 12

In speech, the average number of wo'rds

per communication unit will be about
6.8 with a range between 6 and 8 for
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those who speak with weak or strong
oral profieiency. The. Tennessee research,found slightly higher scores,
.about 7 as an aveiage with a range. of 4 to

9.5:Their subjects represent a somewhat

more affluent socioeconomic: back-'i
ground than those in OurPaklankstudy.

Further progress occUrs in. speaking
complex sentences, especially .those

Ages 6 and 7

/

using adjectival clauses. Conditional dependent clauses, Smch as !:those begin-

ning With if appear. The aVerage
nurriber of Words per oral communica-,
tion unit .will be about 7.5 with a varia-1
tion between 6.6 .and 8.11 The researck
groUp known as. High Scope fb'und the
average number of wor& per .6inmunication unit in writing, grade two, ranging
from 6.9 to 8.3.13

Ages 7 and 8

Children can now, use relative pronouns.,,

as. objects in subordinate adjectival
clausq. (I have a cat. which I feA.ieverY

day). Subordinate clauses beginning
with when, if, and because appeat frequently: The gerund phrase asjan Object

of a verb appears (I like washing my:
.self). The average ntiniber of woals per

communication unit:in oral language
will be about 7.6.. with a Variation be-.
tween 7 and 8.3 for low and high :.profi-.

ciency children. Far West Laboiatory
found third-grade Writers tiing 6. and 7
words as the average 'for communication

units."
Ages 8, 9, and 10

.

Children 'begin t relate particular, concepts to 'general ideas, 'using such con,:.
nectors as ineanwhile, UnleSsr-even
About 50% of the .children begin to se

the subordinating connector aithoUgh
correctly. They .bekin to,use the preSent
participle- active: 'Sitting up. in bed, ,I
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looked around The' perfect participle
.

appears:. Having read Torn Sawyer, I rer

turned it to .the.librani. The pi:. 'lid as
the object of a preposition appears: By
seeing the mocie, I didn't have to read
the book.

The average number of words per communication .unit.in oral language will be
9 with a .variation from 7.5 to 9.3. The

average nuMber of words per T-unit
(coinmunication unit) found by Hunt in .
the writing of subjects this age was 8.1
fot boys and 9.0 for girls. The average
,number of 'words per written communication .unit in .our study was 8.0 With a

range from 6 tio 9: Our figures and
Hunt's- are similar, as the reader Can see.
The Tennessee scores also circle around
the 'average of 8. for these years, al-.

though. their variation from _weak tO
strong writing is, as ugnal, gre,,ter than
ours.

If twelfth.grade is used as a base for the
total, growth of written adjective clause.

incidence, then fourth' graders have
achieved 46% of their total growth on
this ugage (Hunt).

Aies 10, 11, and 12

At this age chil4ren frame hypotheseS
and envision their consequences. This
involves using i:omplcx sentences swith
subordinate claases of .conCession intro-

duced. by coniiiectives like provided
that, nevertheless, _in spite, of, unless.
Anxiliary--ver4. such as might, could,
an'&should will appear mote frequently

than at earlier stages of language development. They have difficulties in distinguishing .an0 using the past, past per-

fect, 'and present perfect tenses of the
Verb, and alm!ost none of them use the
'expanded fornris of the-ast pe:fect or the
future perfect.1
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Adverbial clauses occurred twice as fre/Cluently in" the speech of twelve-year-

olds as in kindergarten in O'Donnell's
research. It was also at this stage that

,

,

immature Coordination of main- clauses

showed a marked decrease 'in btith
sbeech and writing. This; immature
command of the resources pl. language
was.the priMary reason.for the adoption,
of, conummication .1MitS. and T-units in ..'
language research.
..

.

.

The stage of thinkingif this,then (prab- .....
ably) that is emerging in speech., usually '
.. applied to temporal thingsrather.than to..'
nontemporal ideas and relations: If the
-:-cost of higher education escalates; then
(ifrobably) enrollment will falter.. .. ..

All stugents in Schools show a marked
-.advance in using-iongef communication
units and in the-im:idence of.subordi.

nate.. adjectival. .cla uses, both in" speech !

and in writing. Nouns modified by.a par'7

ticiple or partipial porasel appear more
frequently r- heretofor4. SO, dlso.do
1-1-

r.', thf_ 'adkérbiiil MIR.;
the gerc:1;1
'five, am: '- :-opound. dr coordinate
xamined (Ind ate the
Oredicat:.
..xkage.
candy in 1
.. -:
.:

I.

-.,:

ltie averogo, flumber of words per sp6, ken. communkation unit Will be. abont

A I: 9.5 v:'jfb 'variation frOm 8 to ).0.5.- The
- : per ,virtitten
...- T..
.,. v.
IvL,,o.)er.
o f -wmds
/ V.`.1.-,. a%, el,,_,
'I* I uni' ..k, ',:ur study was .9 with p. rangefrOm
.,

,

,

1.0.2, depending upon the\child's.
Verbal proficiency.
.\.

6.2 1.c.

I

'

,

With s'o many scholars now'interested in languagein psychology, cltication, anthibpolOgY, linguistivs, English,rhetorif.:, Oil&

4eVeloPment, and philosophy--stageg like-thee should ble lin-

efeaSinglY. Verified land augmented. We ;remind the reader vaglain
raatic chronological
that:our charts very!often showa-steady-noodmi
indicate:
that
linguistic
"stages- arelno
' develOpment.
'This: would
..
,
,

I
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more discrete, no more sudden, than the stages of physical 'growth
reported by Gesell and Ilg. However, if on pur chart nd figureS
one examines 'primary school language development and then .
compares it with grades 7 to 9 "or grades 10 to 12, the degree of
development is as apparent as physkal growth..
School districts wishing to evaluate language development with
more sophistication than published tests provide will find further
valuable guidance in the articles and publications of Hunt and the
Tennessee research team.15 In addition, we offer recommendations for such evaluation at the close of Appendik E in this monograph.,

.

.

In Appendix D the reader may study excerpts from some of the
subjects oral and Written language at \.e same age,. We have arrange& them to represent the same su lject at ages six (eight for
written work), hvelve, and seventeen.
-

Socioeconomic Status and Language

There is one aspect of this. researchawl of almost all 'recent
research on languagethat is controversial and 'also central. Re-

vi-ewing the composition of the three groups "(see Table 1), the
reader will note that although various ethnic backgrounds are included in all three grouPs, the same is not tnie of sOcioe:eonomic
backgrounds. The High group is definitely skewed in the .direc7
tion of the nuM Favored socioeconomic conditions; "the Low group
is drawn from the least favored.
By now, many studies .can b listed to confirm a relation be_tweep socioeconomic status and language. To choose one from the
many, McClellan selected 200 written 'compositions at random
fron\ those of more than 1000 children in grades three through six.He found that with almost every language factor-selected, the
higher the socioeconomic level of 'the writer the beyer the performauce.16 This finding is typical, and of course it emerges. again
-in-the Present study as well as.in other American studies.
Bernstein, in England, and Poole, in Australia, have both 'reported research in which working class subjects demonstrate a
more i.estricted use of linguistic strategies than that of middleclass subjects." Bernstein's thesis is that cognitive functioning is

mediated by differential language codes according

to
middle-class
subjects
socioeconomic.status. The working;class and

differ in semantic and stnictural options in the flexibility and
specificity with which meanings are expressed and'with, which
abstractions can be successfully communicated. These findings
have' disturbed many; indtiding linguists who are fully aware of
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how language has been used in history to sustain dosed societies
tVith their rigid class structures. Nor does one need to be a linguist
to realize .that even in fluid democracies (such as these three

English-speaking nations seek to become), where individual

worth and aspiration are intended to count for more than affluence

or poverty at birth, language still plays an enormous role in
economic and social advantage..
An Australian researcher, Millicent Poole, in her SOcial Class

Contrasts in Linguistic, Cognitive, and Verbal Domains, has

probablY summed up the dilemmas and controversies more skillfully than any other writer. She reviews Bernstein and his critics
thoughtfully, and then goes on to present her own findings that
social class groups can 'be distinguished in Australian schools by
their different patterns of linguistic, cognitive, and verbal func-,

honing. Then she raises the question of whether or -not the
middle-class styles are really more effective or simPly different:
"If they are .more effective, .the assumption made by the
present investigatorprobalily a heavily .valne-laden
assumptionis that it is desirable and necessary for Sf.nne students to change so they may gain access to a wider range of.
tognitive, and verbal strategies. This stanc-:'! assumes, maybe.falSe1y, that the types of intellectual skills
which ensure, for example, success at school should be fos-.
tered in all children...

Poole then goes on to say that thiS might well be a false assumption; that the styles may merely be different, that attempting to
add styles in children may be a denial of the validity of their own
etilture. She considers the possibility that it is society as a whole

which should change, along with the schools now geared to
middle-class achievethents and value-orientation, that schools
should take cognizance of a more diversified society where a

range of language would not only be desirable but also necessary
to avert "monolithic cultural and stereotyped patterns.." Admitting
her affinity to this more diversified vision of society, Poole bah

ances her own point of view with the reality derived from evideuce that students with typical linguistic, cognitive, and verbal.

processing skills have a positive advantage in. the society at 'large
as it now exists.
Pondering the thirteen years of experience with over 200 chih
dren in Oakland, the present writer ciincludes thatthe social con- .
ditions we know win continue to exist with gradmil modification...
,Educational preparation for entrance into such a society should
include a non-elitist concern with preparation for economic com-
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.petence: job. skills, closer linkage between education and careers,
and the option of using informal standard English as a part of that
non-elitist preparation for the world beyond schooling. Sace, ob-

viously, human beings are not merely economic creatures, the
schools should also prepare all pupils in a humanistic curriculum
which would reveal not only the beauty and power of all.language
but also the relation between. language and society. The study .of

language itself should be a central feature in all programs, and
schools already including such an emphasis have discovered that
not only are students fascinated,but they are' also stimulated "furiously to think."
Nothing we have ever found supports the idea of any basic ability difference .among ethnic groups. What we do find is that those
who use the full resources of language usually come,from families
with reasonably good socioeconomic status: Social injustices, not
genetic differences, 'account most plausibly for the larger number
of, our minority subjects with lower socioeconomic backgrounds.
Anglo subjects from low socioeconomic status fell into the nonproficient language group just as inevitably as the subjects from
minority groups.

Some differences in ialect did appear because social-class

dialects result froni isolation, whether geographic or social, and
this accounts for differences ip success with the conventional
usage of the prestige dialect:l8
During.his Work on these transeripts, one of our analysts wrote a
thought-provoking comment:
.

Every child's hinguagc can be assumed to be adequate for .
his purposes (because if it isn't he will'change it) at the given
time, and no %%One judgnue»ts shon/(1 be made based on the
complexity of.tlie grammar a child seems to use. There is no a

priori reason for thinking that the relative complexity of a
childs grammar. correlates with intelligerkce, social
background. or anything else. Just as every language known in

the world is said io satisfy the communicative needs Of its
users (by definition;. if it didn't it wouldn't be complete as, a
language)..so every ehild's language is adequate for his communicative needs at the moment the 'language is sampled.
This is not a matter of psychology but of linguistic theory and
more precisely of the present limitations of linguistic theory.
It amounts to the confession that nothing follows.about how
to compare two languages with respect to complexity. Complexity viewed as the numbei- of differeOt santence forms a

child can produce seems nn more significant than, say, the
nuinber of ways in which he can organize a whole group of
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sentences. In fact, the number of sentence forms may be a
very misleading statistic; every sentence seem.s.to be the resnit of a large number or steps., This inability of transforma-

tional graMmar to deal with discourse in general (at the present tiMe) Is the opposite side of the coin from the fact that
transformational grammar is at 'present a sentence grammar
only. 'In other words, for present purposes, 'complexity 'may
turn mit to be important, and it maynot; the issue is an empir,
icarone.--

.

A number of thorny issues reside in this comment. By no meansis the world in agreement with the openint; sentence, for education in all nations includes language instruction. Nor does every
language satisfy the communicative needs of all of its users, even
though with time every language can develop strategies to'com-

municate new needs. In the Faroe Islands, the first native lan
guage newspaper was _published in 1890. "This was the first
means l which the public at large learned how to write and express themselves in their own language. But this was not merely

learning an orthography. The Faroese vernacular was poor in expressions for abstract conceptions, and a literary languilge had to
be painfully built up, just kis an English literary language was built
up many centuries ago."'9
Refleeting on Our analys(s caution about the relation of complexity to social background, we, nevertheless, come' to the' eon-.

elusion that in this research .complexity is related to social

background and language profieiency. The group rated high .(for
thirteen-years by large numbers of teachers, each of whom spent a
HI school year with the pupil) does indeed eXhibit more language
complexity and greater u'ke.of the resources of language: In measure after meaAire, the subjects whose language power impressed
numerous teachers are the oneS who show, empirically:
longer communication units
greater elaboration of subject and predicate

more embedding in transformational gramMar, especially
multi-base deletion transforms
greater use of adjectival dependent clauses
more use of dependent clauses of all kinds
greater variety and depth of vocabulary
whetter control of mazes, .(lower proportion of mazes to total
speech)
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fi higher scores on tests of reading ability
higher scores On tests of listening
inereasing skill with connectors (unless, altIwugh,. etc.
greater use of tentativeness: supposition, hypotheses, Conjecture, conditional statements
Some readers may eounter that the standards of the, Bay Area
adschools and the expectations of teachers reflect a bias favoring
look
at
the
list
vantaged speakers of standard English: When we
exPlaabove, we doubt this very much. What is a more plausible high-

nation? We believe the social conditions under which the
perfbrmance sukjects lived provided them with practice in situations requiring and encouraging power of expression. Their home
lives and their compatibility with the school environment exacted
disof them complexity of thoUght, fbnctional uses of abstraction,
foreSeeing
of
words,
and
imaginative
tillations of experience into
language for
for
more
concepts
induced
consequences. Their.need
well as
categorizing, corriparing, contrasting, and Jonjecturing as
does
fbr clarifying and communicating feelings and emotions. It
experiences
and
similar
seem to ns that if all children had similar
such chalmotives 'for expression, their language, responding to
the
saMe
degree
of
proficiency.
lenges, would demonstrate much
Variations would result from psychological and physical factors
rather than sociological.
of maintaining
We realize that fanguage is one effective meansof education in a
certainly
not
one
of
the.aims
social class stability,
class spoke
democracy. In the closed societies of the past, each
of
differently, and .language was one of the most effective means
class
societies.
In.
maintaining the unchanging nature of those of language to class.
Denmark a tart saying illuminates this relation
spoke French to
distinction: "In the old days our Danish nobility
and
Danish
to their
one another, German to their merchants, limited to Denmark;
dogs." The implications of this saying :tre not in all nations sepawe know from history that the.favored groupsof language. Not alrated themselves from the masses by means often they spoke a
wayS did they use a foreign language; more
of the peons,
prestige dialect .which differed from the dialectstable, the varipeasants, or.poor. As long as such societies reniainthe class society,
ations in language cause few problems, suppoA education should
and stabifize it. In an opefi society such as ours,
element.of social conact to diminish arid overcome this ancient
destiny. Here,
determinatiOn
of
individual
trol, this extraneous
intended
to count for
where individual worth and aspiration are
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more than fortunate or unfoliunate birth, language still operates to
preserve social class distinctions and remains one of the majOr'
barriers to crossing .social lines. In order for our schools to asdst

other institutions in making equality of opportunity a reality,
teachers need to understand how language and social caste are.
linked and why many middle-class people naively condemn the
language of the least ftwored economic groups. On attitudes concerning language, teachers can learn- much from sociology. We
fear nonstandard speech and are inclined to give it no quarter...
"The more precarious our social statils in the higher classes-4hat
is, the closer we are to the line that divides the middle, from the

-lower classeS or the more recent our ascent from the lower
stiatathe more insistent we are on the purity of our 'linguistic
credentials."20

Realizing that-human worth cannot be measured by the language or dialect a person uses, teacherS.will be mere likely to help
children acquire standard English without making thern ashamed

of their own wa.y of speaking. Such ui additionnOt
improvernent"of language options is much more 'possible
through instruction where drill and directed effort are oral and
where they are not long separated from language used to express

ideas, attitudes, and values of genuine concern to the learners. Not
only different usage but also awareness of situation, of how listen-

ers are helped or hindered by one's langutige, proves .to be the
need of -most learners. To achieve language flexibility pupils must
apply whatever is studied to situations in which they have something to say, a .deep desire to say it, and someone to whom they=
genuinely want lo say it.
If a little- knowledge is a dangerous thing, .no one iS at present
7

out of danger in the study of language:-There is need for many
more interested researchers observing children's language in varied situations and making systematic records of that language:
Complex truth is always an:aggregate; each of us offers only part
(if an evolving mosaic.
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TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF LAN6UAGE'SKILL
A rating scale was filled out by the child'S teacher at the elaitawf
'each school year. Thus there are at least, thirteen ratings fbr each '
.suliject. However, student teachers, teaching assistants, and multiple teac:hers at the juni6r and senior high levels usually lead to
More than thirteen ratings per subject.
We averaged the entire .series of ratings for all subjelets who..
completed the study. On that basis the High and Low gronps of
thirty-Rye members each were selected!. The random grourf Was
selected according to the usual random numberS technique. Ratings On Activity and on AceePtance-Rejection were not used in
Selecting the High and Low groups in language prOficiency.

Teacher's Evaluation of Language Skill
Name of Puriil

Date of Rating
(last name first)

(month) (year)

Teacher
TO TEACHERS

,Your help on the folloWing points will be greatly appreciated. In
rating each iteM, diSregard your ratings for that pupil On every
other item; try not to let.general impressions color yobr judgments
about specific aspects of the pupil's language. We would most cer-

tainly appreciate any comments, illustrations or noteworthy
episodes that throw light on the ratings. If You. can give us the
time, write them in any empty space or on the last page.

Number 1 is LOW The numbers 2, 3, Number 5 'is HIGH
and is described by and 4 .represent de- and isdescribed by
the words at. the grees
between the words at, the
.lefthand side of the HIGH (5) and LOW righthand Side of
scale.

the scale.

(1).
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.PLEASE CHECK BY ENCIRCLING tHE NUMBER APPRO-.
PRIATE JN, EACH CASE.

EXAMPLE: You consider a. pupil just slightly better than av-

yrage on a certain skill. Yoti circle the number
four, as follOWs:
1 2., 3 ® 5

HIGH

LOW

1. Skill in communication
incompetent with all Ian- 1 2 .3 4 5 uses

guage; no awareness Of

-

listeners;411peaks without

trying tocvoke understanding from others;

.

language in any

form,With power, proficiency, and pleasure; adjustS pace of words and

inflection to listeners;

imparting
uses an
tone''.; is aviare ofneed to

halting pace Of words and

inflection.s of voice mit
adjusted to. listeners;
,writes like an illiterate

make self understood;

writes .competently with
a sense of style

peuon

2. Organization, purpose, and 'point
.-rarribles, no sense of 1 2. 3 4 5 plans what is s'aid; gets to
the point; has conirol of
order ot of" getting to the
language; can 'tell a story
point; rattles on without
or express ideas in a suit7;1)urpose; cannot tell a
able sequence
story, or express ideas in a
'.suitâble.sequence
3. Wealth of ideas

seldom expresses. an

1

2 3 4 5 -expresses idea on many
different topicS.;.. makes

idea; appears, dull and
unimaginatiye; doesn't

suggestions on what to

Originate suggestions or

do and how to carry out..

plans

Class plans; shows imagi-

-bation and creatiVity in
many ways

4. Fluency

seldom talks; exception- 1 2 .3 4 5

talks freely, fluently, and

ally quiet; needs to be

easily; also talks bril-

'prompted-to talk; .overly

liantly and. effectively

laconic
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5. Vocabulary

uses a meager vocabu- 1 2 3 4 5 . uses a rich variety of

words; has an exceptionally lardge, effective, and
vocabulary;
growing
speaks fluently with vo-.
cabulary suited to listen-

lary, far below that of
most pupils this age; inarticulate, mute

ers

6. Quality of listening

inattentive, easily clis- 1 2 3 4 5 superior- attentiveness

and understanding of

trated; seldom attends to

spoken language; a creative listener

the spoken Janguage of
others; doesn't listen for
relationships or note how
main ideas control illus-

trations or subordinate
ideas

e.

7. Quality of writing

lacks coherent organiza- 1 2 3 4 5
tion; often does not follow conventional usage
and spelling; a very poor
writer

organizes in terms of a
purpose; excludes irrelevant materials; subordinates elements hot to

be stressed; uses appropriate style, acceptable .
usage, and conventional
spelling; a superior writer

8. Reading

reads only what he has to

1234

read;. "deciphers" print
rather than reads it; gets

5

reads voraciously, easily,

and with interest books
of merit and difficulty;

no ideas from books; will
not very likely read more

absorbs ideas from boolq

magazines (if that) when
schooling is over

much all throughout life

than newspapers and.

10 9

easily and accurately;
will undoubtedly read
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1. Activity

listless, apathetic, pas- 1 2 3 4 5 very active; relates easily
and freely with others;
sive; has very little to do
has a high energy level;
with others; prefers to
enjoys physica activity;
has quick reactions;

sit; has low energy level;
has slow reactions; seems
always tired

seems exceptionally vital
and alive

2. Acceptance or rejection

rejected by others, dis-

1 2 3 4 5 notably popular with
everyone; others seek his

liked; almost never chosen by others or included

or her company; never
l.a.cks companionship;
always included in

in activities; almost entirely isolated

peer-group activities

OTHER COMMENTS:
Your comments here on the language or general adjustment of this

pupil are most helpful to the research. Any comments will be of
great interest to us and deeply appreciated. (Use other side if
necessary.)
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DIRECTIONS FOR ANALYZING TRANSCRIPTS

Miscellaneous Notes: Use pencil 'for numbers in margins; also
use pencil for the slant lines at end of each communication .unit.
Be sure to write all numbers very legibly so the person who adds
them will have no trouble. When a transcript is completed, place
your initials in the upper right-hand corner of .page one.
Counting Words
In counting words in communication units, yes, no and uh-lash
are each counted as a single unit if they answer'a preceding question. Example:
Units

Words

Q

1/6

1

4

.

Q. Are you going?
A. Yes, / and my mamma is going, too.
A. Yes, I am going.

Note, however, that if yes is closely connected.to the rest of the
communication unit as in "Yes, I am going," yes is counted as part
of the following unit.
Units
3

Words
11

I'm gonna get a boy 'catise he hit me./

13

I'm .gonna beat 'im up an' kick 'im in his nose/

9

an I'm gonna get tl,e girl, too.

Count gonna and I'm as two words.. Note that the first commUnication unit could not be divided up after .boy without its-essential
meaning disappearing.. Note in the 1:)st two units that a compound
predicate (beat and kick) results in one unit, but a compound sentence (which can be divided without essential loss of -meaning)
becomes two communication units. This is a very important discrimination in this research, and the analyst must be sure to comprehend the distinction.
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Count words according to their adult equivalent:
As one word:.'-'

Maybe (perhaps)
O.K.

ain't

(yes)

(In this case there was an arbitrary decision to count
this as one word.)

As two words:

Uptown (to town)
John Smith
Kinda
Sorta
Musta

(kind of)
(Sort (Sf)

(must have)

Usta (used to)
don't
haven't
(and other common
contractions)

As three words:
S'a (it is'a)
S'all .(that ig all)
As four words:

Dunno (I do not know)
Un no (I do not know)
(I do not know)
'no

(Some research groups count tbese words differently. Do not
worry about this matter. When one has enough units for a subject,
such minor variations do not affect the ultimate scores.)
Mazes

The analyst is to bracket ll mazes in red. Use brackets [ ], not
Using a md pencil, the analyst is to place in the
parentheses (
left-hand margin the number of words in the maze. If the maze is
obviously and integrally related to a communication unit or a por,
tion 'of a communication unit, the number of words.in the maze
and the number of words in the communication unit are both to
appear, with a clash connecting them, on the same horizontal level
in'the margin. If the maze is unrelated to a communication unit,
the number, of words in the maze appears by itself in the margin.
Sometimes tbe marginal notation will, show the maze at the beginning of a communication unit, sometimes in the middle of a
communication unit, sometimes at the conclusion of the com-

...munication unit. Nonessential petitions and repetitions are
counted.as mazes. Initial parts of words are counted as half-words.
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In 'these mazes, count an incomplete word- as a half-word,
whether or not it seems to be the start of a recognizable word.
These are entered in red pencil and arc entered in the chart as
maze words.

.Note that when a maze is removed from a unit, the .remaining
material constitutes a straightforward, acceptable communication unit.
Subordination

In the transcripts, phrases (excluding verb phrases) are underlined twice with a blue pencil; dependent clauses are enclosed in
blue parentheses. Over each group is written adj. or ado.- or noun,
depending on the part it plays in the sentence. Examples:
adj.
adv.
1. We put the wood on top of the boxes. --'adj.

2. We do the things (that they do
on television).
noun
3. I think A (that) they're going to kill some animals.
e enough chil4. We like to play London Bridges (if we havadv.
dren):.

Where the subordinate conjunction is understood, as in example 3,
write in the omitted word enclosing it in parentheses and indicating the omissiOn by using the caret ( A ).
Later analysis of subordination will include designation of first
order subordination (subordinate element .modifying or completing..some part of the independent element).and second order subordination (subordinate element modifying or completing some
part of anothgr subordinate element).
.

Special Problems

a. Appositives: the analyst has to exercise judgment in some cases
that-might be classified either as repetition (a maze) or as apposi-

tion. If the same words are used tWiceor almost the same

words.:---the analyst should usuallY consider the material as a maze.
Probably the child has barely achieved. a communication unit and
feels the need to fortify his precarious achievement. Appositives,

on the other hand, use different words for the same concept and
are counted as put of the longer communication unit.

1'1 3
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---Units.__.,Words
1

Examples:

-4 [Tho.;e were - n - - were]Those were
saucer mens
(repetition, a maze)

2

8

They got a fellow therea young man/
and his name is Buffalo Bob./
(Appositive, counted as words of an eightword communication unit.)

b. Mazes unrelated to a coherent unit of communication are
counted as zerb in the column for units.

Units Wor s
0

ExaMple:

Then I tol', I tom on the map

ah, ah, uh.
c. If a communication unit is repeated after intervening language,
count it as a unit,.not as a imze. (This occurs rarely.)
Counting Totals

At the bottom of each page of a transcript, place the totals for
that page. The number representing total words in mazes and the
number of mazes should be in red. The figures should occur in the
order shown by the following example:
number of
.number of
mazes words in mazes
words on page
ccimmunication
(not
counting
units
words in
mazes)
18

.114

®

At the very top of the first page, cumulative totals for all of the
pages should appear in the same order.
Segmentation

The system of segmenting both oral and written language is
explained here. However, the analYsiS of the oral language trans-.
cripts is more difThadt and complex, so for that purpoSe, directions
will be given for three kinds of segmentation:1
First, the subjects' speech is segmented by patterns of oral intonation, and then units of syntax (each independent predication)
are identified within such intonation segments.
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the conThe first of theseintonation patternis judged byvoice.
Betours of inflection, stress, and paie irt the subject's
with
the
cause the segmentation 'is made in accordance

sound-system of English, this fiist and Anore comprehensive
segment iS called a phonological unit.
The second unit, usually, a subdivision of the phonological ..
unit but sometimes coextensive With it, is called a communication unit because it is identified by the meaning being conveyed, as well as the structure ofIts syntax.
- Beyond these twd kinds of segmentation, a third element still
remains to be accounted for, an exceptionally interesting and
frequent occUrrence that can best be described as a tangle pf
language making no semantic sense and impossible to classify
.phondlogically or semantiCally. These language tangles have,
therefpre, been segmented seParately and have been 'labeled
mazes. Each 'of these three segments will now be described
more fully.

The phonoloSal unit
An example will help to make clear what -the.phonological unit
is. One child in the study said the following words
I'm going to get a boy 1. 'cause he hit me.# I'm going to beat
him no and kick-him in his.flosel I and I'm going_to_get_the
girl, too.#

The moments of silence, or pauses in the subject's speech, in association with his use of pitch, are shoVin by the two double-cross
ji ctures.(#); 'this symbol is used to indicate a clear-cut termination to an -utterance Such a termination is usually marked by a
definite pause, preceded by a diminishing of force and a drop in
the pitch of the voice (or a rise in pitch for queries). The other two
marksthe double-bar juncture (I I) and .the single-bar juncture
(I)represent momentary silences, or pauses of less finality. In
this example, the speaker ,used two definite, phonological units,

corresponding to the two sentences; these units were charac
terized by definite pauses preceded by..a definite drop in pitch.
The phonological unit then is an utterance occurring between the
silences represented by ,double-Cross junctures. The phonological
units in the example are identical with traditional grammatical'
sentences,7 but the subjects sometimes answered questions in
phonological units that were, graminatically; subordinate clauses.
Spontaneous recognition of the phonological units exacts the
utmost effort and concentration from whoever is marking them.

11,5

.
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Pitch, volume, and.junctureare never used as regularly, precisely,
and unambigimusly as they would be in an ideal linguistic world.
The clearest and ableSt speakers. among the subjects customarily
do use intonation with great skill, signaling the endings of their
utterances.by-unmistakably' falling pitch, fading volume, arid definite, pause. Many are not this skilled, however, .and fththermore

each individual's intonation system is unique; each element of
vocal signalingpitch; Pause, stressis relative to that individual's idiosyncratic ways of sPeaking. Thus each speaker. is 'a new
challenge to the analyst, who must become almost intuitively accustomed to that individual's speed or deliberateness of speaking,
ways- of breathing, degrees of pitch variation, length of juncture,
--and amount of stress.'Personal styles of impulsiyeness,emphasis,
and enunciation encircle the basic Intonations and influence the
analyst-listener, The Gestalt principle, that the elements. one pereeives are inflpenced by the ground and field against ,Which they
,are received, could not be more strikingly exemplified.
The communication unit
The communication unit has been defined by Watts as a group
of words that cannot be further divided withoutloss of their essential meaning. Hunt has called it "the minimal terminal unit."3 For
instance, "I know a boy with red'hair" is a unit of coMmunication.

--If--'21with-ied-hair'lls-omitted;the-esSential. meaning,of that particular unit of communication has been changed. "I know a boy" does

In all
not mean the same thing .as'"I know a boy with .red
communication
unit
are
either
incases, the words comprising a
dependent grammatical predications or answers to questions
which lack only the repetition of the qUestion elements to satisfy
the criterion of independent predication. Given this definition,
the single word "yes" can be admitted as a whole unit of corninunieation when it is an answer to a question..Thus, communication units-prove to be not exclusively semantie; they are also syntactic, being CompOsed of independent predications; they can be
identified by their fOrm-as well as by their mean dig. Since Watts'
"essential Meaning" might he-difficult to define scientifically, a
formal definition of the eommunication.,unit as -"an independent'
clause with its 'modifiers" is more defensible-than a semantic

.

inition.
The following examples illustrate the method of tallying, Coin--munication units. 'A slant line (1) marks the completion of each
communication unit. (The # marks the...completion of a phonological unit.) Contractions of two words intoone are counted as two
words.
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Examples of CoMmunication Units
Tratzscript of
subject's actual
language
I'm going to get a boy cause
he hit me.#/ I'm going to
beat him up an' kick him in
his nose I I/ and I'm going
to get the girl, too.#/

Number.of
communication
units.

Number of
words per
units

3

11
13

9

Note that the first communication unit could not be divided
after "boy- without the disappearance of (1) its essential meaning
and (2) a subordinate clanse that is part of the independent predication. Note in the last two communication units that a compound

predicate with the same subject is classified as One unit, but a
compound sentence (which can be divided without.essential loss
of meanings) becomes two communication units. This distinction
is of importance to this study and should be noted carefully by the
reader. In grammatical terms, the communication unit in this research generally proves to be an independent clause with its mbd-

ifiers.. No communication unit includes more than one such
clause. Thus this second kind of segmentation can actually be
achieved structurally, but it is reinforced by the use of meaning.
The maze

One cannot listen to these recordings or read the transcripts
without noting how frequently the subjects become confused or
tangled in words. This confusion occurs not only in interview
situations but also in the daily talk of the children, in the classroom when they share experiences, and on the playground of the
school. It is- tr language behavior consisting of many hesitations,
false starts, and meaningless repetitions. It resembles very much
the physicai behavior of someone trying to find their way out of an
actual spatial maze. They thrash about in one direction or another
until, finally,,they either abandon their goal or find a path leading

where they wish to go. Sometimes they stumble upon the path;
sometimes they have enough presence of mind to pause and
reason out where it is.
A maze is defined as a series of words (or initial parts of words),
or unattached fragments which do not constitute a communicatiori
unit and are not neCessary to the communication unit.

Sometimes the mazes are very long, consisting of 10 to 20 or
more words or fragments of words. Sometimes the subjects persevere with.the ideas they are trying to formulate and, at the.end of
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the maze, do achieve a unit of conimunication. At other time.s the
subjects abandon the ideas they are trying to express, perhaps
finding them too difficult or too tiring to express, or not worth the
effort. It is entirely possible that in another situation, with greater
motivation, the same idea hinted at in a maze might be clearly
expressed. The energy level or the health.of the subject may alsO "be decisive factors in the ability to express an idea.
Mazes are not counted as communication units.. -The procedure
has-been to c6unt the words in them and then circle this count.
When a maze is removed from a communication unit, the remaining material always constitutes a straightforward, acceptable

-communication unit. Furthermore, just as the communication

units belong to larger, phonological units, so too do the mazes.4
In the written transcripts, only the communication units will occur. Obviously the phonological units are for speech-only, and the
same is actually true of mazes. Occasionally in writing there will
be some language that is garbled, but such garbles do not arise
from the same cause hs mazes. They should be noted_and removed
from the written communication unit; however, the analyst will
find very few of them.
In the oral language transcipts, the analyst will work only with
the communication unit. The typist-transcribers have already used_
the phonological unit to make their transcriptions. Only occasionally will you, the analyst, need to replay a tape to verify a decision
or to untangle a puzzle. The following section explains more fully
how the phonological units are used.
When to use phonological units
In practice, phonological units are not regularly identified. Earlier in the study, when the subjects were in the elementary
grades,5 the phonological units were identified and marked, but in

grades seven through twelve, these markings were used only
when the analyst was puzzled about a maze or a communication
nnit. Experience has developed in the staff transcribers an excepthe typed
v tional ability to segment the communication units on
transcript by listening to the recordings and using intonation as an
aid. Occasionally, however, there is some doubt about where a
particular communication unit begins or ends. In such cases, the
tape is replayed again, and again while several analysts listen in
order to reach concurrence..In such cases, the phonological markings are carefully made on the transcript.'
Frequently, the. problem requiring such replaying, careful li
tening, analyst consensus, and marking occurs when a subject
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completes an utterance and then adds an afterthought to it. Here
are two examples taken from the transcripts:
that old Ship #
1 # he looks like he found buried treasure # on
2. # it's about these four men # during the Civil War time #
Study of afterthoughts like these reveals that the subjeck use a
systematic method- for linking afterthoughts to a previous 'utterance: the link is the subject's introduetion of the afterthoiight ori
the same low voicepitch with which' he or she concluded the prp-.
vious utterance. If we mark for pitch the examples shown above
(using 1 for low pitch, 2 for ordinary pitch, and 3 for high pitch),
this is what we get:
1
1
1
2
1. # he looks like he found buried treasure # on that old 1ship #
1
1
2.
2. # it's about' these four men # during the Civil War time #
"Low pitch linkage" is characteristic of afterthoughts cast in
manV types -of grammatical constructionprepositional phrases,
infinitives, appositives, dependent clauses. Low pitch (I) following the -typical sentence intonation pattern, which is (2 301) #, is a'
signal of Sentence continuation, whereas ordinary pitch (2) is a
signal of new sentence beginning:
2
1
2
# he likes to find shells# on the beach he looks for the new
ones washed up by. the tide #
Inasmuch as the main purpose of phonological segmenting in
this research is to reinforce and substaritiate decisions ortzáolr
municaton units, these phonological units are not Marked unless
real doubt about a communication unit arises. The important aim
in segmenting is. to establish acctfrately the Communication units

and the mazes; since they are the .segments that tell the most
about growth in language proficiency.
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DIRECTIONJ FOR COUNTING QUOTATIONS

Sometimes when t !ling a story, a speaker will use what is essentially .a direct quotation. Often these quotations consist of more
than one sentence and .yet are "preceded by a single he says, she
asks, etc. For exanwle: He said; "why don't You come with me? / I
am-.going to the store. / I am going to buy a present." / Althdugh
the speaker could have placed He said before each communication unit, he attached them ail to the one use. Since the second
and.third units belong with the first he said, the entire group is
aetuallya single cominunication unit. To give the speaker credit
for using this cOnstruction, count each individuaI,unit and then in
addition count the entire construction as another communication.
.unit. Therefore, in the example above the speaker would have a'
total of four communication units: three for the individual units.
and one additional for the.overall constructiona large communication unit ih its own right.
.saMple paragraph is given from one speaker's. transcript in
which he uses several of these constructions. The only difference
from previous practice, is in the counting of communication units;
this does not change the method of counting words, mazes, .etc.
The individual examples presented here are taken froth the Sample paragraph. MaZes have been omitted _in these examples in
order to focus on the counting of quotations.
Example 1: and he keeps on saying "but Morn, why can't I go
down to the lollipop store / I'm so hungry I'm just
going to, die of hunger / and you wouldn't want me to
die of hunger would you" / (4 nits)
Example 9: and his mother says "now don't be ridiculous./ you
know you're 'eating an orange ./ and how can you
starve to death While you're eating an orange? / (4
,

units)

'.

-

Example 3: and so Johnny said "well if I weren't. may I go down
to the lollipop store" / (1 unit)
Example 4: and she said "no' you've 'been down to the lollipop
store too many times this week" / (1 utht)
.
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Example 5: and sa Johnny said "but Mom, I'd dust the floors /
arid I'd clean the windows / and I'd Mop out the
basement / and I'd brush the horse" / (5 units)

'

Exam rile 6: and she said "stop it / you're tempting me" / (3 units)

Example 7: and then she said "all right you may go / but you'll
have to do all the wOrk" (3 units)

This count only applies, of course, if there is more than one
cOmmunication unit within the total quotation. Examples 3 and 4

above have a total count of one because there is only one unit
following the introductory words (and she said, and so Johnny
said). Therefore, watch for words indicating a quotation will follow. Every time one of these words appears (said, says, asks, etc.),
a new communication unit starts and the quotations following go
within that unit. Remember to add the extra unit every time this
type of quotation structure occurs.
In computing the average number of words per communication
unit, count the words"in each unit. Add your totals and divide by
the number of units..This is the average. Then, assign this average
to the unit representing the total quotation. For instance, in exam-

ple 7 above, the first unit contains 9 words and the second unit
contains 9 words. The overall unit, therefore, is an average of the
two units: 9+9 divided by 2 = 9. In this case the subject received
credit for three units of 9 words each.
How to Count Quotations

Sample
g
g
7

1-0-10
0-8-C)-8
03)-13

This is a little'boy named Johnny / and [he-] he is sitting on the
front porch looking very glommy / [and he- and he-] and he's veii,
4

angry with his mother [because] well because he can't go down to [the
lolli-] the lollipop store and laity a lollipop or maybe an ice cream cone /

17

and he keeps on saying "but Mom, Why can't-I go down to the lollipop

12

stoie / I'm so hungry I'm just going to die of hunger / and you

12

wouldn't want me to die of hunger would you" / [and she-] and his Mother

!i

says "now [don't be.-.] don't be ridiculous /.you know lyou- you-]

24)-5
13

2-C)-3-®4-®-8

you're eating an orange / and how can you 3 tarve to death while you're

eating an orange? / and so [Johnny] Johnny said "well [if I-] if I
weren't [may I-] may I go down to the lollipop store" / and she said
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4-C)-13

;,

Q11 .
6
7

0-6
5
4

"no [you've been.] you've been down to the lollipop store too many
times this week" / [and so-] and. so JohrMy said'but Mom, I'd dust the

.

floors / and rd clean the windows / and rd mop out the basement /
[and i.d.] and I'd brush the horse" / and she said "stop it ! you're

tempting me" [so- so she- she] and then she said "all right you may

(1)-9

9

god but you'll have to do all the woik- I isol so finally Johnny

C)-21

did y mopped out the basement and dusted the liouse, and cleaned the

14-(3).11,

'w(idows and brushed the'horse / and he was so tired that he just layed

ryht down on the couch [and went to sl-] and went to ileep instead of
going to die lollipop. store.
26 Units
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLES OF TRANSCRIPTS AND
WRITTEN COMPOSITIONS,

Here we have arranged several oral language transcripts and written compositiOns of three boys, one each from the High, Random,
and Low groupS. :For each of these subjects we have an excerpt
from the oral language transcription at ages six, twelve, and seven-

teen, and we have shown our analysis of communication units',
words in. communication units, and mazes. We have also shown

the analysis for-several of the- Written compositions. Readers who
wish to:dp. so can easily divide the number of words by the

number of communication units to find the average number of
words percornmunication unit.
-Angelo G:
High Proficiency.Group.
TranscriPts of Oral Language
'

Age Six
Giude One
(Answer to "What Makes You Cry?")
20-2-(D.7

Well, smnetimes [he]

my brother

[he.. fie] he's kind of a tough guy /

5
4

and he like; to light. / He's about four / and [he] sometimeS he.hits me. / He

10

used to bit me back here all the time. / And sometimes he playsthese funny

1-0-4
9

games with inc. / He makes me.get down on the floor / [and he stick . and he

8

7-()
7

makes me] and you kn'ow what he does?:/ 1-h, calls this the:big hut / and this is
big hut / and my lrack's a big hut / and itiess'What he calls my [oh] scat / the

3

big wutty / and [he] he comes along / and he goes. "Big hut, big hut, big hut,

13

big-Wutt," like that. / That doesn't exactly make me cry, / but tIlat's one

12

of the thingS that he does with me / [and he makes me

6

5

6-8-1

®-9-6

gets Inc down on the floor, / and you.know what he does? / He sticks [his] his

2-(D-11

9
19
7

5

] anjd sometimes he'

.

feet up; way ip in he air, about that high, / and he makes me try to cliinb
cnA!r it, / and then as soon as I get just about to the top of his fe,et, he
tips Me over. / amid I fall down on the floor. / Sometimes it kind'of hurts. /

24 Units
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Age Twelve

Grade Seven

-

-

(Looking at "The Gulf Stream," a Winslow Homer picture of a
man adrift in the ocean)
13

1 think this man went out just to have fun sailing mie day, / and all of

9
8

the sudden a storm cam up, / and it looks like he had a sail, / but it broke

4
21

off. / Now he's out in the middle of this Water with the waves real high and

1-e-12

with sharks swimming around hiM, / and [he's]

, looks like he's looking for help

9
9.

in back of the boat, / but up in front of him is a ship, / bui I don't think

9

he has seen it. / Probably he will turn around and see the ship, / and then

5

70-5
16

signal for it. / There's also a tornado, I guess, [coining] coining at him

fnmi behind, / and I think he will sigma to this ship in front of him and get help. /

12 Units.

Age Seventeen
Grade TWelve
(Telling about the book The Jealous 211.an from Estremadura)
2.5

Well, the Mie I would like to hdk about is called_E1 Cdoso Extrern.etio
which means The jeglons Extremaduran, I guess it is in English. / This is

20-11rua

[a] a jealous man who lives in a certain part of Spain./ He goes to Peru at

an early age inorder to explore and seek his fortune like many Spaniards of
the clay. / This is abont the Sixteenth Century. / When,he gets back twenty years
later f he] he's now rich, / arid his ()illy worry is that he doesn't have

12

9
13

family. / There's an important point that emir up here. / When he gets back

6

his old friends don't like him any more; / they don't exactly hate him / but

24

they just don't associate with him so that he realizes that money doesn't
bring him

niIete happiness when he gets back. / So what he decides to do is

30

to marry srinebridy and kave his money to a sou or &nigher so at least hell

15

he'of some good to somebody. / What he does then is.he marrks a girl who's

.6

almut thirteen years cal and he's about sixty-eight / and it's kind of amazing, /

6

parent.s of the girl' knew he wax a rith man, they allowed the girl .

20

butt since the

12

ha marry him,./ mid the girl didn't have that Much to say about it. /

16 Units

(Angelo's review of the hook continues for several inure transcribed pages of
similar language.)
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Written Composition
Age Eight

Grade. Three

This picture looks like a boat sunk / and all the people are going

7

to the bottom. / The boat must have been an old fashihned one And must

9

have been close to land. /

16

3 Units

Age Twelve

Grade Seven

Thes tom /
16

One day Mary, Jack, and Susan went fishing :n1 a small rock island

8

in Andrews' Bay. / Only one fish was caught in the moming, / but Susan

8

found some interesting weeds arid shells. /

15
7

9

While the children were eating a small lunch they had brought, it
began to rain. / Before long it became a raging storm. 1 Their small
at was torn,away from the rocks, / and the water almost covered the

entire island. /
When the storm finally abated, the children were stranded for
20

ibree hours before they were rescued by the coast guard. / _

8 Units
_

Grade Twelve

Age Seventeen

The Baffled Policeman /
15
17

Policeman are supposed to be strong, determined, and able to quickly
cope with any emergency. / They handle so many problems so well that some
people get the idea that policemen are superhuman. / Nevertheless, even-

7
17

7
..:

police officers can becomepuzzled. /
One night Officer James Roberts, a motorcycle policeman, chased a

speeding car down a dark city street. / It was one o'clock in the

8

morning. / and there were few cars on the road. / Finally the speeding

8

driver pulled to a halt. / Officer Roberts stopped at the curb several

22

yards in front of the car and, pencil in hand, started Walking toward

15

the vehicle. / Suddenly he 'noticed a pair of lacIfes'idack flats in the
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115

middle of the street. / Immediately a befuddled look appeared on the
officer's face. /

21

The chain of events leading to the appearance of the black shoes

15

on the stree't had begun about four hours earlier. / A yotiiig lady, Mary

Vincent, bad bought the flats at an auction late that night. / Fortunately
27

they' were a little too big, for when she was suddenly dragged into a car
by a couple of kidnappers, the shoes remained on the.street./ The crooks,

21

being in a hurry, did not.stop to pick up the flats even'after they
noticed Mary's stocking feet. /
Officer Roherts stared at the shoes for some time before walking

13

over to ihe car and issuing a ticket. i After the car lefi, he studied

11

the sitaation for a few more minutes. / The strange thing was that the

10

shoes were in walking position. / It looked as if someone ilad disappeared

-into thin air. /
12
15

Within five Minutes Officer Warren Strong brought Roberts out of
his trance./ Led by Strong, the city police force eventually saved

7

Mary Vincent fiom her hoodlum captors. / You can sometimes puzzle one

7

policeinan, / but you can never baffle theirn all. /

2,2 Units

Barry L.
Random Group
Transcripts of Oral Language

Age Six
Grade One
(Looking at a Mardi GrA parade scene)
4/7
6
7
4

0-8

les a circus / There's a clown and some puppets / and the clowns are Playing

something / There's a ladY with a mask / There's a soldier / [There's a ...
There's a wagon with me'n pulling it / and there's a lady with a flag / and there's

8

8-0-2
9
7

10 Units

a man on it playing [a] a horn / and then there's a man playing another horn /

There is a thing that they wiggle.
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Grade Seven

Age Twelve

(Lookini at "The Gulf Stream," a Winslow Homer picture of a
Man adrift in the ocean)
Well, see, there's this man / [he's maroonet1 marooned on an island with all shark

6
(,151/2)-7

8

I mean he's remoinied re-] Well, he's stuck on a boat / and all these

12

sharks are all aronnd hi iii / arid there's this big tidal wave is coming up

8

over him / :dal he sees thiS boat on the horizon / and so he starts waving /

5

hut the boat doesn't see hint 1,so the boat goes right by / but then [he fixes up

7
6

2-C)-5

the boat

for he eau] he fixes up the motor / I-le has a little hit Cif gasoline

left to get him to the boat / so he gets to the boat / and they bring him ashore /

6
5

and he lives happily ever after. /

13 Units

Age Seventeen
Grade Twelve
(Telling about the boolcJim Taylor, Fullback)
17

6

©41
8.

6-0,1-0-3
5-0-4

It's about Jiin Taylor's life, his playing career, and all the great things he has
done I. Well, he's a great fullback /. [and he] Next to Jimmy Brown, he's
the best in die league I. I think he's better than Jimmy Brown / but most of the
papers say [he's just as, he's] Jimmy [Brown] -Brown'S 1;etter / but all around

he's [just
24

] just a football player /. There is nothing else he can do I.

.Beeaus'e he works on weights every day, he can't even turn his neck because he's

18

just developed his neck muscles so much / but every time he carries the ball

6

he has a average of five point two yards to carry I. lie scored fourteCn touchdowns

8-©-5

last year / and 1 guess.he's about the toughest [fontball uh, fn.] fullback

0-7

iii the National League I. [not that he's) Ile's about the smallest one, tno

5
7

but he .ist has desire / awl that's what keeps him going I.

14 Units

Written Composition

Grade Three
6/10
3/4

Age Eight

well the:Bott,;.,kate gurt up / and all the pelpl are frill out of the.bote / ther are',

5

fdrh / and there are crat / and the town nerd bey; / and the Bate is the kote / and the

5

mar are down. /

7 Units
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(When Barry read his composition aloud, he read: Well, the boat got hurt up / and
all the peimili; are falling mit of the boat ./ . There 'are fish / and there are crabs /

and the town near by / and the boat is the hole '/ and the men are down.)

Grade Seven
17

9
7

Age Twelve

As Toni the boy the biggest was casting his line he .1.,,ot it eough in John skin. /

John,was'crying. but finly we got it out. / So we went back agin the casting. /

11

5
6

But this time I was lucky; when I cated theline./ it didn't get eought. / moreovery
WA"(

12

it went in the water. / But then it happened the river started to get hijel and

15

higer. / Tom went and grab John shirttale, and :lary pigtail. *And got them out

13
10

in time: / In the very smile spot where they were fishing it was under water. /

6

Ali the fish they left on the rock were gone. / So they got no fish dinner. /
.

11 UMts

Grade Twelve

.

Age Seveneeen

Walking down the street one rainy saturday night we came upon a
28

piculier sight a policeman.giving a ticket to a v'mman who had jaywalked

accross the street. / What a heated argument was going on, / the woman whom
16

I had never seen before was trying to convince-the piiliceman of something, /

10

We could not make out exactly what they were saying, / so curious as were are,

14

we crept up closer &.closer. Step by step / finally we could heal' every

10
9

word that they were saying. / She keep telling to policeman I had to

11

jaywalk / I thought I saw my sons rain boots in the street, / there's no

10

robbers.in the middle of the street: / Even though the cop did see the

31

slippers behind the, woman he could not change Ids mind for he needed
the 10% commission he would obtain from that sort of violation. / So he

24

gave her the ticket but found out latter she was dective mores from the
state police which conjured up the whole situation. /

11 Units
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Boyd R.
-Low Proficiency Group
Transcripts of Oral Language
Age Six
Grade One
(After mentioning a ride on_.a train, Boyd was asked if anything
funny happened.)
Nothing fhnny happened to me. . / . hut [I] I only seen things hinny. /

5

Cartoons ;are fun c. / On one cartoon .. you know there was a tractor

3
10
12

there./ and the tractor lifted up some little animal that were on it. /

3

That wa;i 'funny. / And do you know what? / Thad tractor was a stemn roller /

5

[an ao an the slut] and a [shov] shovel MIS on the steamroller.... /

0-2-T-5
..

5

.1 could tell you one about this picture. /Ccould really tell you. / lt looks

5

like

0-8
12

circus. f[An] And there's a big cloWn right there: / and 'there's a

man coming out of theclown right there. / Clown's holding [a man on] two mans

8
7

on its head / It's a wagon that he's in / That wak the end of that one /

10

They're playic,; and halving a lot of fun. / They are.here because of that big

8

man right there. / Ife's sitting down on something, / but I don't know what it is /.

21. Units

Age Twelve
Grade Seven
(Telling about the' book he liked best during the year)
Well I'll tell yun about Tom Swift and the Flying Lath / well at the

12
10

beginning there were these spies from Mexico / and they were trying to

8

find some uranium / and so they came into [this this war] Torn Swift's plant /

9-0-8

and they hit his son over the head with [his] his gam w'ell with the back

8
(1)-24

of it / and then they were trying to find him / [they] and there was this 'other
alan from Mexico won'ti ask him if he asked Mr. Swift if he would like
tir join his club / I forget what the name of it was / and [uh, uh. um he]
he got up and was on the stage at the club / and he was telling the people

9

about hint himself / and then they saw this man that clobbered [his well] his son
iwer the head / and his son went after him / [and so oh and then the] and then

CT}2-05-(P-3
12

[they] his son was flying around [in a] in his jet / and he found this landing
field that he didn't knoW about / and .[Ith] then he decided to land / and when

1-5-5

he landed [there was] there was this-sante man that had [uh that cap] captured
(D-18

<

him kind of and tied him up and put hint irkide the shack that was near by /

16 Units
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Grade TwelVe

119

Age Seventeen.

(Reaction to a statement on the irresponsibility of children and
parents)
-10

Well from the first [uh] sentence Where it say.s younger generation [ir]

9

wild and irre'sponsible I don't think that's true / and why I don't think

6

it's true?! well sure they do wild things Ant it's no different like

13-

our parents did when they were kids and it says farther down .here fathers

16
15

are too busy to pay attention to their children / I don't think any father's

C).6
9
6

too busy to pay attention to. his kids / [I mean ,lie] well he might be too busy./
but he could always lind time for his kids / at least I,fee1 that way /

.

IL 8-14-8-10 and [uh] to say that as a result kids grow up to be rather childish and
1-(9

.[uh] irresponsthle but I'don't think that's true either / and [uh] another part
of it say [iih] it's the parents fault tind [Why kids are always getting] why
kids are the way they :are / I don't think that it's the parents'.fault
29

0

.

because. the kids have modern ideas and because the pa'rents have ideas

that they had when they were young /. [ia; I don't think it's of

/ it's

7

probably a c'omhination of both / but I don't really think that it's anybady's

16

fault the way the kids :act.

14 Units

Written Composition

Grade Three
8
5
8
.

9
8

Age Eight

It lookeses likeid a boat is tip over / and piple our swimy out / And it
lookies liked a man is ded. / And the men our tring to get on hind / And
syme fiCh our looking up :it them. /

5 Units,

Grade Seven
8

Age Twelve

It looks t me that they are fkhing / and ther our camping. / The Boy Just

4

6

cast out his line. / The girl has had here line in the water fore a while / and

12

the other girl is batinghh: line../
15.

Afture theyi fished foi a while they will takt; the 'fish
home for dinner. /

6 Units
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Grade Twelve
1.5

Age Seventeen

few nights ago this girl (Serca) Was M town staying with her

girl friend. / They decided to take a pair of there old sillies and put
them in the street so that it might create some publicity. So that
26

night they were driving back from the show ;ind left the shoes in the
middle of the street and then went home to bed. / Later that night a

15

policeman came bay and saw the shoes and wrote a report. /The next day

19

the &is looked in the paper and sure enough there was a picture of their shots.

5 Units-.

,
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PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF ORAL LANGUAGE

Until spoken English is evaluated in education, oral language,
will continue to be. neglected to the detriment of all the language
arts:The curriculum inevitablY shrinks to the boundaries of what''
ever evaluation the schools use.At present, an 'inadequate understanding of the highly limited scope of paper and pencil standardized tests in English results_ in a,narrow, warped curriculum. What
is easy to measure is nor necessarily what is important to evaluate,
and most tests measure a shockingly narrow range of what should
be evaluated. The ree4dt is that curriculum decisiOns are made
upon thissneager basis.
Eventually the evaluation of oral' language will require tape re-.
corders and cassettes, and the features of language to be evaluated
will be variables such 'as -organiiation showing sensitivity to the
listener, liveliness and vitanty of .speech, and freedom from distracting speech mannerisms. Because this kind of evaluation is
.tinie-consuming; schools may need to select random samples for
evaluation; a teacher or a school system will attain a picture of a
class of thirty pupils by using a random sample of ten or 'eleven
pupils. For the present, teachers need some relatively simple way
of estimating growth in language power.
One way of overcoming the time-consuming barrier to evaluatiOn might be,to examine some of the oral language variables in
the present Tesearch. Could any one of the variables serve to represent other variables? Mazes' and conventionality of speech, for

instanee, are logically quite unlike other variables; however,
length of communication nnit, elaboration of subject and predicate, and use of dependent clauses may be- similar enough to
simplify the problem of evaluation. As one can easily observe by examining our data, oral depen-

dent clatise measurs are highly correlated with oral elaboration
measures as weii as with length of oral communication units. At
grades one, hvo and three, the values of the correlations are given
= 80and rED = .82.. Here, E stands for Elaboration of
by
subje.et and predicate; C stands' for length of communication unit.
(average nuMber of words per conimunication unit); D stands for
121
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Dependent clause measures (average number of dependent
clauses per communication unit). These high correlations make
sense, of course, because elaboration of simple subject and predicate in the units of communication increases the length of the
units and the incidence of dependent clauses. However, inasmuch
as the measurement Of elaboration is complex .and timeconsuining, even though it is the best indicator of language power
in our research, it is reasonable to speculate.as to whether or not
elaboration could be predicted .with any reliability from the more
easily determined communication unit length and a measure of
dependent clauses. To determine whether such a prediction possesse an ac(vptable level of reliability, a multiple regression
analysis was carried .out, on the elaboration index at grades one,
two, and three, combined with communication unit length and
number of dependent clauses as the predicter variables. The results of.this analysis are suMmarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Multiple Regression Analysis
Analysis of Elaboration Index on Average Number of Words per
Communication Unit
and Number.of Dependent Clauses Measured

Variable

Regression
Coefficient

t-value

DeciSion*
._.
Signifie-ant
.Significant

Average .words per
communication unit

.41

10.9

Dependent Clauses

.53

12.4

*Significant at- .-5. .05.

According to this analysis, the predietion is definitely reliable.
The Multiple correlation coefficient is given by RE.CD + .89 with
the prediction equation given by
E + 3.00 + 41C + .53D.
The standard error for the estimated elaboration index is given by

SE = 3.72. On the basis of these Jesuits, Table .2 has been Prepared. From this:table. a researcher or a teacher can estiMate a
primary school pupil's elaboration index score from the average
number of words per communication unit and the average number
..

of dependent clauses per c.;bminunication unit. Also, the 95% confidence interval for the true elaboration index score can be determined by adding and subtracting seven points from the predicted

133.
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value. For example, if Tc = 40 iind TD = 60, then the 'predicted
elaboration,index score is.giyen.TE = 51 ± 7. As another example,
suppose Tc = 34.and TD = 58. To estimate the elaboration index',
use Tc. = 49 ± 7. In other words, use the closest values in Table 4
when Tc or Tip. fall between the interVals provided there.

Thus, it is important, both for researchl and for classroom evaluation of oral,language, to kn6w_that in grades one, two, and three a
count "of the two elements,
'length *of communication unit (average nuMber of words per
communication unit)
1 avenge number of dependent clauses per communication unit

Table 2

Predicted Elaboration Index Standardized Value from Observed
Standardized Communication Unit and Dependent Clause Scores

Standardized
.Deliendent
Clause SOre

Standardized Communication.Unit Score*
35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

3Q

41

35
38
41
44

44

46

46

49

48
51

51
54

54
57

30
35
40
45
50

31
,34

33
36

37
39
42

39

55
60
65

44
47

50
52

70-

37
40
43
46
48
50
53
56
59

42
44
47
50
52
54
57
60
63

39
42

45.
48
50
52
55
58
61

44
46

46
48

49
52
54
56
59

51
54

62

56
58
'

61
64

65 ° 67

48
50
53
56
58
60
64
66
69

*Standardized.syires for average number of words per communication unit and for
'dependent clauses:Were computed by assigning the nnnwral 50 to their means and
the mamma 10 to mie standard deviation from the mean:
,

TE I

XE /

TE2 + TE3
3

L

7" .4- NE2

-81.6 + XE1 -8a4
27.4

24.8

27.6

/

T

= 50 +

6.0 + Xc2 - 6.6 + Xc3 - 6.9

NCI

1

T = 50 +

1,38

1.39

10

[
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D2

X 131

.04

0.4

1.32

D3
0.4
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will serve almost as effectively .as a count of all three language
variables. Thus ,the time-consuming and complex Computation of
the elaboration index including all syntactic devices (such .as infinitive clauses, appoSitives, gerunds, adjectives, -etc.) may be bypassed, yet the valuable index score can nevertheless he 117ertained. A similar mu) iAle regression analysis could be performed
for the upPer elem 9tAry grades, junior high, and senior high
sch oo 1 . TWs-simp
'Won can be tried also for written languageat
any pointcof sch91ig. Schools will want their own norms.for all
of these Ifia-su s, of course.
One of our halysts was troubled at the amohnt of time we had
spent on stu c1 y ng the elaboration of subject and predicate, but
/1
eventually sheTcame
to see that tile effort enabled us to validate
the use of simpler measUres Such as average length (in words) of
the communication unit.
If we were to apply this to a practical situation in a school district we would make these recommendations, assuming.that time
and money were nOt in great supply:
For.oral language, the three elements we would study would
be average number of wordS per communication unit; vocabz.
ulary, and expressive intonation. We would tape pupils oral
language in some natural but standard situation, suchas telling a story from-one of the books that presents a story in pictures but uses no words. From that tape we would distill the
length of communication unit and the depth of v ocabulary.
(One might, in additkm, use s9me voéabulary test in which
the teachers had faith. For small children we found the Watts
Vocabulary test to be sound.)
We consider expressive intonation to be ekeeptionally imporant for it skows Whether or not the pupil is learning' to.be
aware of lfsteners, to put him/herself in the shoes of the audi,
ence. Totmeasure this we would prepare three adults to listen
inckpendcntly to the tapes, not knowing the.age or names of

,

the pupils speaking. They would simply rate the pupil as
superior, .average, or weak in' the kind .of expressiveness
pitch, stress, pause, and rhythmthat aids communication of
ideas.
C.?

If taping ll the pupils in a class proved too time-conSumIng or
e ensive, a school could easily take a random sample of every
fi th child; and base its evaluation on that sample.
We have had in-rmind he-re early childhood education and the
p imary grades, but adaptation .to upper grades and high schootis
e tirely possible. Evaluation' SUch as we have described, ac,-
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complished in Septembei, February, and May, would give schools
much better evidence on pupil growth in language than they now
have with paper and pencil tests, so .dangerous in their narrowness.

APPENDIX F
TRANSFORMATIONAL SYNTAX: A DESIGN FOR ANALYSIS

by John Dennis

.In devising the categories of syntactic oral performance of stu-

dents, I have been guidedor constrainedby the following evidence and studies:
four sets of protocols of the actual language used by selected..
students, each set consisting of approximately eighteen cornmunicatiOn units (Loban) or T-units (Hunt)'
*the Bateman and Zidonis monograph, "The Transformational

Model of Generative or Predictive Grammar" by Robert
Stockwell, and Roberts' Modern Grammar.2

Naturally, there ',is overlapping and contradiction among the
studies. I have tried to find areas of agreement when they exist in
some form; further, I have tried to reduce the number Of transform
"types" in order to avoid unreal or unnecessarily complex descriptions.. My guide for theoretical decisions was the corpus of oral
protocols provided me.
Of course the corpus under study really strains the re:;ourCes of

a "one-sentence grammar," no matter how much descriptive
adequacy we attribute to that grammar. I say this because this
present corpus is discursive living language with all the natural_
language features we have come to expect of such material: rhetorical strategies In evidence, a high degree of recursiveness in'structures, shifts. in topic and register (level of "appropriate usage"),
hesitation phenomena, some deviations from rigidly deseribed
-----weli=form-edm-ntences7.*O. Consequently, I have attempted to

devise a description ignoring evident rhetorical conceals and

focusing instead on syntactic performance. Atthis point I will present categories, descriptions, and justifications.
Single-Base Transforms

So far as I know, all single-base transforms involve two kinds of
structural operations: (1) reordering of constituents in statements,
126
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and (2) insertion of optional incremental elements not derived
from other statements. Statement here refers .to what we have
come to call "kernel" sentences, which are characterized by the
following criteria: they are statements; they are positive; they.are
active. We nsed to say that they were "irreducible," but in saying
this, we were at a loss to explain items and phrases used adverbially. -Since it is clearly simpler and sounder to consider words
like there, thrn, and,thus and their phrasal equivalents as'aspects
of phrase structure, (2) makes sense as an option available to kernels:A similar procedure must be followed in making iricremental
(wh-) questions; interrogatives like what, who(m), when, and
where are simply optional attachments to the reorder or intonational shift underlying this type of (wh-) question. The same argument applies to negation expressed by not + lexical verb.
(NP )
1) T neg: NP + Aux + be + not + (Adj ); NP + Aux + not + V -± NP
(Adv)

2) T there: There + Aux,+ be + NP

/d
Av1

(V-ing)

(NP )
3) T yes/no: Aux + be + NP + (Adj ); Do + tense + NP + V -± NP
(Adv)

(what )
4) T wh-(when ) + tense + do

NP + y (-± Np); Who + tense- + V -± Np
(where)
5) T passive: NP1 + Aux + Vtr + NP2 NP2 + tense + be + part +

V + by + NP1.
6) T mobility: NP + Aux + V -± NP + Prep Phr Prep Phr + S

I don't think we need to list citations illustrating these structural
descriptions at this time. In this report we will do what Bateman
transforand Zidonis have done, avoiding scrupulously the term optiona/
all;
they
are
types
of
mational rules. They aren't rules. at
transforms.
Multi-Base-Transforms_

transforms
When two or more single baseskernels or theirtypes,
we can
grammatical
sequences
of
complex
are used to make
tiresome
refer to them as intilti-base transforms, thus avoiding the alternaAn
enumeration problem (double-base, triple-base, etc.)
.ftom
various
the
derivations
resulting
tive way of describing
operations.
choices and subsequent manipulations is matriilinsert of a "oneSuch a description makes good sense within the limits
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sentence grammar," where constraints on the length and complex-

ity of sentences used for analysis are likely. However, in the
analysis of a discourse sample, a multiplicity of matrices and inserts is probable; consequently, there is a problem in description
which can be avoided if we stick to a description of the structural
manipulations performed. There doesn't seem to be a compelling
reason for a double entry: e.g., The boy whom he saw at the game
was his neighbor. This is a "double-base" (multi-base) transform
using Tsub (subordination). Its basic sentences are evident, and
its transformational history is obvious. Whom he saw at the game
is an insert sentence, surrounded by the matrix, The boy . was
his neighbor. It seems unnecessary to point out that when bases
are combined they are either embedded or "conjoined, with or
without deletions.

Another feature of ientence analysis which I consider

unnecessaryunless, of course,. a highly detailed description of a
"notional" kind is the analyst's aimis the use of functional labels
like "That + sentence as subject," "nominal infinitive of obligation," "abstractive nominal," "adverbial expansion of Man (adverb
of manner) + C" (presumably "complement," that catch-all term).
First of all, what do these labels tell us? How are they "transformOional rules"? Are they more or less accurate than descriptions
of transformational types which are manipulated to produce
grammatical sequences? These labels tell me that someone is trying to exPlain optional transformatinns in terms of traditionalschool grammar. Chomsky spends a good deal of patient argument
in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax to discount the value of mixing
functional labels with grammatical categories.3-

I will sum up my argument this way: If we are interested in
developing a "syntactic profile" of a given student, student group,
or "level" in school, we can surely obtain that information without
recourse to matrix/insert counts or notional labels. For exaMple,
recurrent syntactic structures could be generalized abstractly this
way: This student/group/grade tends to c'onjOin more frequently
than he or she/it tends to embed. More specifically we could say
that conjoining structures were used 57% of the time in all units
analyzed; and, but, and or were so used in relative order of frequency. Suppose the reverse were true; then we could specify the
types of embedded transforms: relative, subordinate, appositiVe,
etc., depending on how we specified deletion.
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Multi-Base TraUsforms (Full Fornis)

The term full form means that the entire transformation is intact;
there has been no deletion.
(and)
(and)
1) T conj. S (but )Sq; IC1 (but )IC2
(or )
(or )
)
(therefore
.,
)
2) T con(nector) S1 (however
(consequently)
_

.

. (who

)

3).T rel(ative) [51 (which) + Aux + VP ... 1
(that )
(whose)
4)-1* sub(ordinatc) [S1 (+ sub +
.

]

5) T pro (It + Aux + be + Adj + sub + S ... )
(I + Aux + be + Adj + sub + S ... )
6) T for-to* For + NP + to. + V + VP ...
" #5 often combines here: It +. Aux + be + Adj +
for + NP + to + VP
7) T to NP + Aux + Vtr + NP +

,
John wanted NP +John + tenk + come
.

+

'0.1ohn wanted

8) T nom NP +

to

+ come

NP / NP + be + (Adj )0

(Vtd
NP + grow

NP + grow + NP

(Adv)

/ NP is interesting

also The growing of flowers is interesting
kites can.he troublesome
flying

9) T comp Np + Vtr + comp. + VP 0
They consider he is foolish him
They consider him (to be) foolish
10) T mob(ility) I like him because he is -honest *

Because he is. honest I like him
(Many other examples arc -possible here.)4

It is apparent to those of us who have examined the natural uses
of- language that deletion of certain items and structures is commonplace in both speech and writing. Deletion is often treated as
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a transform, a single _type of generalized option.. In a way that's
senSible, but I don't think we've treated it systematically enough,.
.Deletion is like the recursive rule: it can be applied indefinitely

to certain strings in a given environment; and sd long as the

specifications are correctly frillowed, grammatical sequences will
result.
To sum up, then, we should be interested in the subject's uses
of the various kinds of deletions as he applies them to items and
structures in the sentences he. generates.
1) D NP
[env. T conj

NP1 + V131 + conj + NP1 +. VP0 ONP1 + VP1 + 4 + VP2

Mr. Smith bent over and tied his Shoelace.
The man who is sick The man sick The sick man
2) D rel + Aux
The girl who is crying The girt crying #
[env. T rel]
The crying girl
The man who issmoking The man smoking
Note I : The s:une operation applies to strings which,have undergone the passive - T passive:
The man who was injured The inan injured
The man who wafrightened # The inan frightened
The fiightened man.
Note 2: There is all inversion rule operative here, but it applies with consistency only to '`attribntives." With -ing forms. there is divided usage.
Note 3: This D nde also accounts for the appositive.
.

3) D NP + V
[env. T comp]

4) I) NP + for
[env. T. for-to]

5) D sub.
[env. T

The class elected comp. John
The class elected John became president John
president John
4,
The class elected. 4,
(An instersion rule is obligatory here.)
For NP to solve the problem + VP
to solve the problem is easy.

The man whom I saw ...
The man

4,

I saw

Note: Only the "relatives," who,- which and that, can be deleted in T sub;

whose must be used, and the other subordinators are also obligatory.
This is obvious and will lead to a series of NPs,
6) D conj
[env. T cong-and] attributes, verbs, etc.
I amialler than he is tall
7). D VP
[env. T compar..1

I alum taller than he is

or! am taller than he 4,
Note: I did not list T compar. with multi-base "full forms" because it is never a
full fonn except in such oddities as He is as handsome as she is ugly
which doesn't strike me as a comparison, but rather as a variant form of
the contrast:11e is handsome but she is ugly.

8) D V
[env. T conj.]

I enjoy ches, and John enjoys chess (too).
4,
does toO
I enjoy chess, and John
I enjoy chess, and so does John.
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Performance Deviations
We can take care of the various deviations in performance under
three rubrics: (1),mazes; (2) sequence interrupters and parenthetical structures; (3) syntactic deviaticns. Two of these can in the
sense of hesitation phenomena be called deviations of some kind.
The third is well known.
1. Mimes: I should think that two kinds of evidence might be
useful here.
R.. Kinds of maze structures = item, phrase, clause
b. Movement = complete break-off (aposiopesis)'or
stop-and-revision (anacoluthon).
.
2. Sequence Interrupters and Parenthetical Structur
a. Sequenee Interrupters: I think of these a non-init
When they are initial (before cominunicati unitS), they
tend to move the discourse along. When the are internal,
they usually represent a pause for decision- iking. Their
position interests me, too, and I would chart th, thus:
Type
uh
um
well

Position
NP: medial/terminal
VP: medial/terminal
Inter-sentence

b..Parenthetical St ctures:
(1) S + deletion: let's see
you see

J

you know
I would think
you might say
as it were
(2) frozen items and phrases: as a matter of fact
for that matter
of course
in other words
generally speaking
in my opinion
3. Syntactic Deviations
a. Non-sentences
b. Word order: items or structures ,out of sequence
-

c. Number: non-agreement on NP + VP
pronoun reference:- NPsing Pro 1.
P
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to 0 on
with 0 to
e. Delebons: article omitted; connective omitted, etc.

4. Preposition or particle:

f. Tense shift: narrative past 0 narrative present
He went 0 He goes . .
g.. Other: (one always needs an etc.)
In offering here a sketch and suggestions for procedures, I think
the analyst could mark the protocols, using brackets to enclose the
segments of language he is classifying, and labeling the bracketed
material so he can make a quick tally of transformational types
after finishing his analysis. Let me present a typical problem.
Suppose a student has used T passive, then T relative, and finally
D Rel + Aux. How would the analyst judge and mark this mate'Hal? I would say that the final structure would be codedi.e., D
rel + Aux because this "result" implies the underlying transformational history. Thus the past participle tied as a modifier and sb
specified byD rel + Aux reveals a hierarchy of manipulative skills
as a review of its transformational history confirms. I think that
this procedure plus judgment will stand up under scrutiny in most
cases. It's rather a novel idea, and I encourage inquiry. In any
case, I fail to see that the entire transformational history I've just
described could be coded without giving a curious imbalance to
the syntactic profile we wish to obtain.
Unless there is a desire to see what a given student has done
within any specific coMmunication unit, I see no reason for describing the locus of optional transforms as unit 1, unit 6, etc. I
think that one page of code symbols for one set of protocols (30
T-units) would be sufficient. however, a master tally. sheet for a
student, a student group, or a "level" of instruction (or achieve.:
ment) would probably have to be more complex.
Of course, in this proposal I know I have not said all that needs
to be said about the scheme for analysis and description of the
optional transforms students use in casual discourse. However; I
do believe that I have presented enough to make an accurate and
productive analysis possible.
.

.
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INTERVIEW FOR GRADES KINDERGARTEN THROUGH
THREE
In order to parallel the increasing maturity of the subjects, the
questions and pictures were changed for grades 4-6, for.grades 7-9,
and for grades 10-12. Many inquiries have been received concern-

ing the possibility of using our pictures. We feel that any wellchosen pictures will produce the same results. Researchers should
find pictures that are relatively complex and ambiguous; such pictures .seem to elicit more language. If we were to do this research
again, we would use a few sets (ofjour to six pictures) which
would suggest a sequence of even6. However, we would still retain some of our single pictures such as the' complex Mardi Gras
'scene:
Opening questions:

1. First of all, tell me your whole name.
2. When you are at home, who do you play With?
3; What do you and [Names of playmates] do when you are at
home?
.

(Pretend ignorance of games, etc., and get the child to explain how they play these games.)

4. Do you, like television? What programS do you like best?
Tell me all about them. (Ofte'n, the child will tell about just
one program.)
5. Have you ever been sick? Tell me about that.

6. What do Tyou like to do best of everything in the whole
world?

Pictures:

Now I am going to show you some pictures, ana I want you to
tell me all about the pictures. Will you do that? I want you to tell
me everything you see in the pictures and what you think about
the pictures. (If the child's first respOnse to the picture itself covers the area of one of the subquestions, omit the subquestion.)
:
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1. This is picture number one. (Boy holding cocker spaniel
puppy; girl bandaging paw.) What can you tell me about this
picture?

This is picture number two. (In color, Mardi Gras scene:)
Will you tell.me all about this pictur0
a. Whatcan you tell ine about all these?
b. What are they doing?
c. Why,do you think they are alL.here?

3. This is .picture number three. (Two Korean girls, the older
one crying.) What can you tell me about this picture?
a. Where do yon think these chi4dren are?.
b: Which one would you like for a playmate? (If the child
points, say, "The one on the right," or "The one on the
left.")

c. Why did you choose that One? (If the child says "Beeause," say, "Because why?" If the. child 'should state that
these children are Oriental or Mexican or some other designation, ask "How do you know they are. Oriental?" (or
Mexican, etc.)

4. This is picture number four. (Northern lightS, snow, dog
sled.) Will you tell me all about this picture?
child.notices sled, etc.)
a. What are they doing? (In caSe
h. Whefe do yOti think they are going? (In case -the child
notices driver,- dogs, etc.)

c. What is this? .(Do not say' "Up in the sky.7. Point to the

lights, even if the child does not notice the Northern

.

lights.)

5. This is picture number five. (Small boy running and crying, a
(log, two small girls watching him, part .of a woman in the.
picture.) Will you tell me all about this picture?
-a. Why do you think he is crying? (If child says -boy iS crying.)

b: Can you tell me a story about this picture? Can you pretend a story?
6. This is picture number six. (Small girl picking up a rabbit,
dark photographic background.) Tell me all 'about this pie.

hire, Will you?'
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

1. Walter Loban, The Language of Elementanj .School Childrenr-Language Ability: Grades Seveu, Eight; and Nine; Problems

in Oral English; Waltet Loban and Leonard A. Marascuilo, An
Empirical St,udy of the Dominating.Predictive Features of Spoken.
-Language: A Multivariate Description and Analysis of Oral Language Development (Washington, D. C.: Office ofEducation,.Department of Health, Edueation and Welfare, Project No. 7-1-106;
1969)..

2. The initial method of determining spread of intellectual ability was a kindergarten vOcabulary test of 100 items. In grade two
the first standard intelligence testing was carried out by the Oakland Public Schools.
3. Annual ratings in which the thirteen or more teachers rated
-'each subject's ability in language 'in accordance with a carefully
designed scale. See page 5 for a description of this scale and Appendix A for a copy Of the complete scale.
NOTES'TO CHAPTER TWO
1. A. F. Watts, The Language and Mental:Development of Children, pp. 65-66.

: 2. Some linpists object to any use of "communication" or
"meaninz." urging a rigorous use of structure atone. This investigator, however, has seen no problem in using 'meaning as a
clouble-i:heck (in the stmctural methodblogY actually .being used;
'some mistakekhave been located in this way, no dilemmas have
..arisen, and the research has retained a closer alliance withy the
ultimate communicAtive purpose of language. Still another double

'check, occasionally useci, has been that of verbal Signalling
pitch, pause. and stress. One of our analysts defined'the com,

munication unit as "each indeperident.clause with-Tall Of its modifie'rS,:.-edisting between two' silences." However, very few. utter-.
.ances .wete 'saficiently..arnhigumis. to force ,us into meticulous

--intonatioiratiiisis as a supplement to our usual methods.
3. Kellogg W. Hunt; Grammatical Structures Written at .Three
Grade Levels..
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4. Other researchers have studied thiS same phenomenon. although, again, there has been no consistency in 'terminology.
Hun't, in Grammatical Structures, uses he term garbles rather
than mazes. Others .tise hesitation phenomena (see' Howard Mae- .
lay. and. Charles E. Osgood, .Hesitation Phenomena in Spontane

,

.1. ous English Speech," in Reading. S in the Psychology of Language;.

ed. Leon Jakobovits and Murray Miron [Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: -Prentice-Hall, 1967] ).
5. In LaBranes research a. subordinate clause which modifies an
independent element of the communication unit is termed ,f`firstorder subordination." Subordination which modifies another subordinate element, 'which in turn modifies an independent erement, is called "second-order* subordination." Lou LaBrant, "A
Study of-Certain Language Develepments. of Children in Grades
Four to Twelve, InClUsive," Genetic PsychOlogy Monographs 14
(1933): 187-491.

6. Mata V. Boi, "children's Growth in the. Use of Written Limguage," Eleme-ntarn English Review 16 (1939): .312-319; F. K.
Heider and C. M.,1rieider, "A Comparison of Sentence Structure
'of Deaf and Hearini; Children," Psychologital MonographS 52'
(1940).:' 42:103.

-

7. Hunt Graminatical Stnthtures.
.8. Mildred C. Templin, Certain Language Skills in Children,
Child Welfare Monograph Series No. 26 (Minneapolis: Univerity
of Minnesota Press, 1957)..
9. Roy-C. O'Donnell, William J. GriffiR, and Rayinond C. Nor- ,

ris, Syntax of Kindergarten and Elementary School Children, p.
60:....O'Donnell-et al. found a different result foradjectiVe clauses.
They, acknowledge that their result does not conform to the findings Of others. Further study of the adjective clause is needeCto
gharpen. and stabilize our knowledge of this kind of noun modification.
10. Denis., Lawton, "Social Class Differences in Language De-

velopment: A Study of Some Samples of Written Work," Lariguage and Speech 6 (1963): 120-43.
11. Walter Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children.
12. Lawton, ."Social Class Differences in Language Developrnent," P. 138.
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e is counted as two veil) woniN; t w j
have,served is cdbnted as three'
words (omitting the to); will furnish
is counted as four verb
) words; would have liked to
ds.
of Present-Day American
1 Robert L. Allen, The Verb System
;fish.

selected units of communication.
I. All verbs used, in the thirty
individual tally sheets, and then
7e identified, recorded on
istically tabulated.'
,TES TO CHAPTER THREE

ratings were carried
In the investigation, the socioeconomic (which were actuof disagreement
t by two judges, and in cases hiMself provided third judgy negligible) the investigator
..

.

!ht.

..

approximately 500 occupations
2: The Minnesota Scale contains developed at the Institute 'of
ed on a seven-point scale. It Was

,r
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Child Welfare, niversity of Minnesota, as a basis for .classifing
persons into :a .ioeconomic groups at a time when the Institute
was looking for .an instillment which would enable it to secure a
cross section of the population. (See Tbe Minnesota Scalefor Pa7
.ternal Occupations- [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

3. Typically a socioeconomic rating of IV was the result of a'
niother who was a skilled clerical wbrker (III) and a father who
was a semiskilled faetory worker (V), resulting in an average of IV
as the family sOcioeconomic rating.
NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR

I: Walter Loban, The Language of Elementary School Chil-

dren, p. 41.
2._ Ibid., p...78.
3. II11(1., P. 54.

4. In the case of

mazes,

no written data are presented since

mazes as such do not occur in the .subjects written language. Even
a poor writer does ..not write as follows.: -There was was a Was
there was a man.'' A speaker may use such mazes, however. Some

mixed-np language occursrather rarelyin writing; .Hunt and

O'Hare use the term garbles for such undeciAerable writing.
5. See Frank O'Hare, Sentence Combining, p. 22 (Table.1) and
p. 53 (Table 3) for comparisons.
6. The investigatOr has termed the overlapping a quirk. since it
is apparent that it is explained by a downward shift by the Ran(torn group rather than an 'upward shift by the Low group.
7. James, Moffbtt,- -Grammar and the Sentence,' in Teaching

.the Universe of Discourse (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1968).

8. The reader should keep in minckthat the growth rate percentages simply place the data in better perspective. The identical
conclusion could be drawn from the averages themselves (the first.
.coruinn in Table 8) or from the graphic presOntatiOn of the averages. (Figure 5). In other words, one could just as easily have said
that the High group average of 0.37 'at grade fbur was not achieved
by the Low group until grade eleven.(0.36):
9. The data, reported in a different publication, show the very
Clear superiority of the High group. (See Walter Loban, Language
Ability: Grades Ten,..Eleven, and Twelve.)
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10. This computation is not a Measure of average number of
wo:ds per dependent clause. In any given communication unit,-.a
subjeci.may use no dependent clauses whatsoever or as man}, as.
three or four dependent clauses within that single unit, re.s,ulting
in a mathematical tendency for the average words per dependent
clause to decline in caeiS where there is more than one dependent
clause within the unit. For this reason it was decided.that the best .
measure'would be words in dependent clauses as a percentage of
words in units.
11. Kellogg W. Hunt, Grammqical Structures Written at Three
Grade Levels; A. F. Watts, The Language and .Mental Develop-,
ent of Childsen, p. 125.
12. Because of the inconclusive nattfre of the finclings on written language, this breakdown of the d;ata will bepr sented only
for the subjects' oral language.
13. Denis Lawton, "Social Class Differences in Language Development:. X Study of-Some Samples of Written WOrk,- Lan.

guage and Speech 6 (1963): -1-21172.4.
,

14. Hunt, Grammaticaltractures; Roy C. O'Donnell, William
J. Griffin, and RaYmond C. Norris, Syntax of Kindergarten and
Elementary Sdiool Children; Donald R Bateman and _Frank J.
Zidon is,- The Effect of a Study'of Transformational GramMeii ot,2

the Writing Of Ninth and Tenth Graders. Research Report No. 6
(Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers f English, 1966). \
nother most commonly used adverbial clause, in addition
15..
to time and. Cause, is condition; percentages for these .three are
high for all groups.
.16. Kellogg W. Hunt, "Recent Measures in Syntactic Development,- Elementary English 43 (1966): 734..
17. .Lou LaBrant, "A Study .4.Certain Language DeveloPmiluts

of Children in Grades our to Twelve, Inclusive," Genetic
Psychology Monographs 14 (1933): 387-491.

18. $ce Appendix E for further discussion of practical application of 'research to schOol evaluation of language growth. .
19. For readers unfamiliar with the terminology.of transformational grammar, an example...of multi-base deletion transformations
could be the foll9wing transforming (combining) kernel sentences,.

with deletion of words nolonger needed:
I know a boy, and he 1ms red hair, and be bas a-rabbit. It is _his
pet.
I -now a red-haired bOy who has a pet rabbit.
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Further discussion of transformational grammar'may be found- in
Appendix F.
This Yind of sentence combining, something that can be dime
without an explicit formal grammar;--is explored in Frank O'Hare,

.

Sentence Combining: Improving Student Writing without For
mal Grammar Instruction.
20. For instance he multi-base deletion transformations ii
Table 19 show that hr the High Group in early years, the mai
score was 34 and the female score was 37. These two figure
added together give the:71 in our table here.
21. See Martin Joos., The English Verb; Frank R. Palmer, A Linguisti Study of the English Verb; A. F. Watts, The. Language 'and
Menial Development of Children.
22. Robert L. Allen, The Verb SYstem of Present-Day American
English, p. 136.
23. Nonfinite verbs are infinitives, participles, and gerunds; finite ,verbs are those requiring a subject and capable of.taking a
subject from this list: it, I, we, you, he, she, they.
24. One teadei of our research has suggested that we may not

have used the hesi measure for .verb density..Had we made a
straight,count of verbs, we may have, noticed an increase in their
use as the subject matured. Since the rest of the communication
unit would also increase, however, using percentages would not
reflect this increase in verb usage., and might fail tO give a true
picture. For:instance:
2 verbs in 6 words = 30% verbs
:orrna.was petting it'.stray eat.
Age 10: Our neighbor's pet dog must have 4 verbs in 12 words 30% verbs
been .fighting an angry wild skunk..
Age 6:

The-number of verbs increases, but .the 'percentage remains the
same.

25. William David Green, "A Study of Non-finite ,Verbs Used .
by Subjeets .Differing in Socio-economic Status, Grades 6 and 11"
(Ph,D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1968),
NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE

1.. For a succinct description of the rhetoric and, syntax of
cumulative sentences .see Walter Loban., Margaret Ryan, and

James Squire, Teaching LangUage and Literature (New
York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1969), pp. 321-2.
2. The research of both Goldman-Eisler and Lawton is revised,
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NOTES :

along with other studies of hesitation phenomena, in Susan

Ervin-Tripp and Dan I. Slobin, "Psycholinguistics," Annual Review of Psychology 17 (1966): 435-74.

3. BaSil Bernstein, "Linguistic Codes, Hesitation Phenomena
and Intelligencez" Language and Speech 5 (1962): 31-46.

4. Denis Lawton, Social Class, Language, and Education, p.
.

107..

,

5. Walter Loban, .Problems in Oral English;. Walter Loban,

Language Ability: Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine.

6. Bernard R. Tanner, Craig Vittetoe, and Robert E. Shutes,
"Notes on Chapter Five," English 8, Teachers' Edition, Secondanj
English Series (Menlo Park, Calif.:. Addison-Wesley PublishingCcimpany, 1968), -p:-46.

7. Bernard Tanner, personal letter to Walter Loban.
8. Arnold Gesell 'and Frances L. Ilg, The Child from Five to
Ten (New York: Harpers, 1946).
9. Mildred C. TeMplin, Certain Language Skills in Children,
Child Welfare Monograph Series No. 26 (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1957).
Three
10. Kellogg W. Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at
Grade Levels.
,11. A. F. Watts, The Language and Mental Development of
Children; Roy C. O'Donnell, Wil.liam J. Griffin, and Raymond C.
Norrig, Syntax of Kindergarten and Elemental* School Children.
12. Courtney B. Cazden, "Evaluation of Learning in Preschool

on
Education: Early Language -Development." in Handbookeds.
.

Formative and Summative Evaluation of StUdent Learning,
Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings; and George F. Madaus

(New York: McGraW Hill Book Co., 1971)..-..13. High Scope:, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Write
14. -Far Meg Laboratory for Educatiomal Development,1975).
about a Picture Task (San Francisco: Far West Laboratory,
15. Kellogg W. Hunt, "Recent Measures in Syntactic,DevelopGriffin,
ment," Elemeptatry-EngaSh 43 (1966): 732-9; O'Donnell,
School ChilKindergarten
and
Ellementanj
.and Norris, Syntax of
dren. See es'peciaity Chapter IV.
of Chil16. Jack McClellao, "Creative Writing Characteristics.Angeles,'

dren" (Ph.D. diss., University of South California, Los
1956).
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17. Basil Bernstein, Class, Codes and Control: Theoretical
Studies in the Sociology of Language, Vol. 1 (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 197,1); Millicent Poole, Social Class Contrasts in
Linguistic, Cognitive, and Verbal Domains ..(Bundoora, Victoria,
Australia:.Centre for Urban Studies, La Trobe University, 1975):
18. It also accounts for a misinterpretation in the early years of
the study. In our first monograph we reported that every subject
knew and used all the basic patterns of the English sentence with

the eSiteption of the pattern known as subjectlinking verb:-

predicate nominative (e.g., He is my daddy). We were not sophisticated enough, at that time, to realize that black dialect uses, as
does Polish or Russian, a deleted verb to be (He my daddy) and
does so with no loss of communication or lack of appropriateness
in the true linguistic sense. Consequently, in our first monograph

we tallied such sentences used by black dialect speakers in the
column we Called Partial sentences rather than in the column for
the linking verb pattern. Thus we ended up saying thatexcept for
the pattern of the linking; verb and the use of partial sentences,
differences between thellgroups on the basic patterns of _the English, sentence are not nbtable (Walter Loban, The Language of
Elementanj School Children [Urbana, Illinois: National Council
of Teachers of English; 1963], p. 46). What we should have said is
that in the mastery of grammatical sentence patterns there were no
significan differences at all. In the long course of this longitudinal
research we have learned much about the complexities. of black
dialect and its effective use of be, both in deletion and in accommodating the different durative aspect of the verb as in the following examples:

My daddy working at Sears. (TemporaryHe is working there
just today.)
My daddy be working at Sears. (DurativeiHe it; working there
permanently.)

19. John F. West, "Introduction," in The Old Man and His
Sons, by Hethin Bra (New York: Paul S. Eriksson, Inc., 1970).
20., Werner Cohn, "On the Language of.Lower-Class Children,"
School Review 67 (Winter 1959): 435-40.
NOTES TO APPENDIX B

1. This choice of segmentation is the outcome of a conference
sponsored by the U.S. DePartmera of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare at Bloomington, Indiana. The linguistic consultants at this
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conference were John Carroll, W. Nelson Francis, Fred Householder, David Reed, and Harold Whitehall.
2. For a more complete discussion of these terms, see W. Nel-

son Franca--; The Structure of American English (New

York: Ronald Press, 1958), p. 157. See also Archibald A. Hill, Introduction to Linguistic Structures (New York: Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1958), pp. 13-30.
This is what A. F. Watts calls "the natural linguistic unit."
See A. F. Watts, The Language and Mental Development of Chil-

dren, pp. 65-66. See also Kellogg W. Hunt, "A Synopsis of
Clause-to-Sentence Length_ Factors," English Journal 54
(1965): 300-309.

4. Walter Loban, Language Ability: Grades Seven, Eight, and
Nine.

5. Watter Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children.

NOTES TO APPENDIX F

1. Walter Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children; 'Kellogg W. Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three
Grade Levels.

2. Donald R. Bateman ,and Frank J. Zidonis, The Effect of a
Study of Transformational Grammar on the Writing of Ninth and
Tenth Graders. Research Report No. 6 (Urbana, Ill.:, National
Council of:Teachers of English, 1966); Robert Stockwell, "The
Transformational Model of Generative or Pi:edictive Grammar," in
Natural Language and the Computer, ed. Paul L. Garvin (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1963), pp. 23-46; Paul Roberts, Modern
Grammar (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Woild, Inc., 1967).

3. Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theonj of Syntax (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1965), pp. 68-74. These notional descriptions sometimes do, by indirection usually, locate the struc- ,
tural position's of constituents. Clearly none of Bateman and
Zidonis's 46 "transformational ndes" are rules at all; they are optional transformations. I think that notional labels are less' accurate
than categorical or typological descriptions if only because these
labels are vulnerable: i.e., Is it "obligation" or "causality"? Is the
"object of the verb" also the "subject of the infinitive"? And so
on.
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4. A question may arise about the presence of to and -ing in
items 6; 7, and 8. Is there a syntactic change here or a morphologi7
cal one? A 'similar question occurs in structures like John + possessive + V-ing or his V-ing; should we search for a syntactic or a

nonsyntactic explanation? In the first case I would say that the
obligatory rule for tense can be rewritten as to or -ing, thus obviat-

ing the Ting and T del(etion), ing, poss string that Roberts gets
tangled in. Also, in the second case, I. think thatfohn hos i hotrod
will produce 'John's hotrod but notJohn's hotrodding, which more
likely comes from John + tense + hotrod *John + poss + -ing +
hotrod John + S + hotrod + ing . (0 a. spelling rule, no doubt).
Items 6 and 7 are difkrent enough to require different explanations, it seems to me.
.

.

NOTE TO APPENDIX G.

J. Pictures 5 and 6 ,proved to be good stimuli for language.
Thel" had been used by Lois, Barclay Murphy in:her book 'Social
Behavior and Child personality (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1937), pp. 193 and 227; Picture 2 was retained for, all thirteen years of the study. It appears. in Marshall McClintock, The
Story of the Mississippi .(New York: Harper Brothers., 1941), p. 9.
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SOME KEY CONCLUSIONS

The subjects rated high for thirteen years by large numbers of
teachers use language with notable skill and power. In measure
after measure, they are tho ones who show, empirically,
-arting tone in speaking, an_expressive
*more effective use of ar
intonation that helps the ustener's comprehension

*longer communication units in speech and in writing

greater elaboration of subject and predicate

*more embedding in transformational grammar, especially multibase deletion transforms
*greater use of -adjectival dependent clauses
*more use of dependent clauses of all kinds
.
*greater variety and depth of vocabulary
*better control of mazes (lower proportion of language tangles to
total speech)

*higher scoreS on tests ot reading ability

higher scores on quality of written composition especially in Organization

*higher scores on tests, of listening

increasing skill with connectors (unless, although, etc.)
*greater use of tentativeness: supposition, hypothe3e., conjecture,:
condiJonal statements
.

